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Abstract  

The traditional construction procedure of bridges involves the use of expansion joints to allow 

for unrestricted superstructure movements against the temperature induced deformations. 

However, expansion joints have been demonstrated to be vulnerable to deterioration thus 

requiring frequent and costly maintenance. In that regard, the Integral Abutment Bridge (IAB) 

system presents an attractive alternative to overcome such problems. In addition to the 

advantages achieved by eliminating the expansion joints, the IABs have desirable structural 

performance and offer simple and rapid construction procedures. In the last few decades, 

IABs have been increasingly utilised in many countries around the world. Nowadays, the 

integral and semi-integral abutment bridges are becoming the first choice in the construction 

of bridges.   

Nevertheless, the IABs yet have their unique problems that ensue from the regular expansions 

and contractions (including shrinkage) in the superstructure. The structural system of IABs 

relies on the abutments movements to accommodate such changes in the dimensions of the 

bridge. The repetitive abutment movements, against and away from the retained soil, result in 

long term build-up of the lateral earth pressure and development of settlement bump at the 

approach. In consequence to these effects, the abutments will experience an escalated soil 

pressure that may exceed the design values and potentially damages the abutment. Moreover, 

the developed settlement bump at the abutment approach could lead to riding quality, if not 

safety, issues for the bridge users. These problems have negated some of the advantages of 

IABs and restricted their use.  

The complex soil-structure interaction mechanism in IABs has made it difficult for engineers 

to find the appropriate solution to address the approach issues in this type of bridges. Adopted 

remedy measures include the use of run-on concrete approach slabs, heavily compacted 
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approach fill, compressible inclusion between the soil and the abutment, and self-stable MSE 

approach fill with gap separation between the abutment and the MSE fill. However, no single 

solution can adequately address the broad array of IAB cases, each under a different setting, 

across the world.  

The present thesis extends current insights on the soil-structure interaction of IABs, with 

particular emphasis on the effects on the soil settlement and the lateral pressure at the integral 

abutment approach. The aim is to provide a sound basis to develop potential or improve 

current mitigating solutions. The thesis then investigates using EPS geofoam as a mitigating 

solution through a study of soil-EPS and EPS–abutment interactions. A combination of 

physical modelling and numerical analyses has been utilized to perform these investigations. 

In the thesis, a comprehensive review of the existing practices in dealing with the soil-

structure interaction effects in IABs has been undertaken. A novel analytical solution is 

developed to estimate the passive earth pressure based on an earlier hypothesis of Terzaghi. 

This solution provides an efficient tool to calculate the passive earth pressure which 

represents a fundamental input in the estimation of earth pressure in IABs.  

The study also involves an experimental program conducted on small-scale and large-scale 

physical models to study soil-wall interaction, with emphasis on the effects of the movement 

mode (rotation and translation) and the presence of an EPS inclusion. The data from the 

experimental tests was then used to validate a 2D Mohr-Coulomb finite element model 

developed in ABAQUS/standard (2017) software. After the validation, the finite element 

model was geometrically extended to simulate a prototype full-scale integral abutment 

supported on steel piles and subjected to lateral displacement. The numerical study provided 

insights and evidence to support the use of EPS inclusions as a mitigating solution in full 

scale prototype scenario.    
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The large-scale physical model with similar stress and strain fields to the full-scale prototype 

was used to study the soil-structure interactions of the integral abutment. It sheds new light on 

the ratcheted lateral pressure distribution of translational cyclic abutment movements, which 

was found to exceed those recommended in PD-6694-1 (a set of recommendations for design 

of structures subject to traffic loading to BS EN 1997-1:2004+A1:2013), including a lower 

location of the maxima. These would result in greater bending moment in the abutment. The 

study also found clear evidence of cyclical soil slumping that leads to increased settlement 

trough. The soil-EPS and EPS-abutment study provides further evidence of the efficacy of 

EPS geofoam inclusion in mitigating lateral pressure and settlement trough.      

A 3D finite element model, simulating the large scale test chamber, was also developed based 

on the GSK constitutive model for the soil. Unlike Mohr-Coulomb model, the GSK model 

takes into account the nonlinear stress dependency of the soil friction angle. The thesis 

extended the original GSK model (referred herein as the EGSK model) to include stress 

dependency of the soil stiffness. The 3D EGSK FEM was validated using results from the 

large-scale physical model tests. This model was then used to numerically investigate a full-

scale prototype concrete abutment attached to inclined wing walls and supported by steel H 

piles. The modelling results of the full-scale abutment, suing the EGSK model, showed a 

notable nonlinear behaviour in both the settlement as well as the lateral earth pressure 

compared to those computed using Mohr Coulomb model. The study and the large-scale 

physical modelling suggest that some work is still needed to design a self-stable system to 

reduce soil slumping.  

Finally, the research conclusions and recommendations for future studies in regard to the soil-

structure interaction behaviour in IABs and the further studies of mitigating solutions using 

the EPS geofoam are presented.   
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Bridges are conventionally designed and constructed with expansion joints to allow for 

unrestricted movements in the longitudinal direction of the bridge. These movements are 

caused by various factors such as the expansion and contraction associated with the ambient 

temperature fluctuations, post-construction shrinkage, creep and long term settlements in the 

bridge support system. Expansion joints are constantly exposed to severe loading conditions 

due to the deck movements as well as the continuous traffic loading. As a result, they are 

vulnerable to deterioration quicker than other components of the bridge. Hence, the expansion 

joints require regular maintenance throughout the lifetime of the bridge to maintain them in a 

permissible operational standard which is costly and inconvenient for the bridge users. A 

study conducted in the United Kingdom on 200 bridges revealed that the expansion joints are 

the dominant source of costly and traffic-retarding bridge maintenance works (Lock, 2000). A 

study on 71 bridges in Portugal reported that the maintenance cost of bridge joints represents 

approximately 25% of the global maintenance cost of the bridges (Lima and Brito, 2009). 

That is in addition to the road closures and traffic interventions required during the 

maintenance works causing significant inconvenience for road users.  Moreover, defective 

expansion joints can sometimes produce serious hazards to drivers due to broken or loosen 

parts. Therefore, expansion joints have always been a source of construction and maintenance 

inconvenience to bridge engineers. Consequently, the concept of jointless or integral 

abutment bridges (IABs) has been receiving increasing interest in the past few decades. 
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The first use of integral abutment bridges was recorded in 1938 in the United States and have 

been widely utilised around the world ever since. Currently, IABs represent the standard 

choice of bridge construction in many countries such as the USA and the United Kingdom. 

The IAB system provides an excellent alternative to overcome the expansion joint issues in 

addition to achieving substantial savings in the construction and maintenance costs.     

1.2 Integral Abutment Bridges (IABs) 

The principle structural merits of IABs ensue from the elimination of the expansion joints. A 

deck girder in an IAB acts as a continuous beam with fixed ends rather than a simply 

supported beam. This feature helps to minimise the bending moment developed at the girder’s 

mid-span and consequently reduces the design requirements for the bending moment. It also 

improves the overall structural performance against seismic loads.  

Although IABs often have similar superstructure systems, they may have different 

substructures. The substructure of an IAB consists of the bridge abutments and the supporting 

foundation. The abutments are responsible for transferring the vertical and/or horizontal loads 

and bending moments to the underlying foundation. The abutments also represent those 

elements where the bridge interacts with the approach backfill soil. Therefore, the type of the 

abutment plays an important role in the structural behaviour of the substructure and 

consequently the design approach of the substructure system of IABs.  

Integral abutment bridges are broadly classified into, full integral abutment bridges (FIAB) 

and semi integral abutment bridges (SIAB). The primary variation between these two types is 

the connection between the abutment and the supporting foundation. In full integral abutment 

bridges, the abutment, which often termed as Full Integral Abutment (FIA), is rigidly 

connected to the foundation in the bottom end. Therefore, any potential movement in the deck 

will be reflected on the abutment as well as the foundation of the bride.  On the other hand, 
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• Elimination of the possible safety issues due to defective joints and alleviate riding 

quality issues. 

1.4 Limitations of IABs 

In spite of the various merits of the IAB system, it is not without some inherent problems of 

its own, which largely limit its use. The problems in the IABs are due to the complex soil-

structure interaction unique to this type of bridges. The expansion and contraction of the 

bridge deck particularly in response to the variations in the ambient temperatures will be 

reflected on the abutments in cycles of passive/active movements due to the absence of 

expansion joints (Figure 1.2a). Although the amplitude of such movements is very small and 

only ranges within few tens of millimetres, it could result in significant structural and 

geotechnical problems in the long term.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1.2 Abutment thermally induced movements and the subsequent effects on bridge 

approaches (Horvath, 2000) 
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There are two primary detrimental effects, from geotechnical viewpoint, resulting from the 

abutment movements as discussed below: 

1.4.1 Long Term Build–up of Lateral Earth Pressures:  

The continuous active and passive displacements of the abutment results in cycles of 

loading/unloading to the backfill soil adjacent to the abutment. As the number of movement 

cycles increases, the retained backfill becomes increasingly densified causing an escalation in 

the lateral earth pressure exerted on the abutment or the so called stress ratcheting (England 

et al., 2000; Horvath, 2000). The build-up of lateral earth pressure under this phenomenon 

may take many years to occur, but it can produce a serious structural problem that may result 

in a structural distress for the abutment.  

The high passive resistance from the approach backfill can affect the superstructure as well. In 

the hot seasons, bridge deck tends to expand. The rigidly confined deck will, therefore, 

experience high axial (in non-skewed bridges) or eccentric (in heavily skewed bridges) forces 

that combine with the existing live and dead loads. The interaction of such loads is very 

complex and hard to predict or be addressed during the design of the abutment. These loads 

may result in significant stability issues especially in skewed semi integral abutment bridges.   

1.4.2 Deformation of the Approach Soil 

The cyclic movements of the abutment towards and away from the retained soil and the 

associated increase in lateral pressure will result in soil densification and volume contraction 

(Ng et al., 1998). Soil slumping will also occur during the active movement of the abutment. 

The aforementioned impacts will collectively contribute to develop the classical soil trough 

and/or bump at the bridge approach. Figure 1.3 shows a typical soil trough developed at an 

IAB approach. The size, pattern and depth of the soil trough depend on different factors such 
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settlement problem. Other available measure is using a well compacted backfill at the bridge 

approaches, which may minimise the soil settlement. However, it has been found that heavily 

compacted backfill result in significant escalation in the lateral earth pressure acting on the 

abutment wall due to the cyclic movements. There are a few trials that have been initiated 

recently utilising either a partial or full separation between the abutment and the approach 

soil. In the partial separation scenario, some sort of compressible material/inclusion is 

provided at the interface between the abutment and the approach soil to alleviate the adverse 

effects of the wall movements. In the full separation, the soil is built as a self-stable mass, 

such as that in an MSE wall, and a gap is left between the backfill and abutment. None of 

these attempts is yet recognised as a practical method general enough to overcome the 

approach problems in the broad spectrum of IABs. Hence, current remedial measures have 

only a limited success in alleviating the problems produced by the abutment movements.    

A logical approach in developing any potential solution for these problems requires an in-

depth knowledge of the fundamental interaction mechanism that leads to these adverse 

effects. This may involve, qualitative and quantitative evaluations of the lateral earth pressure 

development/escalation in response to the abutment movement. It also involves the 

investigation of the deformations, densification/loosening and the active/passive failures 

occurring in the approach soil as a result of abutment cyclic movements. Moreover, the 

effects of the mode of wall movement (translation or rotation) must also be studied 

rigorously. Such research-based knowledge is currently unavailable in sufficient depth and 

hence complicates the efforts to develop a practical and efficient remedial measure for the 

approach problems in IABs.        

This study aims to develop an understanding of the soil-abutment interaction behaviour in the 

IABs and provide insights into the important factors affecting such behaviour. This research 

will thus include a study of the fundamental interaction behaviour between the abutment and 
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the soil and develop conclusions to improve the existing design approaches. The study also 

aims to investigate the potential application of a non-collapsible compressible material acting 

as a partial separation between the abutment wall and the retained soil. The inclusion will then 

absorb the abutment movements with a minimal disturbance to the adjacent soil. It is 

hypothesized that such a remedial measure will greatly attenuate the settlements and lateral 

earth pressure issues in IABs. Among many of the fill materials, the expanded polystyrene 

geofoam (EPS) provides an excellent choice for such a purpose. The EPS is highly 

compressible and possesses high compressive strength to weight ratio. It has an excellent 

record of success in a wide range of geotechnical applications such as a fill material for light 

weight embankments, compressible inclusion behind retaining structures and stabilisation of 

soil slopes, etc.  Nevertheless, the potential use of EPS geofoam in rectifying the intractable 

approach problems in IABs has not been thoroughly investigated.  

1.6 Research Motivation and Objectives    

A considerable amount of research has been expended in the past to investigate the 

temperature effects on IABs. The majority of studies were focussed on the structural impact 

on the bridge superstructure. Soil-structure interactions and the impact on the bridge approach 

were studied to a much lesser extent. Even so, the majority of soil-structure interaction studies 

were focused on predicting the ratcheting lateral pressures on the bridge abutment, much less 

on the settlement of bridge approaches and even less on developing a practical and effective 

remedial measure for these problems. Therefore, the existing design practices do not include 

explicit guidelines about the possible remedial measures for approach problems in IABs 

except in recommending soil-structural interaction studies be conducted in certain cases of 

IABs. Accordingly, the primary aim of this thesis is to investigate the soil-structure 

interaction in IABs to better understand the fundamental causes of the approach problems and 
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develop the existing knowledge for the possible application of the EPS geofoam to mitigate 

these approach problems. The specific objectives of this study include: 

• Perform a comprehensive review of the provisions found in the major international 

design standards regarding the evaluation of the lateral earth pressure acting on the 

abutment, the approach soil settlement, the limitations on the construction of IABs and 

the potential measures considered to alleviate the approach problems in IABs. The 

review will also include the primary characteristics of the EPS geofoam and its current 

applications in IABs.  

• Develop a comprehensive and easy to apply solution to estimate the limiting passive 

earth pressure on rigid retaining walls. This is necessary because the latter plays an 

important role in the estimation of the lateral earth pressure developed due to the 

cyclic movements of the abutment. 

• Conduct small-scale physical model experiments of soil-wall interaction to study the 

fundamental soil responses in the approach fill. This will also involve the investigation 

of the potential influence of an EPS inclusion on the approach settlement and lateral 

pressure escalation on the abutment.  

• Develop a two-dimensional finite element model to study the soil-wall interaction and 

potential use of EPS inclusions as outlined in the above, to collaborate and provide 

further insights on the experimental investigation.  

• Perform dimensional analysis and leverage on the experience from small-scale 

physical model experiments to develop a large-scale physical model replicating an 

abutment of an IAB in the field scale. 

• Conduct large-scale physical model experiments to investigate the soil-wall interaction 

under similar conditions to real world prototype and quantify the soil settlements and 

the lateral earth pressures.    
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• Develop a new material model that takes into account the nonlinear soil behaviour, 

and the changes in the strength and stiffness of soil during cyclical soil-wall 

interactions. A three-dimensional finite element model will be created using the new 

material model and validate it using the data from the large-scale physical model. 

• Draw conclusions and highlight the important factors that govern the soil-wall 

interaction and the potential use of EPS geofoam in attenuating the approach 

settlement and lateral pressure ratcheting in IABs.  

 

1.7 Structure of the Thesis 

• Chapter two  

Chapter two presents a comprehensive review of the present guidelines available in 

the major international design standards in regards to the soil-structure interaction in 

IABs in addition to the literature dealing with the approach problems in IABs. 

Particular focus is given to the effects of the temperature-induced abutment 

movements and the subsequent lateral pressure escalation and soil settlement. Then 

the existing measures utilized to alleviate the approach problems are discussed. The 

general characteristics and applications of the EPS geofoam in the geotechnical 

engineering are also reviewed. Finally, the gaps in the current knowledge of the soil-

structure interaction in IABs are identified.  

• Chapter Three 

This chapter consists of the development and validation of a generalised analytical 

solution to estimate the limiting passive earth pressure using a composite (log spiral 

arc and a straight line) failure surface. The solution is formulated to address the effects 

of a range of parameters including the internal soil friction angle, the inclination of the 

backfill, the soil-wall interface friction as well as the inclination of the face of the 
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wall. The solution is validated against experimental and numerical studies found in the 

literature, then used to produce a table of passive earth pressure coefficient pK . For 

ease of reference, this solution is referred to as the “log-spiral solution”.   

• Chapter Four 

In this chapter, a laboratory experimental program is carried out on a physical model 

of a small wall retaining loose sand and subjected to passive/active movement cycles. 

The experiments aim to provide further validation data for the log-spiral solution and 

to investigate the principles of the soil-wall interaction with and without the presence 

of an EPS inclusion. During these tests, the settlement at the soil surface and lateral 

soil pressures acting on the wall are measured.  

This chapter also involves the development of a plane-strain numerical model of a 

full-size concrete abutment supported by steel H piles using the ABAQUS Standard 

(2017) finite element software. This numerical model is used to investigate the 

influence of the EPS inclusion on the soil-structure interaction behaviour.    

• Chapter Five  

This chapter discusses the development of a large-scale physical model to study the 

soil-structure interactions in IABs under conditions similar to those in the field. The 

development of this model involves a number of stages including, dimensional 

analysis, determination of the dimensions of the physical model and identifying and 

acquiring the materials used in the tests.  

• Chapter Six 

Results of four experimental tests conducted using the large-scale physical model are 

presented in this chapter. The tests include, monotonic passive movement, rotational 

and translational cyclic movements and one test with the presence of an EPS 

inclusion. The results from these tests provide valuable data to further validate the log-
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spiral solution (developed in Chapter 3) and to visually observe the passive failure 

surface. The data from these tests also help to investigate the soil-wall interaction 

behaviour under different modes of wall movements and observe the efficacy of 

utilising an EPS inclusion to mitigate the adverse effects emerged from the wall cyclic 

movements.  The results are also used to develop a pressure profile that realistically 

addresses the lateral earth pressure acting on the abutment to modify the existing 

British Standard PD6694-1 (2011).  

• Chapter Seven 

In this chapter, three-dimensional models were developed, using the ABAQUS 

Standard (2017), and validated using data from the large-scale test results. In these 

models, the soil is simulated using the Extended GSK model proposed in this thesis 

extending the principles of the GSK model proposed by Krabbenhoft et al. (2012). 

The aforementioned material model addresses the changes in the stiffness and the 

strength parameters of the soil due to the changes in the minor principle stress 3 . 

After the validation, the proposed soil model was used in simulating the interaction 

behaviour in a 5 m deep full integral concrete abutment, with inclined wing walls, and 

supported by steel H piles.  

• Chapter 8 

In this chapter, the final conclusions derived from the work conducted in this study 

and the recommendations for future studies in regard to the soil-structure interaction in 

IABs and the use of EPS geofoam to overcome the approach problems in the IABs are 

presented.  
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Chapter Two 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

Integral abutment bridges (IABs) have been used since 1938 in Ohio, United States (Burke, 

2009). During the construction boom of the National Interstate Highway System, in the late 

1950’s and mid of 1960’s, several US states began to use the IABs as a construction choice 

for bridges. In 1980, the American Federal Highway Association (FHWA) recommended 

bridges with overall lengths up to 90 m for steel bridges, 150 m for cast-in-place concrete 

bridges and 183 m for post-tensioned bridges be constructed as IABs (Hassiotis and Roman, 

2005). In 1996, the British Highway Agency recommended adopting the integral bridge 

system for any bridge up to 60 m length (Lock, 2002). IABs in other regions and countries, 

like Europe, Japan, China and Oceania, also witnessed a rapid development in the last few 

decades. In Japan, the construction of the first IAB was completed in 1996 while South Korea 

constructed its first integral bridge in 2002 (Burke, 2009). In Australia, IABs are receiving 

growing interest and considered as a viable option in recent projects. In the Peninsula Link 

Highway project in Victoria, eleven out of thirty bridges were constructed as IABs (Gibbens 

and McManus, 2011).      

Currently, IABs are the standard design choice in many USA states (Tabatabai et al., 2017). 

Although IABs are still outnumbered by conventional or jointed bridges, the overall trend of 

bridge construction seems to be moving towards IABs.   

2.2 Types of Integral Abutment Bridges  

The term “Integral Abutment Bridges” (IABs), or joint-less bridges, refers to single or multi-

spans bridges constructed without any joints between the spans or between the span and the 
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abutment. Accordingly, the bridge deck is continuous and rigidly connected with the 

abutments forming one integral unit. IABs are generally classified as Full Integral or Semi 

Integral in accordance with the supporting substructure. 

2.2.1 Full Integral Abutment Bridges (FIABs) 

In this type of bridges, the abutment is supported by a single row of piles distributed along the 

transverse length of the abutment. The piles used in this type are often steel H piles oriented 

in the weak axis bending with the pile head encased in the concrete abutment. This type of 

substructure is conventionally termed as ‘flexible foundation’, because piles sway into and 

away from the approach backfill in response to the elongation and shortening of the 

superstructure. For this reason, using two or more rows of piles is always avoided as a 

foundation for FIABs. In FIABs, the expansion and/or contraction of the deck results in 

mobilising an interaction along the interface between the abutment-pile system and the 

adjoining soil. Therefore, piles that support the abutment in FIABs are often inserted in pre-

driven shaft filled with loose sand to ease the pile movement and to minimise the stresses 

developed at the pile cap or the pile-abutment joint due to the abutment displacements. (White 

et al., 2010). In a number of the US states as well as European countries the construction of 

FIABs requires providing a moment-relief joint to alleviate the effects of abutment 

movements on the substructure. The joint is achieved by providing a single row of large 

diameter and closely-spaced reinforcing bars with a high durometer value neoprene gasket. 

According to Hoppe et. al. (2016), this technique has been effective in reducing the bending 

moment transferred into the pile.   

2.2.2 Semi Integral Abutment Bridges (SIABs) 

In this type of bridges, the abutment is generally shorter than that in FIABs and is supported 

by the substructure using bearings. Therefore, the abutments in SIABs may move laterally 
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independent to the substructure which results in less interaction with the approach soil 

(compare to that in FIABs). Unlike the FIABs, which are supported on yielding foundations, 

the semi integral abutments are commonly constructed on rigid foundations such as a footing 

on the bedrock, two rows of end-bearing piles (vertical and battered), pedestals that extend to 

the bedrock, etc. (Burke, 2009). The joint between the abutment and the foundation, in this 

type of bridges, is provided with seating elastomeric pads or metal bearings. However, any 

type of seating used at this joint does not restrain the horizontal movement of the abutment.   

Being able to move longitudinally independent of the substructure foundation has helped the 

use of SIABs in a wider design context. However, semi integral bridges involve unusual 

characteristics that need to be understood and provided for in the design. For instance, the 

longitudinal stability can be an issue in this type of bridges unless properly addressed. The 

semi integral bridges rely on the friction between the approach slab, if it exists, and the 

subbase layer, the shearing resistance of the elastomeric bearing and, most importantly, the 

lateral pressure of the approach backfill to achieve longitudinal stability (Burke, 2009). 

However, during cold seasons, the backfill support is limited to the active earth pressure. In 

this case, bridge stability against the external longitudinal forces may not be satisfactorily 

achieved. As a possible remedy to this problem, Burke (2009) emphasized to place and 

compact the granular backfill at the abutments during the cold season or at least at night 

during hot weather.   

Furthermore, heavily skewed semi integral bridges may suffer rotational instability unless a 

proper bearing type is utilized. According to Burke (2009), semi integral abutment bridges 

with skew angle exceeding 15º need to be provided with guide bearings to avoid the 

development of rotational movements in the bridge superstructure.  
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In view of the above, the fundamental difference between FIABs and SIABs is the way in 

which the abutment interacts with the substructure as well as the adjoining soil. In accordance 

with this variation, abutments in SIABs lateral movements are dominantly translation while 

that of FIABs is dominantly rotation.  

The terminologies used by different design organizations are broadly different. In USA, terms 

like integral and semi integral abutment bridges are widely used and they refer to FIABs and 

SIABs respectively. However, terms such as diaphragm walls and backwalls are also found in 

the USA practice and they refer to full integral and semi integral abutments respectively  

In the UK practice the full integral abutments are often termed as frame walls or fully 

embedded walls, while semi integral abutments are described as shallow abutments such as 

bank pads or end screen abutments.  Figure 2.1 shows schematic diagrams of different types 

of abutments. 

 

(a) Frame abutments  

 

  (b) Embedded wall abutment   (c) Bank pad abutments 
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(Greimann et al., 1986; Ng et al., 1998; Arzoy et al., 1999; Dicleli, 2000; Horvath, 2000; Kim 

and Laman, 2010; Bloodworth et al., 2011). These studies have generally concluded that 

IABs are susceptible to unique geotechnical problems as a result of the seasonal and diurnal 

abutment movements. The effects of thermally-induced abutment movements are detrimental 

to the lateral soil pressure as well as deformations of the soil in the vicinity of the abutment 

wall.  

2.3.1 Lateral Earth Pressures 

Lateral earth pressures behind bridge abutments are generally estimated using classical 

theories such as Coulomb (1776), Rankine (1857) and Terzaghi (1943). Coulomb and 

Rankine theories of active and passive earth pressures assume the presence of a planar failure 

surface. Rankine theory assumes a linear variation of stress at the soil interface with a 

frictionless wall and gives the active and passive pressures for a cohesionless soil as,  

aa zK =   (2.1) 

pp zK =        (2.2) 

where 𝛾 is the unit weight of the soil, z is the depth from the soil surface, aK and pK are the 

active and passive coefficients of lateral earth pressures respectively and are defined as, 
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Coulomb’s theory uses the wedge analysis to compute the earth pressures coefficients behind 

a vertical wall retaining a backfill as given in equations 2.5 and 2.6, 
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where   refers to the effective internal friction angle of the soil and 𝛿 is the angle of friction 

between the soil and the wall. 

Under the in situ or the at-rest conditions, the coefficient of lateral earth pressure oK , of 

normally consolidated soils, is commonly estimated using equation 2.7 (Jaky, 1948). For 

overconsolidated soils, the equation proposed by Mayne and Kulhawy (1982), equation 2.8, is 

often used to calculate oK .   

−= sin1oK  (2.7) 

( )  −= sinsin1 OCRKo  (2.8) 

where, OCR is the over consolidation ratio 

Terzaghi (1943), Caquot and Keriesel (1948) and Kerisel and Abbsi (1990) proposed a 

different failure mechanism in which the rupture surface is a log-spiral curve or a composite 

surface of log-spiral and a tangent line. However, Coloumb and Rankine theories are yet more 

popular and often used by geotechnical engineers due to their simplicity.    

Despite the presence of various earth pressure theories, there is no single theory that 

appropriately applies to evaluate the lateral earth pressure in IABs. As a result, there is no 

standard or unified design approach to estimate the magnitude and distribution of lateral earth 

pressure acting on the abutment (Huntly and Valsangkar, 2013, Tabatabai et al., 2017). The 

current design guidelines are based on empirical approaches or the experience from 
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previously constructed structures, which do not yet sufficiently address the knowledge gaps of 

the soil-structure interaction issues unique to these structures.  

2.3.2 The Practice in USA  

The United States is among the first countries that utilised integral bridges on a large scale. 

According to Paraschos and Amde (2011), there are 41 American states using IABs with 

some of them having built thousands of integral bridges such as Missouri has more than 4000 

IABs and Tennessee over 2000 IABs. However, the US practice, yet, involves significant 

variations in the design guidelines and limitations of the integral bridges among different 

states. In this section, the USA practice will be reviewed with emphasis on: 

- The lateral earth pressure considered in the design of IABs  

- The limitations considered by different states when constructing IABs 

 

2.3.2.1 Assessment of Design Lateral Earth Pressure 

The consideration of the design loads emerged from the lateral earth pressure acting on the 

abutment of IABs vary among the USA states. In fact, there is no single approach in the USA 

practice to address this particular point. The states’ transportation departments (DOTs) rely 

largely on previous experiences and, in a few cases, on data from in-service bridges to 

develop their design methodologies. The following are recommendations from selected states’ 

DOTs in regard to the design lateral earth pressure.   

Alaska 

In the state of Alaska, only semi-integral bridges are used. The bridge design manual of 

the state of Alaska stipulates that the design of semi-integral abutments must account for 

the lateral earth pressure (Alaska Bridge design manual, 2017). However, the magnitude 

and distribution of earth pressure are not explicitly discussed.  
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Colorado 

The bridge design manual of Colorado (2020) does not provide explicit guidelines about 

the earth pressure to be considered in the design of IABs. However, it stipulates 

“Appropriate earth pressures and predicted settlement should be provided in a 

geotechnical investigation”. It also recommends using a combination of MSE wall with a 

non-collapsible gap (between the MSE wall and the abutment) filled with low density 

polystyrene when reduced earth pressure effects are required.  

Idaho   

The department of transportation of Idaho considers a lateral earth pressure profile that 

varies linearly from zero to the full passive pressure over the top third of the abutment 

height then to reduce it linearly to the at-rest pressure at the bottom of the abutment (see 

Figure 2.2) (Tabtabai et al., 2017). This distribution is described for concrete bridges up to 

97.5 m in length and steel bridges up to 36.5 m in length. The design manual of Idaho 

states that, a more in-depth analysis of soil pressure distribution should be made for longer 

bridges.   

 

 

Figure 2.2 Earth pressure on integral abutment during bridge expansion – Idaho DOT 

(Tabatabai et al., 2017) 
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Illinios 

Illinois bridge design manual (2019) does not provide an explicit description about the 

design earth pressures for IABs. However, it states that retaining walls must be designed 

considering Coulomb passive pressure.   

Maine  

According to Maine bridge design manual (2018), Coulomb triangular passive pressure is 

recommended in the design of abutments for IABs  

Massachusetts  

In the state of Massachusetts, a displacement-dependent formula is used to calculate the 

magnitude of lateral earth pressure coefficient K as shown in equation 2.9 (Tabatabai et 

al., 2017).  
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where hK  is the coefficient of lateral earth pressure, Δ is the horizontal displacement of 

the abutment and H is the height of the abutment.  

Minnesota 

The bridge design manual of Minnesota (2016) uses a lateral earth pressure profile that 

varies linearly from zero to a Rankine passive pressure over the upper part of the 

abutment (above the moment relief joint) and remain constant over the lower part of the 

abutment as shown in Figure 2.3. 
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New Jersey 

The bridge design manual of New Jersey (2016) states that integral abutments need to be 

designed considering full passive earth pressure. However, the method of calculation and 

the distribution of the pressure are not explicitly discussed.   

New York  

The NY bridge design manual (2019) states that integral abutments need to be designed 

for full passive earth pressure. However, the calculation and distribution of the passive 

pressure have not been clarified.  

North Dakota 

North Dakota bridge design manual (2013) states that a uniform pressure of 47.8 kPa 

(1000 psf) needs to be considered in the design of integral abutments and 31.1 kPa (650 

psf) in the design of the wing walls.  

Ohio 

In the state of Ohio, the abutments of IABs are designed according to an earth pressure 

ranging between the at-rest and the full passive pressure depending on the temperature 

induced movements of the abutment (Ohio bridge design manual, 2020). Following the 

guidelines of AASHTO LRFD, C3.11 (2020) the displacement required to mobilise the 

full passive earth pressure is identified. Interpolation is used, to estimate the earth 

pressure, when the movement of the abutment is less than that corresponding to the full 

passive pressure.  

Oregon 

The bridge design manual of Oregon (2019) does not involve an explicit description about 

the lateral earth pressure behind the integral abutments. However, the manual states that 
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the non-yielding walls such as integral abutments must be designed using the at-rest earth 

pressure.  

Pennsylvania 

The design manual of Pennsylvania (2014) does not provide any provisions to consider 

the lateral backfill pressure on integral abutments. The manual recommends using a 50 

mm thick polystyrene inclusion between the abutment and the backfill to attenuate the 

earth pressure. (polystyrene is the American trade name of the expanded polystyrene 

geofoam, EPS)  

South Dakota 

The design manual of South Dakota (2020) provides the following statement in describing 

the soil load considered on integral abutments, “A value of 40 lb/ft3 (2 kPa) equivalent 

fluid pressure is used for lateral earth pressure.” 

Virginia 

Triangular passive earth pressure is used behind the abutment. Virginia bridge design 

manual (2020) provides the following guidelines to determine the coefficient of earth 

pressure K as shown below: 

K = 4 when an EPS inclusion is used 

K = 12 when a structural backfill is used behind the abutment without an EPS inclusion 

Utah  

In the state of Utah, a uniform earth pressure over the height of the abutment is considered 

as a result of bridge expansion (Utah bridge design manual, 2017). The pressure is 

calculated using the formula below (equation 2.10):  
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( )( )3203.0 ddu HHP =   (2.10) 

where uP  is the earth pressure in Ksf 

  a load factor, in this case it is equal to 2 

Δ is the effective abutment displacement, and is defined as: 

The total abutment displacement - gap (if any gap is provided behind the abutment).  

dH  is the height from the finished grade to the bottom of the abutment.          

                                 

2.3.2.2 Allowable Limits in the Construction of IABs 

The allowable limits of some design parameters, as reported in the design manuals of 

different states, are summarised in Table 2.1  

Table 2.1 Allowable limits of IABs in the USA (Design manuals of different DOTs; 

Tabatabai et al., 2017) 
Length (m)  

Skew 

angle 

(deg) 

Height (m) 

State or 

Province 

Thermal 

movement 

(cm) 

Steel girder 

Pre-cast 

concrete 

girder 

Cast-in-place 

concrete 

girder 

Abutment Stem 

AK 7.6 - 61.0 - 30 - - 

CO 10.2 140.2 140.2 140.2 30 4.9 

DE - 122 122 122 30 No limit No limit 

IA Limited by 

length 

122 175 175 30 0.9 -1.5 Length 

dependent 

ID - 107 198 198 - - - 

IL No limit 94 125 125 45 No limit No limit 

KS 5.1 91.5 152.5 152.5 45 By design By design 

MA Not defined 107 183 183 30 Minimize Minimize 

ME - 61 101 101 25 3.6 - 
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MN No limit 

91 for skew 

less than 20° 

30 for skew 

less than 45° 

91 for skew 

less than 20° 

30 for skew 

less than 45° 

91 for skew 

less than 20° 

30 for skew 

less than 45 

45 1.0 1.0 

ND 
Limited by 

length 

122 122 122 0 
3.7 1.5-1.8 

122 cos  122 cos  122 
cos  45 

NH 3.8 91.5 183 183 20 - - 

NJ - 137 137 137 30 - - 

NV 2.5 76.3  76.3 – 122 

FIAB - SIAB 
76.3 – 122 

FIAB - SIAB  
20-30 Design Design 

NY Limited by 

length 

122 122 122 45 - 0.3-0.6 

OH - 122 152 152 30 - - 

PA 5.1 119 180 180 20-45 - - 

SD 
Limited by 

length 
106.8 213.5 213.5 35 No limit - 

TN 5.1 152 244 244 - - No limit 

VA 5.7 45.7-137.2 76.2-229 - 30 - 0 No limit No limit 

VT 
Limited by 

length 
120 212 212 30 No limit No limit 

    is the skew angle 

2.3.2.3 AASHTO LRFD Design Specifications 2020 

The AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specification (2020) provides guidelines about the 

design of bridges and, in particular, calculations of earth pressures behind bridge abutments. 

Article 11.6.1.3 of LRFD Design Specification (2020) states that the design of the integral 

abutments should account for the shrinkage, creep and thermal deformations of the 

superstructure. The estimation of the earth pressure, emerging from the temperature changes, 

behind the integral abutments is established through the following steps,  

- Estimation of the thermal displacement 

The total displacement as a result of the expansion and/or contraction of the 

superstructure is determined, using equation 2.11,  

tL=    (2.11) 

where Δ is the total thermal displacement of the superstructure  
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L is the expansion length and measured from the centreline of one abutment to the 

centreline of the other abutment  

Δt is the temperature range and, 

 is the coefficient of thermal expansion 

The temperature range specified in AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Manual (2020) is 

shown in Table 2.2 

Table 2.2 Temperature ranges (AASHTO LRFD, 2020) 

Climate Bridge material 

Steel or Aluminium  Concrete Wood  

Moderate 0° to 120° F  

(-17.8° to 49°C)  

10° to 80°F 

(-12.2° to 26.7°C) 

10° to 75°F 

(-12.2° to 23.9°C) 

Cold -30° to 120°F 

(-34.4° to 49°C) 

0° to 80°F 

(-17.8° to 26.7°C) 

0° to 75°F 

(-17.8° to 23.9°C) 

 

Climate is deemed moderate when the number of the freezing days during the year is 

less than 14 days.  A freezing day is the day when the average temperature is less than 

32°F (0°c).  

- Calculation of Earth Pressure 

Methodologies used to calculate the lateral earth pressure coefficients, oK , aK  and 

pK  are discussed in the AASHTO LRFD Specification (2020).  

The coefficient of at-rest pressure coefficient oK  is calculated using the same 

equations discussed earlier, equation 2.7 (for normally consolidated soils) and 

equation 2.8 (for over consolidated soils). 

The coefficient of active earth pressure aK  is calculated using Coulomb’s earth 

pressure theory (equation 2.5). The AASHTO LRFD Specifications (2020) refers to 

the graphs developed by the U.S. Department of Navy (1982) to determine the 

coefficient of passive earth pressure coefficient, pK . However, for conditions that 
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deviate from those described by the U.S. Department of Navy (1982), the AASHTO 

LRFD Specification recommends to use the wedge theory (Terzaghi, 1996) to 

determine the magnitude of pK .   

- Calculation of Mobilised Earth Pressure  

The mobilised earth pressure is calculated depending on the thermal 

expansion/contraction calculated earlier. The AASHTO LRFD Specification (2020) 

provides guidelines about the minimum displacements required to mobilise the full 

active and full passive earth pressure as shown in Table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3 Approximate values of normalised movements (Δ/H) required to reach 

active or passive earth pressure (Tabatabai et al., 2017) 

I. 
ype of Backfill 

II. 
alues of (Δ/H) 

Active Passive 

Dense sand 0.001 0.01 

Medium dense sand 0.002 0.02 

Loose sand 0.004 0.04 

Compacted silt 0.002 0.02 

Compacted lean clay 0.01 0.05 

Compacted fat clay 0.01 0.05 

 

 

However, the AASHTO LRFD Specification (2020) do not provide explicit guidelines 

regarding; 

• Calculations of pK when the normalised movement is more than zero but less than that 

corresponding to the full passive pressure. Hence, some USA states use linear 

interpolation to estimate the mobilised earth pressure in similar cases.  

• The abutment movement,  , is taken as the linear displacement at the top of the 

abutment regardless of the mode of the movement, rotation or translation. In this case 

the effects of the mode of wall movement is not taken into account. 
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• The guidelines given in AASHTO LRFD (2020) (Table 2.3) are based on a study 

conducted by Clough and Duncan (1991) in which the limiting normalized 

displacements (
H

 ), under monotonic loading, were estimated. However, the soil-

abutment interaction in IABs involves cyclic loading which certainly differs from the 

monotonic conditions.  

2.3.3 UK Practice 

The UK Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, BA42/96 (2003) provides some guidelines to 

estimate the value and distribution of the lateral earth pressure acting on abutments of integral 

bridges. These guidelines are largely based on the experimental and analytical data reported 

by Springman et al. (1996). BA42/96 (2003) emphasise that the lateral earth pressure 

developed behind the abutment is a function of the shear strain  in the soil. The latter is 

described by the ratio 
H

d , where d is the horizontal displacement at one end of the bridge 

deck and H is the height of the abutment. It is worthwhile mentioning that the ratio 
H

d  

refers to the normalised abutment movement in which the displacement d sometimes termed 

as dd (deck movement), however they shall have the same meaning.   

 BA42/96 (2003) proposed the following equations to calculate the design lateral earth 

pressure coefficient, 𝐾∗, of IABs: 

For shallow abutment walls 3H m (bank pad and end screen abutment) 

po K
H

d
KK

40

*

025.0








+=           (2.12) 

For Full height abutments 3H m (hinged at its bottom end) 
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po K
H

d
KK

60

*

03.0








+=         (2.13) 

For Full height abutment with rigid support or full height embedded wall abutments 

pK
H

d
K

40

*

05.0








=  (2.14) 

where oK  represents the theoretical at-rest lateral earth pressure coefficient ( )sin1−  and 

pK  is the coefficient of passive earth pressure according to the Eurocode 7 and  calculated 

when the soil-abutment friction angle 𝛿 equals to 
2


. 

Figure 2.5 shows the distribution of the lateral earth pressure behind (a) frame abutment and 

(b) full height embedded wall as suggested by the UK BA42/96 (2003). It is seen that the 

coefficient of lateral pressure is assumed to be a constant equal to 
*K at the upper part of the 

abutment and decreases linearly towards oK  at the bottom of the wall. 

 

Figure 2.5 a. Lateral earth pressure distribution behind frame abutment (BA42/96, 2003) 
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Figure 2.5 b. Lateral pressure distribution behind full height embedded wall (BA42/96, 2003) 

Later, the BA42/96 (2003) was modified by the recommendations stipulated in BS PD 6694-1 

(2011). The latter was developed based on experimental and analytical data obtained from 

several studies. According to PD 6694-1 (2011), equation 2.14 does not realistically reflect 

the behaviour of integral abutments and therefore is no longer considered. The PD 6694-1 

(2011) provided single equation (equation 2.15) for all abutments that accommodate thermal 

movements by rotation and/or flexure.  In accordance with equation 2.15, the shear strain in 

the soil must be specified in terms of the ratio 
H

dd


, (instead of 
H

d ), where dd   is the 

displacement at 
2

H  when the movement of the deck is dd  as shown in Figure 2.6. 

Accordingly, equation 2.13 has been modified as illustrated in equation 2.15 

tp
d

od K
H

dC
KK ,

60

*







 
+=  (2.15) 

where C is a parameter depending on the restraints of the abutment. For an abutment wall 

with a rigid boundary, C equals to 66 and for abutments without a rigid boundary, the 

magnitude of C is reduced to 20 (PD 6694-1, 2011). tpK ,  represents the passive coefficient 

calculated based on the triaxial friction angle. However, the recommendations in PD 6694-1 

(2011) do not include any changes to the calculation of earth pressure behind short abutment 
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because the amount of rotation is deemed insignificant and dd  is, hence, approximately equal 

to dd . Accordingly, equation 2.12 and the definition of the shear strain 
H

dd  remains as 

defined earlier by BA42/96 (2003).  

The BS PD 6694-1 (2011) also proposed a modification to the vertical distribution of the 

lateral earth pressure stipulated in the BA42/96 (2003). In accordance with BS PD 6694-1 

(2011), the  

pressure increases linearly from zero, at the soil surface, to 
2

HK 
 at the mid height of the 

abutment and thereafter reduces linearly to HKo at the toe of the abutment.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Different abutment movements, PD 6694-1 (2011) 
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2.3.4 The Practice in Australia 

In Australia, the design of IABs is primarily based on the UK Design Manual for Roads and 

Bridges, BA42/96(2003) and the recommendation given in PD 6694-1 (2011) (VicRoads, 

2018; Queensland Bridge Design Manual, 2020).  

2.4 Review of Studies of Lateral Earth Pressure in IABs 

As mentioned earlier, there have been many research studies conducted about the 

development of earth pressure behind the abutments of IABs.  

Lehane (2011) conducted centrifuge tests at the University of Western Australia on a deep 

wall integral abutment hinged at its bottom and subjected to rotational movements. The tests 

involved the application of rotational amplitudes ranging between 0.05% and 0.63%. It is 

worthwhile mentioning that these amplitudes represent the normalised displacement (
H

 ) 

but in terms of a percentage. Lehane (2011) reported that the stresses behind the abutment 

wall were insensitive to the wall movements at a smaller amplitude (0.05%). However, at 

greater amplitudes (0.1% to 0.63%) the stress increases linearly with the logarithm of the 

number of cycles, N, then asymptotes and levels off after a certain number of cycles. It is 

noted that the lateral stress levels off earlier for tests with smaller amplitudes compared to 

tests conducted with greater amplitudes. At amplitude equals to 0.1%, the lateral stress, at 

5.0=
H

z (z is the depth from the soil surface and H is the height of the wall), asymptotes 

after approximately 20 cycles while the stress at the same location levels off after 50 - 100 

cycles when the displacement amplitude is 0.2%.   

The results also show that the location of the maximum lateral pressure is observed at the 

upper half of the wall height. This can be attributed to the mode of wall movement which 
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involves pure rotation. In such movement mode, larger soil deformations are closer to the soil 

surface or generally in the upper half of the retained soil height.    

According to Lehane (2011), the escalation in the lateral stresses is associated with an 

increase in the stiffness of the soil adjacent to the wall. He emphasised that the estimation of 

lateral stresses has to account for the actual or, as described by Lehane (2011), the 

“operational stiffness” of the soil, pE . Based on a backward analysis from test results, he 

found that, at a relatively small wall displacements, the operational stiffness ( pE ) of the soil 

relates primarily to the small-strain modulus, oE , and is independent of the initial soil density. 

Lehane (2011) suggested that the pE  can be assumed as 40% of the small-strain stiffness of 

the compacted backfill, ocE .  

Lehane (2011) compared the lateral stresses computed using a simple elastic finite element 

model that utilises the operational stiffness of the soil, pE , with the recommendations given 

in the UK Highway Agency publication BA42/96(2003), i.e. equations 2.12 and 2.13 (which 

are used for shallow and full height abutments with hinge at the bottom).  He found that the 

UK BA42/96(2002) recommendations underestimate the lateral earth pressure at the upper 

third of the abutment, as shown in Figure 2.7.  
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H
z  

 

(a)                                                  (b) 

Figure 2.7 Comparison of the value of 𝐾∗ as predicted by Lehane (2011) with those 

recommended in the UKBA42/96 (2003) at displacement amplitude equal to                         

(a) 
H

 = ±0.2% and (b) 
H

 = ±0.5%   

 

Broms and Ingelson (1971) measured the lateral earth pressures acting on abutments in 150 m 

and 110 m length integral bridges in Sweden. Based on the observed data, they proposed that 

the lateral earth pressure behind an abutment experiencing cyclic movements varies linearly 

from zero at the top (at the soil surface) to Rankine passive pressure at 
3

H . Then decreases 

linearly to Rankine active pressure at the bottom of the wall (H refers to the retained height of 

the soil). This proposed envelope for lateral pressure accounts for the stresses developed due 

to the compaction of the backfill in addition to the rotational movements of the abutments.  

Sandford and Elgaaly (1974) modified this pressure envelope, as shown in Figure 2.8, 

considering the pressure acting at the toe of the abutment equals to the at-rest pressure instead 

of the Rankine active pressure.   
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The test results showed that, 50% to 70% of the total increase in the value of K after 100 

cycles is actually occurring within the first 20 cycles.  

Throughout the test, the value of K has always been exceeding the at-rest pressure coefficient

oK . After applying the annual perturbations of ± 30 mm the maximum measured value of K  

exceeded the theoretical value of Rankine passive earth pressure coefficient pK . The critical 

values of lateral pressures observed in the test were all located closer to the surface of the soil 

than to the base of the wall. 

England et al. (2000) conducted an experimental program on a small wall retaining a sandy 

soil. Rotational amplitudes (
H

d ) ranging from 0.125% to 0.9% were applied. The test results 

reported by England et al. (2000) showed a rapid escalation in the lateral stresses from the 

initial oK  value during the first ten cycles. However, stresses thereafter showed an increase at 

a slower rate. The maximum value of the lateral pressure coefficients K measured at passive 

state, after 300 cycles of ± 0.125% amplitude, was 2.6 and was recorded at the upper third of 

the wall height. On the other hand, the active pressure coefficient was found to be insensitive 

to the increase in the number of cycles and varied within a small range between 0.2 and 0.25 

as shown in Figure 2.9.  
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Wall normalized displacement 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Relationship between the lateral pressure coefficient, K and the horizontal wall 

displacement, in active and active/passive conditions (Tastsouka et al., 2009) 

 

Huntley and Valsangkar (2013) reported field data collected, over three years, from a 76 m 

length two-span integral bridge in Brunswick, Canada. Bridge abutments are identical, and 

both are 4 m high and 1.5 m thick supported by single row of, 15 HP 310 x 132, steel piles 

oriented in the week axis bending. The bridge abutments were instrumented during the 

construction with six load cells (three at each abutment) mounted at 0.25H, 0.5H and 0.75H 

(H refers to the abutment height). The abutments were also provided with deformation and tilt 

meters to detect any translation or rotation in the abutment. The results showed that the 

movements of the abutments, translation and rotation, are generally conforming to the 

temperature fluctuations. However, the abutments did not exhibit equal movements where the 

eastern abutment movement was almost pure translation while the western abutment 

movement involved combination of rotation and translation. According to Huntly and 

Valsangkar (2013) this variation may ensue from different exposure to the sun light or from 

some differences in degree of compaction of the approach backfill.  

Maximum lateral earth pressures were recorded during summer in each of the three years. The 

stresses at the western abutment recorded high values at the upper sensor compared to the mid 
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and lower sensors, while in the eastern abutment, stresses were almost constant throughout 

the height of the abutment. This highlights the influence of the movement mode on stress 

distribution, where the motion in the eastern abutment was predominantly translation with a 

very small amount of rotation.  

Huntly and Valsnagkar (2013) compared the measured data with those calculated using 

different theoretical models. The comparison illustrated in Figure. 2.10 shows that none of the 

existing models suitably captures the behaviour of lateral earth pressure acting on the 

abutment. It is apparent that all the models are largely conservative in the lower part of the 

abutment while in the upper part, passive pressure was fully mobilised and exceeded most of 

the theoretical values.   

Huntly and Valsangkar (2013) also stated that stress ratcheting trend has not been observed in 

the field data. However, it is evident that the period of observation reported by them is 

considerably short (three years), which consists of only three seasonal cycles (N=3). 

Moreover, the movement envelopes of the abutments are relatively small (approximately ±7  

mm = 
H

d  = 0.175% for the eastern abutment and ± 9 mm = 
H

d  = 0.225% for the western 

abutment), which reflects a small displacement amplitude. Therefore, stress ratcheting effects 

are unlikely to occur under these conditions.  
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(a) 

 
 

 (b) 

Figure 2.11 Measured earth pressures at (a) the upper and (b) middle sensors of the western 

abutment (Huntly and Valsangkar, 2013) 
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Hoppe and Gomez (1996) reported field data collected from a 98 m two-span semi integral 

abutment bridge, with 2.7 m height concrete abutment, in Virginia, USA. The bridge was 

instrumented during the construction stage and data were recorded for two and a half years. 

The collected data showed a daily variation in the lateral pressures acting on the abutment 

wall in conformance with the temperature changes. Full passive earth pressure was mobilised 

at the back of the abutment and recorded at the upper pressure cell (at 1.3 m from the top). 

The maximum weekly pressures acting on the abutment for the period between January 1994 

and January 1996 are presented in Figure 2.12. It is apparent that a slight escalation in the 

average values of maximum stresses occurred during this period. Abutments A and B showed 

similar behaviour in terms of lateral pressure development but with differences in the 

magnitudes. Maximum lateral stresses recorded in Abutments A and B were 175 kPa and 200 

kPa, respectively. According to Hoppe and Gomez (1996) such variations might be due to 

different degree of compaction of soil in both approaches. 

Based on a backward analysis from the field data, they observed that the computed internal 

friction angle and unit weight of the soil (35°, 18 kN/m3) are higher than the initial values 

used in the design. This indicates densification effects occurred in the approach backfill.   

  
           (a)      (b) 

Figure. 2.12 Maximum weekly soil pressures acting on (a) back-wall A and (b) back-wall B 

(Hoppe and Gomez, 1996)   

 

Huang et al (2020) studied the soil-abutment-pile interaction behaviours, in IABs, in response 

to cyclic perturbations applied on the abutment. They conducted a study on a large-scale 
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experimental model that involved 1 m high concrete abutment rigidly connected to a 2.9 m 

high H-section steel pile. Variable displacement perturbations were applied using a hydraulic 

actuator. The loading regime begun with ± 2 mm (
H

d  = 0.2%) and increased by 2 mm every 

three cycles until a maximum displacement of ± 16 mm (
H

d  = 1.6%) is reached. During the 

test, a considerable ratcheting in the lateral soil pressure is observed, particularly at 
3

2H  

from the soil surface (H represents the retained height of the soil). According to Huang et al. 

(2020), the coefficient of earth pressure K, at 
3

2H , increases rapidly during the wall passive 

movements reaching to a value of 13 after 24 cycles. This value exceeds Coulomb passive 

pressure coefficient by 30%. Huang et al. (2020) also found that the ratcheting effects in the 

retained soil decreases progressively away from the wall until they become insignificant at 

1.5H from the wall.   

It can be observed from the above review, that predicting the maximum lateral pressures in 

IABs using various models depends primarily on the theoretical value of passive earth 

pressure coefficient pK . However, due to the lack of a unified approach, designers are usually 

free to choose the method to determine the value of pK , which consequently reflect a 

difference in the design outcomes.  Tan et al. (2015) compared the UK BA42/96 (2003) 

lateral earth pressure coefficient 
K  computed based on Rankine and Coulomb theories 

(using 
2

,30  == ), as shown in Figure. 2.13. It was found that at a displacement ,
H

d , 

equal to 1%, the  values of 
K calculated using Coulomb method were approximately 30% 

and 20%  higher than those calculated using Rankine method in equation 2.13 and equation 

2.12 respectively.    
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the loose soil produced a steady settlement increasing towards the abutment wall with 

maximum settlement reaching 700 mm. The influence zone of settlement in loose soil was 

approximately two times greater than that in the dense soil.  

Ng et al. (1998) stated that the settlement depends primarily on the displacement amplitude 

and the number of perturbation cycles. They also used the spot-chasing technique to produce 

a contour map for the shear strain developed within the soil mass near the wall. It was 

observed that the magnitude of the maximum shear strain developed at the end of 100 cycles 

of given amplitude is 3 - 20 times higher than the value under monotonic loading conditions 

with the same displacement amplitude.   

 

 

 

 

              (a)                     (b) 

Figure. 2.14 Typical Soil Settlement Profiles in (a) dense soil and (b) loose soil 

 

The settlement results observed by England et al. (2000) showed a progressive increase in the 

maximum settlement of soil surface with the number of cycles but at a slightly reducing rate. 

Their results indicated that the settlement is sensitive to the amplitude of wall movement and, 

unlike the lateral stresses, did not approach a limiting value after 300 cycles, as illustrated in 

Figure 2.15. According to England et al. (2000), the settlement occurred due to densification 

effects in the backfill due to the wall movements against and away from the soil. Such effects 

are identified by the heave in the free surface of the soil at 350 mm distance from the wall. 

The results reported by England et al. (2000) showed an active slip wedge of soil developed 

adjacent to the wall. It is apparent, from Figure 2.16, that the slip wedge was progressing with 

Loose soil 

Steady settlement  

Abutment wall 

Dense soil 

Sink-like trough  

Abutment wall 
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Tatsuoka et al. (2009) reported similar conclusions after testing loose sand retained by a 505 

mm high wall and subjected to cyclic displacements. The settlement of the soil, in response to 

the wall movement, gradually increased with the number of cycles. Maximum settlement 

observed at 5 cm from the wall after 50 cycles of =
H

d 0.2% perturbations was almost 7% of 

the wall height H. Tatsuoka et al. (2009) justified the settlement in the soil surface by the dual 

ratcheting mechanism. A small active sliding occurs in the loosened soil adjacent to the wall, 

due to active wall movement, forming an active soil wedge. During the passive phase of wall 

movement, the active wedge is going to be compressed as part of a larger passive soil wedge. 

According to Tatsuoka et al. (2009), the deformation in the small active wedge will not be 

substantially recovered during the passive movement and will therefore be accumulated with 

further deformations in the subsequent active movements. On the other hand, the passive 

wedge, which is not completely affected by the active movement, experiences a repetitive 

compression that leads to densification and volumetric contraction. Therefore, the settlement 

is eventually a result of accumulated dual volumetric deformations in the active and passive 

wedges of the backfill soil. The mechanism proposed by Tatsuoka et al. (2009) is illustrated 

in Figure. 2.17. 

Cosgrove and Lehane (2003) conducted experiments on a 1 m high loose backfill retained by 

a steel wall hinged at its bottom and subjected to rotational perturbations. The tests were 

intended to represent an abutment wall subjected to temperature induced cyclic loading. Two 

tests were conducted in which different numbers of cycles and loading amplitudes were 

applied as shown in Table 2.4. They used an optical measurement system, in which several 

visual targets had been embedded in the soil, to capture the extent and direction of soil 

movements in response to the cyclic displacements of the wall.  
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Table 2.4 Tests details as described by Cosgrove and Lehane (2003) 

Test Displacement (d/H) % Number of Cycles (N) 

1 0.63 120 

2 0.23 500 

 

According to Cosgrove and Lehane (2003), both tests showed significant settlements in the 

soil surface after 100 cycles of wall movement. They stated that the settlement in the soil 

surface varies nonlinearly with the number of cycles. The absolute measured settlements, after 

100 cycles, were equal to 20% and 10% of the total wall height in test 1 and test 2, 

respectively.  

Based on the movement vectors illustrated in Figures 2.18 (a) and 2.18 (b), a triangular small 

wedge of soil moves in the downward direction during active wall displacement, while a 

reversal movement direction is observed during the passive wall displacement. As observed in 

Figure 2.18 (b) (during the passive phase of the cycle), the direction of movement is 

predominantly horizontal with a very small vertical component. That means the precedent 

inclined active motion was not equally reversed during the passive phase of the movement. 

This behaviour indicates the occurrence of unrecoverable vertical deformation in the active 

wedge. The subsequent cycles are also expected to behave similarly, perhaps with different 

deformation behaviour in the active soil wedge. The accumulation of such deformations is the 

likely primary reason contributing to settlements observed at the approach of IABs.     
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Figure 2.18 Active and passive movement vectors (Cosgrove and Lehane, 2003) 

The experimental study conducted by Huang et al. (2020) showed a similar behaviour in the 

soil surface settlements. They observed a large trough developed at the soil adjacent to the 

wall in response to 24 cycles of rotational wall displacements. An extent of soil deformation 

was also observed at the wall-pile joint resulting in a small void beneath the abutments as 

shown in Figure 2.19. 

 

Figure 2.19 Voids formation adjacent to the wall and at the wall-pile joint                                    

(after Hunag et al., 2020) 
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2.6 Solutions to the Approach Problems in IABs 

The design guidelines of IABs vary widely from one country to another and therefore 

standard measures utilised to alleviate the approach problems in IABs are not clearly 

established. The use of run-on slab and well compacted soil in the vicinity of the abutment are 

the common suggestions to alleviate the approach settlements (Horvath, 2000; Lock, 2002). 

Although the use of the run-on slab is generally adopted in the US practice, it does not seem 

to be free of problems. Settlements of the approach backfill sometimes results in large troughs 

that a run-on slab is incapable to span. This will lead to the damage of the latter under the 

traffic loading as illustrated in Figure 2.20 (White et al., 2005).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.20 Failure at the run-on slab due to backfill settlement (White et al., 2010) 

In some of the European countries, including UK, Ireland and Sweden, the use of the run-on 

slab is not recommended as the settlement will occur even when a run-on slab is provided 

(White et al., 2010). Varmazyar et al. (2017) stated that the use of a run-on slab does not help 

to mitigate the approach problems in IABs because it will eventually suffer a flexure failure 

due to the development of a settlement trough underneath. A broken run-on slab will 

complicate and increase the cost of the maintenance works for settled backfill as compared to 

soil overlay and pavement patching (Hoppe and Gomez, 1996). Therefore, the presence of the 

run-on slab does not offer a practical and effective remedial measure for the settlement of the 

approach backfill in IABs.  
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On the other hand, the use of heavily compacted backfill does not help to reduce the approach 

settlement, in IABs, but was proven to increase the stiffness of the retained soil and 

consequently results in high lateral pressures on the bridge abutments (Oesterle and 

Tabatabai, 2014).      

Nam and Park (2013) reported some construction details and field observations from the first 

IAB constructed in South Korea. In an attempt to minimize the lateral earth pressures on the 

abutment, 1.0 m wide and 3.3 m high pressure relief zones were provided at bridge 

approaches adjacent to the abutments. The zone was filled with coarse sub-base cohesionless 

material type A-1-a (according to AASHTO classification system). The concept of using this 

material was to minimize the interlocking effects of the backfill material due to the horizontal 

movements of the abutments and consequently alleviate the passive earth pressures. However, 

the reported data represents only the first two years after the opening of the bridge (two 

annual cycles) during which the maximum recorded displacement amplitudes were + 8.8 mm 

(passive) and - 3.3 mm (active). Both are relatively small amplitudes. Nevertheless, passive 

pressure was mobilised behind the wall and maximum recorded value of K reached 

approximately 4.4 (50% of Rankine passive pressure) during the summer of the second year. 

Such results show no evidence of avoiding higher lateral pressures after many cycles of 

abutment movements. 

The traditional methodologies implementing well compacted backfill and/or concrete 

approach slab to mitigate the lateral earth pressure escalation and approach settlements in 

IABs have shown to be unsuccessful. Therefore, design agencies around the world have been 

experimenting different methods to solve these problems. 
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2.6.1 Compressible Inclusions 

Research studies showed that using a compressible inclusion, or a pressure relief layer, at the 

interface between the abutment and the approach backfill, can alleviate the effects of 

abutment movements on the adjoining soil (Hoppe, 2005; Alqarawi, 2016, Hoppe et al., 

2016). The inclusion materials, used in previous studies, involve rubber, expanded 

polystyrene geofoam, and tyre shreds.  

Evidence of using the compressible inclusions in the construction of IABs is common in the 

USA practice. The department of transportation in South Dakota investigated the use of a 

rubber tyre chips behind the abutment in an integral bridge (Reid et al., 1999). A 24 in (610 

mm) thick layer of tyre chips was placed behind the abutment with a cardboard separation 

layer between the backfill and tyre chips. The cardboard was provided to prevent the backfill 

from entering the voids between the tyre chips. The results showed that the tyre chips helped 

to reduce the lateral backfill pressure significantly. However, the cyclic abutment movements 

resulted in continuous rearrangement of the rubber chips, leading to the development of a 

void below the approach slab but at a smaller extent than that developed in a normal backfill 

without compressible layer (Reid et al., 1999).  

In North Dakota, the design guidelines require a pressure-relief layer placed behind the 

abutment. Such layer includes a several inches thick elastic material, behind it is a corrugated 

metal sheet (Hassiotis and Roman, 2005). In Delaware and Pennsylvania, 1 to 2 inches (25 – 

50 mm) thick polystyrene inclusion must be provided behind the abutment. In the state of 

Virginia, the use of an elastic inclusion has recently become a design requirement after 

conducting successful field trials using EPS inclusions (Hoppe et al., 2016; VDOT Design 

Manual, 2020). The bridge design manual of Virginia provides the equation below (equation 

2.16) to estimate the design thickness of the EPS inclusion.  
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( )  1067.001.010 += LHEPSt
 in  (2.16) 

where 
tEPS is thickness of the EPS inclusion in inches 

H is height of abutment in inches 

L is the total movement (expansion and contraction) in inches 

Unlike USA, the European practice does not integrate experiences in using compressible 

inclusions in IABs. According to Barr et al. (2013), none of the European countries require 

the use of any type of inclusion behind the abutments of IABs. However, a recent study in 

Poland, investigated the use of rubber tyre bales as a backfill material in IAB approaches. 

Duda and Siwowski (2020) used large tyre bales, sand filling and tyre shreds to fill 5 m x 5 m 

x 5.3 m test chamber. The study aimed to investigate the lateral pressure exerted on the 

retaining wall due to different modes of displacements. The study showed that the proposed 

backfill reduced the active and passive pressure by, approximately, ten times compared to the 

case where a granular backfill is used 

2.6.2 Mechanically Stabilised Earth (MSE)      

In this technique, the approach soil is designed to become self-stable without relying on the 

abutment as a retaining element. The approach is constructed using mechanically stabilised 

earth or reinforced soil with a gap between the facing of the MSE and the abutment. The gap 

may or may not be filled with a compressible material. This technique has been utilised in the 

USA practice. In the state of South Dakota, a trial using MSE for IAB approaches was applied 

in three bridges (Reid et al., 1999). The approaches were constructed using geosynthetic-

reinforced backfill with a 16 inch (406 mm) gap between the reinforced soil wall and the 

abutment (following the design practice used by the state of Wyoming). The results collected 

from these bridges showed that the lateral pressure and the approach settlements issues were 

eliminated. However, problems of different nature were arisen in these bridges, including the 
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interaction between the soil and the wing walls, erosion of soil from the sides of the approach 

into the gap behind the abutment and the movements of the reinforced-soil wall subsequently 

reducing the gap size.  

The European practice, again, does not incorporate the technique of MSE walls at the 

approaches of IABs. However, after conducting a numerical study, Fartaria (2012) proposed 

the use of an elasticized EPS inclusion behind the abutment together with a curtain of soil-

cement columns to restrain the backfill soil during the active phase of the abutment 

movement. The numerical results showed that the proposed approach system is efficient in 

reducing the lateral soil pressure especially during large abutment displacements.   

2.7 Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) Geofoam  

In this section, the engineering behaviour of expanded polystyrene (EPS) geofoam is 

discussed because in this thesis, mitigating measures are explored using EPS geofoam, which 

is a polymeric material belonging to the family of the geosynthetics. The EPS possesses 

unique favourable characteristics and one of them is the extremely low density. The EPS used 

in civil engineering applications has density as low as 12 kg/m3, which is equivalent to 

hundredth of typical soil fill density (Horvath, 1994). Also it has favourable mechanical and 

thermal properties such as its compressive strength and thermal insulation characteristics 

(BASF, 2006). In addition to that, the EPS is an environmentally friendly material and 

provides a cost-effective choice for construction. These features have collectively put the EPS 

geofoam as one of the best light-weight materials available. Therefore, it has several 

geotechnical applications such as a light weight fill for embankments, a compressible 

inclusion for retaining structures, and a stabilization material for slopes, in addition to its 

potential use in integral abutment bridge systems. 
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2.7.1 Physical Properties 

The EPS is a cellular rigid material formed of polyhedron expanded polystyrene particles. The 

expanded polystyrene particles are fused together during the manufacturing process forming 

an integrated cellular structure with air voids in between particles. The polystyrene particles 

themselves are formed of vast number of air-filled closed cells. Figure 2.21 shows the internal 

micro structure of an EPS specimen. 

The density of EPS is an important factor that affects many of its physical and mechanical 

properties. During the manufacturing process, it is possible, to a certain extent, to control the 

density of EPS by controlling the quantity of moulded polystyrene beads. Therefore, EPS can 

be produced in variety of densities between 10 kg/m³ and 50 kg/m³. However, in most of the 

geotechnical applications, the density of EPS used is 20 kg/m³ (Horvath, 1994).  

In addition to its ultra-light weight, EPS is inherently a non-biodegradable material and 

chemically inactive with soil or water (Horvath, 1994). It also does not offer a nutritive 

medium for undersoil organisms. These features made the EPS a durable geotechnical 

material. 
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Table 2.5 10% strain - compressive strength of EPS with different densities (Elraji 2000) 

Density (Kg/m3) 12 15 18 22 29 

Compressive Strength at 10% strain (kPa) 35 69 90 104 173 

 

In rapid compression tests, EPS is known to exhibit a linear elastic behaviour immediately 

after loading. That behaviour is represented by the initial straight part of the stress-strain 

diagram. Slope of that linear part is defined as the elastic modulus or Young’s modulus of 

EPS. The value of the elastic modulus of EPS, as mentioned before, is affected by its density. 

Within this zone (the elastic zone) the micro cell walls tend to bend and buckle in an attempt 

to absorb the energy induced by the applied load. As a result, the elastic stiffness of the 

material will be decreased and its behaviour transforms into a plastic stiffness ( pE ) (Ossa and 

Romo, 2009). It was found that the linear relationship between the applied stress and strain 

continues until the value of strain reaches to approximately between 1% - 1.5% (Horvath, 

1994). For well conservative design considerations, it is recommended to identify the elastic 

limit as the point where the developed strain is equal to 1% (Arellano and Stark, 2009). 

Therefore, the stress measured at 1% strain is often referred as the elastic limit of the EPS.  

Beyond the point of elastic limit, the material starts to yield. During this phase, large amount 

of energy is dissipated by the continuous deformation of cell walls and hinges and through 

expelling cells encapsulated air (Ossa and Romo, 2009). The yield of EPS is found to occur 

over a range rather than a certain point at the stress-strain diagram. That zone of the stress-

strain relationship ends up at approximately 10% strain. The stress measured at this point 

(strain equal to 10%) is generally referred as the compressive strength of EPS (Horvath, 

1994). 

Following the yield range, EPS exhibits a pure plastic strain-hardening behaviour. During this 

phase, the internal structure and particle geometry are continuously modified. The internal 
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voids between particles are mostly vanished while the closed cell walls are completely 

collapsed. The change in the internal structure of the material continues until the polystyrene 

particles are totally damaged and reversed to their original state as polystyrene beads. 

However, no clear mode of failure appears in the stress-strain relationship of EPS. 

 

 
Figure 2.22 EPS Stress-Strain relationship in rapid unconfined compression test (Arellano 

and Stark, 2009) 

 

2.7.2.2 Time Dependent Behaviour 

EPS is found to exhibit time dependent behaviour represented by the creep and stress 

relaxation when it is subjected to sustained loading conditions. Creep refers to the plastic 

deformation developed over a period under sustained load, while the stress relaxation is 

expressed as the reduction in stress with time under a constant strain. Creep and relaxation are 

in fact reciprocal phenomena appearing in EPS behaviour due to the visco-plasticity 

characteristics.  

In a typical axial compression test, an EPS specimen will deform elastically upon application 

of load. Shortly after and when specimen exceeds its elastic limit, it will enter the plastic zone 
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and some part of the developed strain becomes irreversible. The total strain at this stage is the 

combination of elastic strain plus the creep or time dependent strains. Therefore, total strain 

can be decomposed into immediate and time-dependent components as follows: 

to  +=                                 (2.17) 

where 휀 is the total strain developed after a certain time (t), 휀𝑜 is the immediate strain due the 

load application, which also represents the elastic component of the strain and 휀𝑡 is the creep 

or the time-dependant strain developed during the time (t) 

The amount of creep in EPS is susceptible to the initial applied load and EPS density (Chun et 

al., 2004). According to Horvath (1994), a small or negligible amount of creep is observed in 

specimens subjected to an initial strain below 1%, but significant increase in the developed 

creep occurred when the specimen was initially strained by more than 1%. Accordingly, a 

design criterion was suggested to limit the applied load on EPS blocks below the elastic limit 

to avoid excessive time dependent deformation (Arellano and Stark, 2009). 

Elraji (2000) reported the results of creep tests for different EPS specimens with different 

initial loading levels. The results, shown in Figure 2.23, indicate a dramatic increase in creep 

when the initial loading was 70% of compressive strength, while the creep effects were 

limited when the initial stress levels were 30% and 50 % of its compressive strength 
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Figure 2.23 Time dependant behaviour of EPS at different stress levels (Elraji, 2000) 

 

2.7.3 Applications of EPS in Mitigating Approach Problems in IABs 

The inherent properties of EPS make it a perfect remedy for the persistent lateral pressures 

and soil settlements in IABs. The EPS is highly compressible with relatively low Young’s 

modulus. These merits enable the EPS inclusion to absorb most of the abutment movement 

with minimal disturbance to the adjacent soil. In other words, the actual displacement 

transferred to the soil will be significantly reduced by the EPS inclusion. This characteristic, 

which is known as the transfer function of the EPS, is illustrated in Figure 2.24. 

     
Figure 2.24 The transfer function of EPS Geofoam inclusion 
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Despite of having unique characteristics that made it suitable for various geotechnical 

applications, the use of EPS geofoam in mitigating the approach problems in IABs is very 

limited (Hoppe, 2005; Hoppe et al., 2016). This highlights the lack of research and reliable 

evidence-based data about the possible application of EPS inclusions in AIB approaches.  

The EPS geofoam has a great potential, as a highly compressible material, to serve as an 

inclusion to alleviate the challenging earth pressure ratcheting and soil settlements problems 

in IAB. Therefore, investigating the potential use of EPS geofoam in this application forms 

one of the main objectives of this thesis.  

Hoppe (2005) reported field data collected, over five years, from an integral abutment bridge 

on Jackson River in state of Virginia in the United States. The bridge was the first IAB in the 

US to include a compressible inclusion with the aim to mitigate the settlements and lateral 

pressure problems. The inclusion was a 250 mm thick board of elasticised polystyrene (EPS) 

and it was placed between the retained backfill and the concrete abutment along the width of 

the bridge (see Figure 2.25). The height of the EPS board was terminated at 0.76 m from the 

top of the wall to allow for placing a pressure cell that measures the lateral pressures acting on 

the abutment wall (without inclusion).  

The 100 m long and 16.6 m wide three span integral bridge was instrumented during the 

construction stage and was opened for traffic in 1999. Three pressure cells were provided at 

each abutment mounted at 0.63 m, 1.12 m and 1.6 m from the top of the wall. The reported 

data include lateral soil pressure acting on the abutment walls and the settlement in the 

approach soil recorded during the period from 1999 until 2005.  
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were covered by the EPS inclusion. The data collected during the period between January 

2007 and August 2011 involved the average temperature, the strain in the EPS inclusion and 

the pressure readings from the pressure cells. A summary of results is shown in Table 2.6. It is 

apparent that the EPS inclusion proved to significantly reduce the earth pressure.  

Table 2.6 Some of the field data reported by Hoppe et. al, (2016) 

Results Minimum Maximum Envelope 

Temperature (c°) -9.8 28.9 38.7 

Pressure in the middle of the abutment (kPa) 

(without EPS) 
- 91 - 

Pressure in middle of the abutment (kPa) (with the 

EPS) 
- 4.56 - 

Strain in the EPS inclusion (%) 0.65 2.38 1.7 

 

Hoppe et al. (2016) stipulated that the current practice in Virginia Department of 

Transportation requires to adopt an EPS inclusion when constructing IABs.   

In addition to its advantages in mitigating the approach problems in IABs, the EPS geofoam 

has a potential in attenuating dynamic loads. Several experimental and numerical studies have 

shown that EPS blocks can successfully be used as a seismic buffer between the rigid walls 

and soil backfill to attenuate the seismic loads transferred to the wall (Zarnani and Bathurst, 

2009; Bathurst and Zarnani, 2013; Bartlett and Neupane, 2017). However, the suitability of 

the EPS geofoam to counter seismic loading is outside the scope of this thesis and therefore, it 

will not be discussed.         

2.8 Gaps in knowledge 

The literature review has identified the following gaps in knowledge related to IABs which 

this thesis has attempted to address: 

(a) The physics of the approach soil-abutment interaction has not been comprehensively and 

rigorously dissected and analysed. Earlier research has identified the importance of soil 
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slumping, densification and confining stress due to the abutment moving away and 

pushing against the retained soil in response to cyclical temperature changes. However, 

soil slumping, densification and confining stress will be influenced by several factors, 

mostly unique to IABs. For instance, one key factor noteworthy of consideration is the 

nature of the cyclic displacements of the abutment, that is, whether it is primarily of 

rotational or translational mode or a combination of both. The importance of this factor is 

so far understated and has not been critically analysed.             

(b) Although some remedial solutions have been proposed, an effective solution is yet to be 

found to deal with the development of settlement trough in a broad spectrum of IABs. 

Lack of effective solution would eventually lead to the settlement bump in the abutment 

approach.  

(c) Almost all of the studies in literature using physical models did not attempt to achieve 

similarity in the stress conditions between the model and full-scale prototype. Since the 

soil is stress dependent, the critical effects of the soil-structure interaction in the IAB may 

not have been observed in such models.  

(d) A fundamental understanding of the physics of the interactions of a three-layered system, 

soil-inclusion-abutment in IABs is lacking, indeed not yet formulated. Managing the 

transfer of effects between soil and abutment, and vice-versa, through the inclusion will 

be a significant factor in managing the alleviation of approach settlement and lateral stress 

ratcheting on the abutment. Without new fundamental knowledge of the transfer function 

of the inclusion, any proposed remedial measure can only be based on limited empirical 

understanding established mainly on experimental data, and its application beyond the 

parameters and assumptions tied to the experiments would be questionable. 

(e) The current practices utilised to estimate the lateral earth pressure on the abutments of 

IABs are largely dependent on the limiting earth pressure coefficients, particularly the 
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passive pressure coefficient pK . This review showed that design agencies are using 

different theoretical methodologies in calculating pK  which certainly results in 

considerably different outcomes. Moreover, design engineers are often attracted to use 

Rankine or Coulomb methodologies in estimating pK , due to their simplicity, although 

their assumption of a planar failure surface is in question. Therefore, a comprehensive, yet 

simple, solution that addresses the true failure mechanism of soil in the passive state needs 

to be developed.      

(f)  There have been several research studies investigating structural and geotechnical aspects 

of IABs bridges. However, a comprehensive study that addresses the fundamental soil-

structure interaction in IABs, through a combination of analytical, experimental and 

numerical analyses, is lacking. Such integrated study would provide evidence-based 

knowledge about the interaction mechanism in IABs approaches and sheds lights into the 

possible mitigation measures.    

       

2.9 Research Questions 

 

In view of the knowledge reviewed in this chapter and the gaps identified in section 2.8, the 

following questions have been identified and will be addressed as the focus of this thesis: 

(a) The temperature-induced abutment movement in IABs leads to two major issues, namely, 

escalation in the lateral earth pressure (stress ratchetting) as well as settlement bump in 

the approach soil. What is the fundamental soil-structure interaction mechanism that 

leads to the development of the stress ratchetting and the approach settlements in IABs as 

a result of the abutment movements? 

(b) The international design standards involve considerable disparity in terms of the 

estimation of the magnitude and the distribution of the lateral earth pressure behind the 
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abutments in IABs. In this regard, which of these design guidelines is more relevant and 

appropriately applies in estimating the lateral earth pressure in IABs than the others? 

(c) The estimation of the lateral earth pressure in IABs depends heavily on the static 

coefficient of passive earth pressure pK . There are currently different methodologies 

used to calculate pK  (such as Rankine, Coulomb, Caquote and Kerisel, etc.) that vary in 

their simplicity and their accuracy. What is the best approach to calculate the value of the 

passive earth pressure coefficient pK  that realistically captures the static passive earth 

pressure?   

(d) The use of a compressible inclusion (the EPS in particular) has been reported as a 

potential remedy for the approach problems in IABs. What are the fundamental 

characteristics of the “two-way” soil-EPS-wall interactions and how the presence of an 

EPS inclusion can help to alleviate the approach problems in IAB?   

(e) What is the significance of the type or the mode of the abutment movement (translation 

or rotation) on the consequent stress ratchetting and settlement bump in the IAB 

approaches?    

(f) How to design a large-scale physical model of an integral abutment to achieve similarity 

in key areas between the model and full-scale prototype in order to study the soil-

structure interactions? 

(g) The numerical modelling of the approach soil in IABs requires the consideration of a 

number of effects that ensue from the interaction with the abutment. These include the 

change in the strength and stiffness of the soil, the non-linearity of the soil response as 

well as the confinement effects. Can the traditional Mohr-Coulomb model be extended to 

capture some of these effects? 
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Chapter 3 

 

Estimation of Passive Earth Pressure on Retaining Systems 

 

3.1 Introduction  

The lateral earth pressure is one of the primary parameters influencing the interaction between 

the soil and adjacent structural members. Therefore, estimation of earth pressure is vital when 

the design of such structural members is sought. While many retaining structures are designed 

considering an active or at-rest state for the backfill, in practice there are certain cases, where 

the interaction mobilizes a passive earth pressure. Particularly, in integral abutment bridges, 

the research studies show that a full passive earth pressure is likely to develop behind the 

abutments due to the movements of the bridge deck (Hassiotis and Xiong, 2007). Therefore, 

the passive earth pressure forms a fundamental input in estimating the lateral earth pressure 

during the design of integral bridge abutments. An efficient and reliable method to estimate 

the passive earth pressure is necessary for the design of integral bridge abutments. 

3.2 Overview of Passive Earth Pressure Theories 

Various theories have been developed to estimate the passive earth pressures exerted on 

retaining walls over the past several decades. They used different methodologies in 

calculating the passive earth pressure which sometimes resulted in largely different outcomes. 

In this Chapter, a number of theories that are currently utilised in estimating passive earth 

pressure are briefly reviewed. 

3.2.1 Earth Pressure due to Planar Failure Surfaces  

Classical theories that assume planar failure surface, such as Coulomb (1973) and Rankine 

(1857) are widely used as the fundamental methodologies to estimate the lateral passive 

pressure of the backfill on retaining walls. The review conducted earlier, in Chapter 2, 
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showed that Rankine and Coulomb methodologies are largely used in USA and European 

practices in the estimation of passive earth pressure behind the abutments of Integral 

abutment bridges. These theories use the limit equilibrium approach to calculate the passive 

earth pressure and the coefficient of passive pressure, pK . Although the cited theories involve 

a number of differences, they both assumed the passive failure surface to be planar surface. 

Coulomb (1973), assumed that the failure occurs along a plane surface that passes through the 

toe of the wall at an angle 𝜃 with the horizontal such that the passive pressure acting on the 

retained structure is a minimum. Rankine (1857), on the other hand stipulated that the passive 

failure surface is a plane, inclined at ( )245 −  to the principle horizontal axis (where   

represents the internal friction angle of the soil).  

3.2.2 Earth Pressure due to Non-Planar Failure Surfaces  

The assumption of a planar failure surface has shown to be problematic when the interface 

between the wall and the soil is not smooth (Terzaghi, 1943). Accordingly, new 

methodologies estimating the passive earth pressure using a non-planar failure surface were 

developed. Caquot and Kerisel (1948) proposed a new method to calculate the passive earth 

pressure of a cohesionless deposit using a failure surface following a spiral arc. This method 

assumes the soil immediately behind the wall complies with Coulomb criterion of limit 

equilibrium inside an angle beyond which the soil is in a Rankine equilibrium state (Kerisel 

and Absi, 1990). The calculations in this method are too complicated, therefore, the authors 

provided ready-made tables to estimate the coefficient of passive earth pressure pK  (Kerisel 

and Absi, 1990). 

Another methodology of a non-planar failure surface was developed by Terzaghi (1943). The 

latter suggested that the failure surface is not a plane when the angle of the interface friction 𝛿 

between the wall and the retained backfill is more than zero. Terzaghi (1943) stated that 
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sufficiently accurate results can be obtained when a logarithmic spiral arc is used to represent 

the bottom part of the rupture surface (curve bg in Figure 3.1) while the rest of the surface is a 

tangential line to the log-spiral curve rising up at an angle equals to ( 245 − ) with the 

horizontal.   

3.3 Proposed Methodology  

In a real practical case, the interface friction between the wall and the soil is far from being 

ideally smooth, hence appropriate estimation of the passive earth pressure must account for 

the curvature in the failure surface. In this chapter, a new analytical solution is developed 

using the hypotheses of Terzaghi (1943). 

The log-spiral method proposed by Terzaghi (1943) was used by a number of experimental 

studies and showed to be in closer agreement, with the measured data, than Rankine or 

Coulomb methods. Duncan and Mokwa (2001) studied the passive earth pressure mobilized 

due to the translation of 1 m high concrete bulkhead embedded in the soil. They concluded 

that the log-spiral method is the most accurate theory for estimating the passive earth pressure 

over a wide range of interface friction angles. Fang et al. (2002) reported experimental results 

from a number of tests using dry sand under monotonic rigid wall movements. They stated 

that the log-spiral method proposed by Terzaghi can successfully replicate the passive earth 

pressure by using the critical state concept. Wilson and Elgamal (2010) conducted large scale 

model tests using granular soil to measure the passive earth pressure. They reported that the 

log-spiral prediction provided very good estimation by comparing with the measured data. 

Rollins et al. (2017) reported that the lateral passive pressure calculated using the log-spiral 

method replicates the measured force within an error of less than 10% compared to 47% and 

60% respectively, using Coulomb and Rankine methods.    
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Although the log-spiral theory can provide an accurate means to estimate the passive earth 

pressure, design engineers often prefer Rankine and Coulomb methods, due to their 

simplicity, despite of the potential misrepresentation of the actual conditions. The primary 

reason behind that is the lack of a rigorous solution to evaluate the passive earth pressure 

using the log-spiral theory. Even though, the latter was developed a few decades ago, 

(Terzaghi 1943), limited research studies utilized the log-spiral composite failure to estimate 

the static passive earth pressure (Terzaghi, 1943; Terzaghi et al., 1996; Patki et al., 2015; Liu 

et al., 2018), and none have developed comprehensive and easy-to-implement solutions. 

Terzaghi’s (1943, 1996) solution is proposed only for the cases when the pole of the log-spiral 

is located inside the slip mass; Liu et al. (2018) proposed a complicated solution based on the 

pole outside the slip mass. The solution developed by Patki et al. (2015) does not apply for 

sloping backfills.   

This chapter aims to develop a comprehensive and rigorous numerical solution, based on the 

log-spiral theory, such that it can be easily formulated on a spreadsheet to estimate the passive 

pressure of the soil acting on a rigid retaining wall. The proposed solution is versatile and can 

examine different internal friction angles, soil-wall interface friction angles, wall inclinations, 

backfill slopes and external surcharge, and covering the possibility of the pole located either 

inside or outside the slip mass. In this chapter, the proposed solution will be referred to as the 

“log-spiral solution”.   

3.3.1 Properties of the Failure Surface  

Figure 3.1 shows a hypothetical case, where a rigid wall retains a homogenous deposit of dry 

cohesionless soil with a unit weight of  and friction angle of  . The backfill is inclined at 

an angle   with the horizontal, while the wall face is inclined at an angle   to the vertical. 

Imagine the wall translates monotonically against the backfill until a localized plastic 
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The force 
pP  that mobilises the passive failure acts on the wall at an angle (  − ) with the 

horizontal, whereas   represents the interface friction angle.  

The log-spiral arc, bg, is given by the formula,  

 tanierr oi =  (3.3) 

where or  is the initial radius of the spiral arc at point b, ir  represents the radius of the spiral 

at any random point i on the spiral arc , i  is the angle of rotation subtended by or  and ir , 

and   represents the internal friction angle of the soil. Hence, at point g, the equation (3.3) 

can be written as, 

 tangerr og =  (3.4) 

It is apparent that the size of the spiral arc is characterized by 
ggo rr ,,  and  . While   is 

taken as a constant for a given type of soil, the remaining parameters are functions of the 

virtual location of the Pole O of the log-spiral. The location of the Pole O, therefore, is 

essential in developing a generalised solution for the problem illustrated in Figure 3.1.   

Logically, the Pole O can be located either outside the soil mass (Figure 3.2-a) or inside the 

soil mass (Figure 3.2-b). While the Pole can also fall at point a, this can be treated as a unique 

limiting case of either (a) or (b) above (the Pole lies outside and inside the soil mass, 

respectively) but not as an independent case. Terzaghi et al. (1996) suggested that the Pole 

lies on the line Og inside the soil mass (i.e., case b above). However, they did not discuss the 

possibility of the Pole to be located outside the soil mass. Until recently, Liu et al. (2018) 

developed a mathematical formulation to estimate the passive earth pressure coefficient, pK , 

assuming that the Pole of the spiral falls outside the soil mass. However, developing a 

solution based on the assumption of the Pole either inside or outside the soil mass only may 
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Distance Oa =     (3.8) 

In a given trial, let   be specified (note:  is taken as negative when the Pole lies outside the 

soil mass as in Case-a), and based on that, the following parameters can be computed: 

Coordinates of point a (xa, ya):  

 cos=ax  (3.9) 

  sin=ay                     (3.10) 

( ) ( )22
xxyHr aao
+++=                       (3.11) 

Coordinates of point b (xb, yb):               

xxx ab
+=                        (3.12) 

 Hyy ab +=                      (3.13) 

  −= −

o

b
g

r

y1sin             (3.14) 

Coordinates of point g (xg, yg):  

cosgg rx =                        (3.15) 

 singg ry =                        (3.16) 

gag r = −                        (3.17) 

1sinagfg =             (3.18) 

Coordinates of point f (xf, yf):  

sinfgxx gf −=                                    (3.19)            

cosfgyy gf −=                         (3.20) 
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Then the anticlockwise incremental area moment 𝑑𝑀𝑎 about O is given by: 

( ) += sin
3

2
.

2

1 2 rrddM a             (3.24) 

Expanding and considering that  tanerr o=  gives: 

( )  derdM o

a sincoscossin
3

1 tan33 +=             (3.25) 

which leads to, 

( ) +=
g

derM o

a

obg



 
0

tan33 sincoscossin
3

1
            (3.26) 

Integrating by parts, equation (3.27) is obtained: 

( )
( )

( )
( )

3
3 tan

2

3
3 tan

2

cos
1 3tan sin cos

3 1 9 tan

sin
sin 3tan cos 3tan

3 1 9 tan

g

g

a o
obg g g

o
g g

r
M e

r
e

 

 


  




   



 = + − +
 +

 + −
 +

            (3.27) 

Similarly, the anticlockwise moment arm of triangle oba is, 

( )baoba xxx +=
3

1
                       (3.28) 

so that, 

( )( )baabba

a

oba xxyxyxM +−=
6

1
            (3.29) 

The anticlockwise moment due to self-weight of slip mass abg about O is: 

( )a

oba

a

obgabg MMM −=             (3.30) 

Considering Figure 3.6, the following relationships can be derived,  
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qM  is the moment produced by the surcharge q about the Pole O   

2

f a

q a

x x
M V x

 − 
= +  

 
, where 

f gx x =             (3.38) 

  cos
2

1 2

RWpRW HKP =             (3.39) 

where RWH  is calculated as,  

cos

fg
HRW =             (3.40) 

pK  is Rankine’s passive pressure coefficient for sloped backfill and calculated as, 




22

22

coscoscos

coscoscos

−−

−+
=pK                        (3.41) 

( )
1

6
agf a g fM af fg x x x 

= + +             (3.42) 

RWpq HKqF cos=             (3.43) 











−=

2
sin 1

fg
rL gq              (3.44) 

qqqh LFM =             (3.45) 

By taking moment equilibrium about O: 

( )
1

1
p RW RW qh abg q agfP P L M M M M

L
= + + + +             (3.46) 

Finally, passive force = min 
pP  

For a given wall geometry (wall height and slope angles) and set of geotechnical properties 

(internal friction angle, unit weight of soil and soil-wall interface friction), the passive force 

Pp is a function of  through the parameters L1, PRW, LRW etc. in equation (3.46). Thus, a 
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)sin( −=ay                       (3.48) 

Coordinates of point b,  

ab xxx += ,   (3.49) 

ab yHy +=              (3.50) 

22

0 bb yxr +=                      (3.51) 

o

b

r

x1sin−=             (3.52) 

 −−= 90g  (3.53) 

 tangerOgr og ==  (3.54) 

Coordinates of point g, 

cosgg rx =                        (3.55)  

singg ry =                        (3.56) 

gag r= +                       (3.57) 

1sinagfg =          (3.58) 

Coordinates of point f,  

( )sinfgxx gf −= ,  (3.59)  

cosfgyy gf −=                                                                                 (3.60) 

( ) += sinrxp
        (3.61) 

( ) += cosryp
            (3.62) 

Calculation of the area moments of oba, fag   (see Figure 3.8) 
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Calculation of the passive zone forces RWP and 
qF  are shown below, 

cos

fg
HRW =                         (3.69) 

 cos
2

1 2

pRWRW KHP =                                 (3.70) 

RWpq HKqF cos=             (3.71) 

1

2
sin

3
RWL fg  = −                         (3.72) 

1cosagaf =                         (3.73) 

V q af = , where tanfgaffa +=                         (3.74) 

( )
2

a f

V a

x x
L x


 +
 = −
 
 

                        (3.75) 

qqqh LFM =             (3.76) 

1

1
sin

2
qL fg  = −             (3.77) 

Finally, 

( )
1

1
p RW RW V qh abgfP P L VL M M

L
= + + +             (3.78) 

Passive force = min Pp 

3.4 Validation of the Solution 

The validation of the above solution was conducted over two stages. The first stage involves 

validation against experimental and numerical data from the literature (as discussed in section 

3.4.1). The second stage involves the verification of the log-spiral solution against results 
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obtained from laboratory tests conducted on a laboratory scaled physical model. The latter 

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.  

3.4.1 Validation Using Data from the Literature  

Experimental Data  

In order to validate the log-spiral solution proposed in this chapter against real data measured 

at a larger scale, reference was made to experimental results reported by Fang et al. (2002). 

They conducted a series of tests on dry Ottawa sand to measure the passive pressure acting on 

a rigid steel wall under a monotonic translational movement. The properties of the backfill 

used by Fang et al. (2002) are summarized in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Properties of sand used by Fang et al. (2002) 

Soil Sample Unit weight 

kN/m3 

Soil friction angle ° Interface friction 

𝛿° Peak Critical 

Loose 15.7 33 31.5 9.8 

Medium dense 16.3 38 31.5 12.6 

Dense 16.8 42 31.5 14 

 

The proposed log-spiral solution was used to calculate the passive earth pressure based on the 

critical state properties. The results show that the proposed method successfully replicated the 

measured data within an error of less than 10% as shown in Table 3.2.  

Table 3.2 Comparison between the calculated results and the data reported by Fang et al. 

(2002) 

Soil Sample Measured force (N) Calculated force (N) 

(log-spiral, this chapter) 

Error % 

Loose 6300 6826 ± 8.3 

Medium dense 10125 11044 ± 9.07 

Dense 15600 15011 ± 3.7 
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Numerical Data  

The log-spiral solution has also been used to produce results for the coefficient of passive 

earth pressure pK  and compared with those reported by Shiau et al. (2008) and other 

researchers. They reported results of pK  calculated using different methods. The comparison 

is shown in Table 3.3. It is apparent that the results of the present log-spiral solution fits well 

in the admissible solution field of Shiau et al. (2008). They also closely agree with the data 

reported by Caquot and Kerisel (1948).  

Table 3.3 Comparison between the values of pK  calculated using the log-spiral solution and 

those calculated using different methods (Shiau et al., 2008) 

40 , 0, 0  = = =  

  Coulomb 

theory 

Caquot and 

Kerisel 

(1984) 

Log spiral 

method 

(Ducan et 

al., 2001) 

Sokolovski 

(1960) 

Upper 

bound 

Chen, 

(1975) 

Lower bound -

Upper bound 

Shiau et al. 

(2008) 

Log-spiral 

solution  

(this 

chapter) 

0 4.60 4.59 4.60 4.60 4.60 4.60-4.61 4.61 

1
3

 8.15 8.13 8.17 _ 7.73 6.87-7.79 7.58 

1
2

 11.77 10.36 10.50 9.69 10.08 8.79-10.03 9.74 

2
3

 18.72 13.10 13.08 _ 13.09 11.30-12.87 12.24 

1 92.72 17.50 17.50 18.20 20.91 18.64-20.10 18.86 

 

It is worth noting that the log-spiral solution will be used to replicate the experimental results 

discussed later in Chapter 6. The solution will be used to obtain the distribution of lateral 

earth pressure on abutment wall under a monotonic passive movement.  
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3.5 Parametric Study Using the Log-Spiral Solution 

This section discusses the use of the log-spiral solution, developed in this chapter, to 

investigate the individual effects of various parameters on the passive earth pressure. These 

parameters involve the soil-wall interface friction, the backfill slope (  ) and the angle of 

wall inclination ( ).  

3.5.1 Effects of the Soil-Wall Interface Friction 

According to Terzaghi et al. (1996), the angle of friction between the backfill and the 

retaining structure influences the curvature of the log-spiral arc and consequently the passive 

soil pressure acting on the wall. Hence, it is worthwhile to investigate the interaction 

behaviour at different interface friction angles. The log-spiral solution developed in this 

chapter is used to calculate the earth pressure at different interface friction angles ( ). At 

this stage, the magnitudes of angles  ,  and the surcharge q are equated to zero.  

Figure 3.9 shows the relationship between the passive earth pressure and the retained height 

of the soil at different values of the interface friction angle   as well as soil friction angle  . 

It is apparent that the passive force acting on the wall relates proportionally to the soil-wall 

interface friction angle at a given soil friction angle .  

According to Figure 3.9 (
= 25 ), when  =  the passive soil force is 77% higher than that 

obtained with 0=  for a 4 m retained soil height. This justifies the low passive forces 

calculated using Rankine method, which assumes a smooth interface between the backfill and 

the wall. However, the influence of the interface friction becomes more significant at a higher 

friction angle  . According to Figure 3.9 (
= 30 ) and ( 35 = ), the passive earth pressure at 

 =  are 119% and 185% greater than those calculated at 0= , respectively. 
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Figure 3.11 The relationship between the interface friction and the location of Spiral Pole 

 

3.5.2 Effects of Backfill Slope Angle   

The influence of the backfill slope   on the response of the retained soil to a passive wall 

movement has been reported by a number of studies. Shiau et al. (2008) investigated the 

effects of the backfill slope on the passive earth pressure coefficient using a finite element 

analysis. Fang et al. (1997) conducted experiments on a sloped backfill to study the effect of 

the backfill slope on the coefficients of lateral earth pressure pK and aK . Those researchers 

concluded that, both the magnitude of the horizontal passive earth pressure coefficient, pK , 

and the wall movement needed for the backfill to reach a passive state increase when the 

backfill inclination angle  increases.  

The data reported by Fang et al. (1997), for a normalised horizontal wall displacement (S/H) 

equals to 0.3, and Shiau et al. (2008) were used to quantitatively validate the log-spiral 
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magnitudes of pK  in these tables apply to a rigid wall retaining dry cohesionless soil. Effects 

of factors such as the moisture conditions are not considered.  

Table 3.4 Coefficient of passive pressure pK  (
= 40 ) 




 

= 40  

 = 0  = 5  =10  =15  
= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

0 4.61 5.47 6.45 7.55 4.1 4.8 5.61 6.54 3.7 4.32 5 5.78 3.46 4.03 4.65 5.31 

1
3

 
7.58 9.27 11.2 13.5 6.44 7.84 9.5 11.5 5.56 6.76 8.17 9.72 4.86 5.92 7.13 8.5 

1
2

 
9.74 12.2 14.6 17.4 8.14 10.0 12.3 14.7 6.97 8.56 10.5 12.5 6.03 7.42 9.05 10.9 

2
3

 
12.2 15.2 18.6 22.6 10.3 12.7 15.5 18.8 8.67 10.8 13.2 16 7.46 9.3 11.5 13.8 

1 18.8 23.7 29.7 35.9 15.6 19.5 24.2 29.6 13 16.3 20.3 25.8 11 13.9 17.2 21 

 

Table 3.5 Coefficient of passive pressure pK  (
= 35 ) 




 

= 35  

 = 0  = 5  =10  =15  
= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

0 3.7 4.29 4.95 5.63 3.34 3.86 4.42 5.02 3.1 3.56 4.06 4.58 2.9 3.36 3.83 4.3 

1
3

 
5.42 6.44 7.54 8.7 4.75 5.64 6.6 7.64 4.21 5 5.86 6.78 3.79 4.5 5.29 6.12 

1
2

 
6.54 7.85 9.36 10.9 5.67 6.78 8.01 9.37 5 6 7.06 8.2 4.46 5.34 6.31 7.36 

2
3

 
7.8 9.36 11.1 13 6.76 8.12 9.62 11.2 5.92 7.16 8.48 9.9 5.22 6.3 7.52 8.85 

1 10.8 13.1 15.7 18.5 9.2 11.2 13.4 15.8 8.26 9.69 11.6 13.7 7.13 8.75 10.6 12.1 
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Table 3.6 Coefficient of passive pressure pK  (
= 30 ) 




 

= 30  

 = 0  = 5  =10  =15  
= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

0 3 3.43 3.86 4.29 2.76 3.15 3.54 3.92 2.59 2.96 3.33 3.68 2.47 2.83 3.19 3.53 

1
3

 
4.02 4.66 5.33 5.97 3.61 4.2 4.79 5.37 3.28 3.81 4.37 4.9 3.02 3.52 4.04 4.54 

1
2

 
4.62 5.4 6.2 7 4.13 4.81 5.53 6.23 3.73 4.36 5.02 5.66 3.41 4 4.61 5.21 

2
3

 
5.27 6.17 7.11 8.03 4.71 5.52 6.36 7.18 4.22 4.69 5.75 6.52 3.83 4.51 5.23 5.93 

1 6.68 7.9 9.2 10.4 5.88 6.97 8.1 9.22 5.34 6.35 7.41 8.47 4.78 5.7 6.65 7.6 

Table 3.7 Coefficient of passive pressure pK  (
= 25 ) 




 

= 25  

 = 0  = 5  =10  =15  
= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

= 0

 

= 5

 

=10

 

=15

 

0 2.47 2.77 3.06 3.3 2.31 2.6 2.87 3.11 2.19 2.48 2.75 3 2.12 2.41 2.68 2.91 

1
3

 
3.06 3.48 3.88 4.2 2.81 3.2 3.57 3.88 2.61 3 3.34 3.63 2.46 2.81 3.15 3.44 

1
2

 
3.4 3.86 4.32 4.7 3.1 3.55 3.97 4.33 2.87 3.29 3.7 4.02 2.68 3.08 3.47 3.8 

2
3

 
3.73 4.28 4.81 5.24 3.41 3.91 4.4 4.8 3.13 3.6 4.05 4.43 2.92 3.37 3.8 4.16 

1 4.52 5.21 5.88 6.43 4.05 4.68 5.29 5.79 3.7 4.27 4.83 5.3 3.4 3.95 4.48 4.91 

 

3.7 Conclusions 

This chapter presented a comprehensive and rigorous generalised solution formulated based 

on the Terzaghi method to estimate the lateral passive pressure of the soil exerted on a 

retaining structure. Unlike Terzaghi method, which assumes the Pole of the log spiral falls 

inside the soil mass, the developed method provides solutions for any potential location of the 
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pole, inside or outside the soil mass. The developed method can be used to calculate the 

passive force, and hence the passive pressure coefficient pK , under different values of soil 

friction angle, soil-wall interface friction, backfill slope and wall inclination angles. The 

developed equations were validated against measured and numerical data reported in the 

literature. Based on the results, following conclusions can be reached,  

- The log-spiral solution developed herein is an accurate method to calculate the lateral 

earth pressure. The results calculated using the proposed method agree with the 

measured data better than those calculated using Rankine or Coulomb methods.  

- The passive earth pressure depends heavily on the internal friction angle of the soil 

and the interface friction between the backfill and the retaining wall.  

- The location of the Pole of the log-spiral arc is often located outside the soil mass. 

However, in cases where the interface friction is too high, the Pole may be located 

inside the soil mass.  

- The log-spiral solution can be easily programmed using MATLAB or even using an 

EXCEL spreadsheet, which provides an efficient and easy tool for engineers to 

estimate the passive earth pressure accurately.  
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Chapter 4 

Soil-Structure Interaction in Integral Bridges  

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the results of series of experimental tests conducted using a laboratory 

physical model. The primary objectives of these laboratory tests are, first, to validate of the    

log-spiral solution developed in Chapter 3 and, second, to investigate the interaction 

behaviour between a granular fill and a small wall replicating an abutment in an integral 

abutment bridge. The tests also provide an insight into the effects of utilising an EPS geofoam 

inclusion on the soil-wall interaction behaviour.   

The laboratory test chamber (see Figure 4.1) includes a 700 mm x 250 mm x 300 mm tank to 

accommodate the soil and a 250 mm x 300 mm x 13 mm steel wall to retain the soil. The 

front side of the tank is made of a 50 mm thick clear acrylic panel to allow for visual 

observation. The steel wall is supported by two metal bars, to maintain pure translational 

movement, and being moved using a threaded movement bar. A load cell is placed between 

the movement bar and the wall to measure the total applied force. The movement is monitored 

during the tests using a linear variable differential transducer (LVDT). The lateral soil 

pressure was measured using a pressure cell, located at 80 mm from the bottom of the wall, 

and readings were digitally recorded to a PC using a data logging software. The chamber on 

one side of the wall was backfilled with dry siliceous sand sourced from a local vendor in 

Sydney, Australia. Sieve analysis showed that the sand is quite uniform with a particle size 

ranging between 150-300 μm.  The unit weight of the sand used in each test was calculated by 

measuring the weight of the sand and the volume occupied. 
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clockwise, which pushes the wall against the soil. The fine threads in the movement bar 

helped to achieve a slow and uniform displacement throughout the test. Figure 4.2 shows the 

passive force-displacement curves for three different experiments.  

 

Figure 4.2 Passive force vs Horizontal displacement 

 

The log-spiral solution, developed in Chapter 3, was formulated in a spreadsheet, and then 

used to calculate the passive earth pressures for the same conditions prescribed in the 

experiments. The passive force of each test is determined as the minimum force in the −pP  

diagram. Figure 4.3 shows the −pP  plots for the three tests.  

The positive values of the distance   in Figure 4.3 refer to the Pole of the log-spiral located 

inside the soil mass, while the negative values refer to the Pole located outside the soil mass. 

It is evident that the Pole in all three tests was located outside the soil mass but at different 

radial distances.  
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Figure 4.5 Shear band plot based on PIV analysis (Sigdel et al. 2020) 

 

4.3 Investigation of the Soil-Structure Interaction in IABs 

This section documents the investigation of the soil-structure interaction in IABs using data 

from the experimental laboratory tests as well as numerical modelling results. Initially, a 

series of tests are conducted, under cyclic wall movements, to replicate the abutment-soil 

interaction in IABs. Qualitative evaluations of the escalation in the lateral earth pressure and 

the soil settlement are conducted. The data obtained from these tests are then used to validate 

the finite element models developed using the ABAQUS/Standard (2017) software. Upon the 

validation a plane-strain model is then developed to simulate a prototype abutment wall of an 

IAB. A practical remedial measure, to alleviate the approach problems in IABs, utilising an 

EPS geofoam inclusion is investigated.  

4.3.1 Temperature-Induced Abutment Movements 

In IABs, the deck of the bridge often experiences transverse movements as a result of various 

causes including post-construction shrinkage, creep, long term settlement of bridge 

approaches in addition to the expansion and contraction due to the fluctuations in the ambient 

temperatures. However, the geotechnical issues experienced in the approaches of IABs, which 
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are the principle scope of this study, are predominantly caused by the daily and seasonal 

temperature changes. Therefore, this chapter is aimed to investigate the soil-structure 

interaction behaviour of IABs due to the temperature-induced abutment movements.  

In traditional bridges, the potential transverse movements are accommodated by the 

expansion joints. Hence, the deck of the bridge may expand and/or contract without 

transferring any effects into the bridge abutments or the adjoining backfill at the bridge 

approaches. However, unlike traditional bridges, IABs do not possess any joints to allow for 

unrestrained deck movements. Therefore, the movements, associated with the expansion and 

contraction of the bridge deck, are transferred to the abutments, which in turns, move against 

or away from the adjacent soil. This phenomenon leads to a complex interaction between the 

abutment wall and approach soil unique to this type of bridges.  

The interaction between the approach soil and the abutments in IABs has a number of 

benefits. It augments the structural integrity of the bridge resulting in a better structural 

performance and seismic resistance (Arsoy et al., 1999). For instance, the soil-structural 

interaction in skewed semi-integral abutment bridges plays an important role in maintaining 

the stability of the bridge.  However, the soil-structure interaction in IABs also involves some 

drawbacks which may undermine the perceived merits of this type of bridges.  

4.3.1.1 Effects of the Cyclic Movement 

Numerous research studies have shown that the abutments in IABs are continuously moving 

in a cyclic pattern following the ambient temperature fluctuations (Huntly and Valsangkar, 

2016, Lafava et al., 2017). Each movement cycle involves two phases, passive phase (when 

the abutment moves toward the approach soil due to the expansion of bridge deck in hot 

weather) and active phase (when the abutment moves away from the soil following a 

contraction in the bridge deck in cold weather).  
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The repetitive abutment movements, against and away from the retained soil, result in two 

principle detrimental effects in the retained soil at the bridge approaches. These effects are: a 

long term build-up of the lateral earth pressure acting on the abutment and a significant 

settlement, and sometimes heaving, in the approach soil. In consequence to these effects,  

- The IAB abutments will experience an escalated soil pressure that may well be 

underestimated based on established theories. The lateral earth pressure in this case is 

different, in both the magnitude and the distribution, from that developed in a static or 

monotonic passive movement,  

- The developed settlement at the bridge approaches could lead to safety and riding 

quality issues for the bridge users. As such, these problems have somewhat curbed the 

benefits of IABs, resulting in regulatory authorities having to enforce significant 

restrictions on the overall design length of IABs.  

To deal critically with these issues, researchers have extensively investigated thermally 

induced expansion/contraction effects on the abutment-soil interaction behaviour (as reviewed 

in Chapter 2). In a review of a significant number of relevant studies of various research 

methodologies, it is observed that the information reported in the literature regarding soil-

structure interactions in IABs are dependent on the conditions under which they were 

obtained. Moreover, majority of these studies were mainly focused on analysing the problems 

rather than developing practical and effective remedial measures to alleviate these problems 

(Ng Et al., 1997; England et al.; 2000; Khodair and Hassiotis, 2013; Huntly and Valsangkar, 

2016). Very limited studies were conducted to provide sufficient and specific insights into the 

methods available to overcome the approach settlement and lateral pressure issues in IABs. 

Hence, possible mitigation procedures for such problems are scant. The current design 

methodologies involve the following scenarios for soil-abutment interaction:  
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- No separation, where the backfill is pressed against and supported by the abutment 

wall 

- Partial separation, where an intervening compressible inclusion layer separates the 

abutment wall and backfill. The backfill is not self-stable and is still being supported 

by the abutment wall with the compressible inclusion  

- The backfill is self-stable with its own support mechanism (e.g. mechanically 

stabilised or reinforced earth) and separated from the abutment wall. The gap 

separating the self-stable backfill and abutment wall is typically filled with a 

compressible inclusion.   

There are number of studies tended to adopt the reinforced soil wall design to accommodate 

the thermal expansion and contraction of the IABs (Fartaria, 2012; Tatsuoka et al., 2014; 

Zadehmohamad and Bazzaz, 2017). This method has been reported to be effective in 

attenuating the wall movement effects. However, there is a great uncertainty about the 

consequences of eliminating the interaction between the approach soil and the abutment on 

the bridge superstructure. Moreover, in certain cases such as where the approach backfill is 

underlain by a weak or compressible soil, this method may not be the most suitable solution 

(Keller, 2008).  

4.3.2 The Compressible Inclusion 

The use of a compressible inclusion as a pressure-relief layer between the soil and the 

abutment has been reported by a few research studies (Horvath, 2000; Hoppe, 2005; Hoppe et 

al., 2016, Duda and Siwowski, 2020). However, very little research was published in the 

literature about the potential application of the expanded polystyrene geofoam, EPS in IABs. 

The EPS geofoam possesses an excellent track record in geotechnical applications especially 

in attenuating earth pressures on retaining structures (Horvath, 2000; Bathurst and Zarnani, 

2007; Dang and Xiao, 2010; Padade and Mandal, 2014; Hoppe et al., 2016). Penpeng et al. 
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(2016) studied the effects of EPS inclusion thickness on the static earth pressure on rigid 

retaining walls. They concluded that using EPS inclusion with a t/H ratio of 5-6% reduces the 

earth pressure by approximately 30%, where t represents the inclusion thickness and H is the 

retained height of the soil. Sherif et al. (2016) conducted an experimental study on walls 

retaining granular fill. They reported that using an EPS inclusion with a t/H equal to 50% 

reduces the static earth pressure by 55%.  

Therefore, in this chapter, the potential use of EPS geofoam as an inclusion behind the 

abutment in IABs will be investigated. 

4.4 Laboratory Model Tests  

The results from a number of tests conducted on the laboratory physical model are presented 

in this section. In these test, the wall is moved in a cyclic displacement replicating the 

conditions of a short abutment translating against and away from the approach soil. Each test 

consisted of an application of 30 cycles of normalised wall translations 
H

  equal to ± 0.8%, 

where  represents the wall translational displacement and H is the retained height of the soil. 

The retained height of the soil was maintained at 240 mm in this group of tests. The 

displacements were applied at a speed of approximately 1 mm/min. It is worthwhile to 

mention that a cycle here is defined by the phases of movements in the following order: 

neutral–active–passive–neutral.  

This part of the experimental program involved two types of tests: T1 when the soil was 

tested without EPS geofoam inclusion, and T2a and T2b when an EPS geofoam inclusion was 

placed at the soil-wall interface. The inclusions used in the tests involved, 20 kg/m3 EPS 

blocks, (248 mm x 50 mm x 80 mm), (248 mm x 100 mm x 80 mm) and (248 mm x 150 mm 

x 80 mm), cut using a hot wire, and then placed between the wall and the backfill to render 

two different arrangements of inclusion buffer as illustrated in Figure 4.6.  
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the active position remained almost constant at below 2 kPa and was insensitive to the 

number of loading cycles.  

During test T1, the settlement at the interface between the soil and the wall was measured and 

recorded. The maximum soil settlement was located at the soil-wall interface. It was found 

that the maximum settlement increased significantly with the number of movement cycles. It 

reached 74.3 mm after 30 cycles, which exceeds 30% of the total retained height of the soil.  

The results also showed heaving at the soil surface between 150 mm and 200 mm from the 

wall. The backfill before and after the test are shown in Figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b), 

respectively. 

 

(a)       (b) 

Figure 4.8 The soil surface (a) before test T1 and (b) after the test T1 

 

The settlement varied in a slightly nonlinear fashion with the number of cycles as presented in 

Figure 4.9 and the settlement rate decreased slightly as the number of cycles increased. 

However, settlement results did not asymptote or plateau during the test. 
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Figure 4.9 Maximum settlements measured in test T1  

4.5.2 Tests T2a and T2b 

Test T2a and T2b involved the same cyclic wall movements described earlier, but with an 

EPS geofoam inclusion positioned between the soil and the small steel wall. In the Test 2a, 

the inclusion was a uniform 80 mm thick, with 20 kg/m3 density, EPS board as shown in 

Figure 4.10a (
3

1=
H

t , where t is the thickness of the inclusion and H is the retained height 

of the soil). The wall movement would cause the elastic strain of the EPS material (0.1%) to 

be exceeded near the interface and accumulation of some plastic deformations during the test. 

This produced some effects of plastic deformations in the EPS on the soil settlements and 

lateral pressures.  

At the end of the test, a small trough was noticeable in the soil surface adjacent to the EPS 

geofoam as shown in Figure 4.10b. 
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Figure 4.13 Maximum settlement in tests T2a and T2b using different arrangements for the 

EPS inclusion 

 

4.6 Numerical Simulation of the Small Wall Tests 

4.6.1 Constitutive Models and Materials Properties 

Soil 

The Mohr-Coulomb model was adopted for the backfill soil behind the wall. The Mohr-

Coulomb elasto-plastic model in ABAQUS/Standard (2017) allows the material to harden 

and/or soften isotropically. ABAQUS/Standard (2017) uses a non-associated flow rule 

whereas the flow potential, G, for the Mohr-Coulomb yield surface is a hyperbolic function in 

the meridional stress plane and smooth elliptic function (Menetrey and Willams 1995) in the 

deviatoric stress plane; 

( ) ( )  tantan
22

pqRcG mwo −+=   (4.1)  

Where, c  is the initial cohesion yield stress 

   is the dilation angle 

    is the meridional eccentricity 

p, q are the equivalent pressure stress and Mises equivalent stress respectively 
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mwR  is a stress invariant and is a function of the friction angle  , the deviatoric polar angle   

and the deviatoric eccentricity e .  

By default, the ABAQUS/Standard (2017) assumes a small value, 0.1, for the meridional 

eccentricity   and calculates the deviatoric eccentricity e , from  

 sin)(sin3 3 +−=e  (4.2) 

In the Mohr-Coulomb formulation in ABAQUS/Standard (2017), the plastic strain increment 

is given by: 
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d
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 where G is the flow potential. 

g is given by: 







=

G

c
g :

1
  (4.4) 

where c is the cohesion ( 0c ). Therefore; a small value of 1.5 kPa was assumed for the 

cohesion of the soil in the numerical model to maintain numerical stability. Other studies, 

such as Zarnani and Bathurst (2009) & Crisfield, (1987), have also applied small cohesion 

values to model cohesionless soils to avoid convergence problems in Mohr-Coulomb (MC) 

model.    

EPS Geofoam 

In the present thesis, the EPS geofoam behaviour was simulated using the Hyperfoam model 

available in ABAQUS/Standard (2017), which is a non-linear isotropic material model 

suitable for cellular solids that permit large volumetric changes and allow for energy 
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dissipation. The Hyperfoam model aligns well with the constitutive behaviour of the EPS. 

The model utilizes strain energy potential (U) in the form,  
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where N represents the number of terms in the model 

 ii  ,  and i  are the material parameters 

 
^

3

^

2

^

1 ,,   are independent variables (principle stretches) and are related to the strain in a 

continuum, (Ogden, 1972), by; 

ii  +=1^
  (4.6) 

elJ  is the elastic volume ratio, and is a function of the principal stretches .
^

3

^

2

^

1 ,,   

There are two methods to define the material parameters, ii  ,  and i , in equation 4.5; 

- Specify the Hyperfoam material parameters directly through the input file or the CAE-

property module in ABAQUS/Standard (2017) or,  

- Provide experimental data from different tests and allow the ABAQUS/Standard 

(2017) to calculate the material parameters.   

In this study, the Hyperfoam model was experimentally calibrated using data from confined 

uniaxial compression test, simple shear test and three-dimensional drained hydrostatic test. 

Because the yield criterion of the EPS is rate dependent, samples were tested at a very low 

strain rate (0.02% /min) in an attempt to replicate a slow or a quasi-static loading condition 

induced by the wall movement. The results from these tests are shown Figure 4.14. 
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(a) Stress-Strain relationship of EPS samples in uniaxial compression test 

 

 

(b) Hydrostatic test results for EPS      (c) Simple shear test results for EPS  

Figure 4.14 Results from different tests on EPS specimens used in Hyperfoam model 

 

4.6.2 Plane-strain Model 

A plane-strain finite element model of the small wall with EPS-sand backfill was developed 

using the ABAQUS/Standard (2017) for further numerical simulations. The interfaces (EPS-

sand, EPS-wall and EPS-EPS) were modelled using the contact algorithm in 

ABAQUS/Standard (2017) for frictional surfaces based on the standard surface-to-surface 

contact with finite sliding. The normal behaviour at the interface was simulated as a hard 

contact, in which no separation is permitted between any two surfaces. The interaction was 
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activated during the initial step of the analysis. The boundary conditions were introduced in 

the initial step to establish global equilibrium in the model. 

It is worthwhile mentioning that the same material constitutive and interface interaction 

models were later applied for modelling of the prototype abutment wall, after they have been 

validated against experimental data from the small abutment wall tests.  

4.6.3 Validation of the Numerical Simulation 

Verification of the numerical modelling of soil-wall interaction behaviour without EPS 

inclusion was previously discussed by Alqarawi et al. (2016), using experimental data from 

centrifuge tests conducted by Ng et al (1999). It was concluded that the developed numerical 

model replicated the centrifuge results sufficiently well, when the cohesionless soil was 

modelled using the Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model and the soil-wall interface using the 

frictional contact algorithm in ABAQUS/Standard (2017). The FEM modelling of the small 

wall model also showed a relatively similar failure surface, with a notable non-planar shear 

band, to that observed in the PIV analysis (see Figure 4.15). This further supports the 

hypothesis of the log-spiral solution discussed in Chapter 3.   

 

Figure 4.15 FEM results for the small wall model showing a notable non-planar shear band 
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height), supported on eight, HP [310 mm (section size) x110 kg/m (weight per unit length)] 

steel piles (bending about the weaker axis) and retaining a compacted backfill as illustrated in 

Figure 4.19. The backfill overlie two layers of medium-stiff and hard clay. The geometry 

presented in this model replicates a typical configuration of a prototype sub-structure of an 

integral abutment bridge.  The load is applied in terms of a two-way cyclic horizontal 

displacement, of ± 20 mm ( %33.0=
H

), at the top of the abutment to simulate the 

expansion and contraction of the bridge superstructure. As a plane-strain model, the steel piles 

supporting the abutment have been idealized as an equivalent steel wall maintaining an 

equivalent axial and flexural stiffness (AE, EI).     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19 Sketch of the 2D full scale prototype abutment of IAB 

 

The properties of the soil (backfill and the subsoils) and of the concrete abutment and the steel 

pile adopted in the analysis are given in the Tables 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. These properties 

were obtained from literature on embankments and bridge approaches.   
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Table 4.4 Properties of Soil layers used in the model. (Yapage et al., 2013; Jamswang et al., 

2015) 

Parameters Backfill soil Sub-soil 1 Sub-soil 2 

Description Dense sand Soft clay Medium clay 

Unit weight (kN/m3) 18 14.5 16.5 

Elastic Modulus (kPa) 35,000 25,000 30,000 

Friction angle (degrees) 38 15 20 

Cohesion (kPa) 6 18 20 

Dilation angle (degrees) 4 1 1 

Poisson’s ratio 0.35 0.3 0.3 

 

Table 4.5 properties of the concrete abutment and the steel pile 

Parameter Concrete wall Steel Pile  

E, (kPa) 30 x 106 200 x 106 

Unit weight (kN/m3) 23.4 78 

Poisson’s ratio 0.25 0.3 

 

The initial geostatic stresses were defined in the initial step to equilibrate the deformations 

posed by the gravity loads. This is important to exclude any settlements produced by the 

gravity loads and account only for those developed by the abutment movements. The gravity 

was applied in the geostatic step for the entire model. Plane-strain eight-node quadrilateral 

elements with reduced integration (CPE8R) were used for concrete, steel pile, soil and EPS 

geofoam, simulating a central section of a wide abutment wall as appears in Figure 4.20. The 

influence of mesh sensitivity on the numerical results has been evaluated carefully. The mesh 

size used in the numerical models has been selected such that refining the mesh has 

insignificant impact on the analysis results, rather it drastically increases the computational 

time. 
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Figure 4.21 Horizontal displacements at the top and bottom of the abutment Case 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 4.22 (a) Abutment neutral position before loading and (b) abutment position after 20 

cycles of loading, Case 1 

 

Figure 4.23 also shows the inward displacements of the abutment and the pile by comparing 

the active and passive movements in Cycle 1 and Cycle 20.  
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Figure 4.23 Abutment wall-pile assembly during passive and active movement, Case 1 

 

4.8.1.1 Lateral Earth Pressure 

The numerical results of Case 1 showed that the lateral earth pressure acting on the abutment 

is dynamic and continuously changing, during the wall movements, in terms of both the 

distribution and the magnitude. Figure 4.24 shows the maximum lateral earth pressure profiles 

recorded during different loading cycles. It can be observed that the maximum earth pressure 

is consistently occurring at the upper half of the wall then decreases toward the toe of the wall 

to a value close to the at-rest pressure. This pressure profile can be attributed to the mode of 

the abutment movement which is largely rotation (see Figure 4.21). In a rotational movement 

mode, the applied displacement Δ, is virtually greater at the top of the wall and minimum, or 

zero in pure rotational movement, at the bottom.  
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Figure 4.24 Maximum lateral earth pressure profile during different loading cycles 

 

4.8.1.2 Soil Settlement 

Figure 4.25 illustrates the maximum settlement versus number of cycles under ± 20 mm 

displacement amplitude at the top of the abutment. It is apparent that the settlement increased 

more rapidly within the first 10 cycles and subsequently the settlement rate was slightly 

reduced. This behaviour agrees with the small wall test results that showed a reduction in the 

settlement rate after 10 loading cycles (Figure 4.9) and conforms with the findings reported 

by England et al. (2000). The latter concluded that the settlement rate is relatively high at the 

initial cycles and then tends to asymptote to a lower rate under subsequent loading cycles.  
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Figure 4.26 shows the deformed soil surface, after 20 cycles of wall movements at the area 

adjacent to the wall. The soil profile shows a trough close to the abutment with maximum 

settlement, of 177 mm, recorded at the interface between the soil and the concrete abutment. 

It also shows a large soil heaving between 0.5 m and 2 m from the abutment wall face. The 

wall movement effects seem to be decreasing away from the wall and diminished at a distance 

of approximately 3m.  

 

Figure 4.25 Maximum settlements vs. Number of cycles, Case 1 

 

Figure 4.26 The deformed soil surface after 20 cycles, Case 1 
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inequivalent negative (contraction) and positive (dilation) volumetric strains during the O-A-

O movement. Accordingly, an extent of residual settlement remains even when the wall 

reaches the neutral point O. Forced by the wall movement, the soil particles displaced during 

O-A phase are squeezed into the adjacent soil during the A-O phase. Soil loosening and re-

densification will literally take place during the O-A-O movement. In the following 

movement (O-P) the wall continues to compress and displace the adjacent soil. This will 

result in both further soil densification and soil displacement. As a result, the densification 

effects will progress further to form a wider passive wedge. When the wall reaches to position 

(P), maximum compressive stresses will be developed and the soil suffers plastic strains. The 

following phase (P-O) represents an unloading state where the soil loosens again allowing the 

compressive stresses to relax. During this phase, voids between soil particles will open up. 

Consequently, soil particles will slump downwards under gravity causing an additional 

settlement.  

In the following cycle, specifically during O-A phase, the adjacent soil will continue to loosen 

and further soil slumping occurs. The slipped soil wedge accumulates with the formerly 

slipped soil (from earlier cycle). The accumulated slippage of soil results in an incremental 

settlement rate. Travelling back from position A to O, the wall will have to overcome a higher 

soil resistance imposed by the enlarged slipped wedge. As in the past cycle, the soil particles 

in the slipped wedge will be squeezed into the adjacent soil resulting in further densification. 

This justifies the initial escalation in the lateral earth pressure.  

The mechanism discussed above will be repeated with every loading cycle so that as the 

number of movement cycles increases, the soil adjacent to the wall becomes increasingly 

densified which leads to, 

- Less soil slippage during the active phase because of the accumulated soil from previous 

cycles already filling the gap behind the wall. This will result in less settlement at that 
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plotted against the horizontal movements as shown in Figure 4.29. Evidently, the 

deformations in the soil during cycles 25 to 30 becomes insignificant compared to those 

occurred during the first five cycles.   

 

Figure 4.29 Settlement at soil-wall interface versus the horizontal displacement in the small 

wall Test T1 

 

4.8.1.4 Settlement, Soil Displacement and Densification  

The settlement trough observed in the numerical modelling of the backfill, (Figure 4.26) 

represents a displaced soil mass. Because the mass of soil initially occupying the trough must 

be conserved, it is in fact partly reabsorbed into the adjacent soil mass to densify it, and partly 

displaced to the surface. The latter is manifested as the soil heave above the initial soil level. 

Using the data given in Figure 4.26, the mass of soil displaced into the heaving part was 

estimated to be seven times larger than the mass of the trough. The large soil heaving is 

attributed to the dilatancy characteristics of the soil under the continuous shearing loads. The 

backfill material simulated in this model was a heavily compacted granular soil with an 

internal friction angle of 38° and a dilation angle of 4°. This reveals the fact that using well 

compacted backfill may alleviate the soil settlements behind the IAB abutments, however, it 
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Notably, the thickness of the EPS block is a critical parameter controlling the performance of 

the EPS inclusion. Using a thicker EPS board improves the efficiency of the inclusion. Figure 

4.31 shows the relationship between the lateral soil pressure and the thickness of the EPS 

inclusion after 20 cycles of abutment movements.  

 

Figure 4.31 Earth pressures at z
3

H=  versus thickness of the EPS inclusion, Case 2a 

 

Likewise, the EPS inclusion significantly attenuated the maximum soil settlement with 50% 

reduction using 250 mm thick single block of EPS. Figure 4.32 shows the maximum 

settlements developed after 20 cycles of ± 20 mm ( 66.0=
H

%) loading at different 

thicknesses. Evidently, using 600 mm thick board of EPS will help to keep the settlement 

below 20 mm.  

 

Figure 4.32 Maximum settlements versus thickness of the EPS inclusion, Case 2a 
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Figure 4.34 Displacement amplitudes at the soil-EPS and EPS-wall interfaces (negative 

displacement refers to passive wall movement)  

 

This mechanism, in which the EPS inclusion reduces the displacement transferred from the 

wall to the adjoining soil, will be termed as the transfer function (Figure 2.24).  

Based on the general equilibrium expression,  

soilEPS  =  (4.7) 

soilsoilEPS E=   (4.8) 
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=  (4.9) 

where Δ is the abutment movement (translation or rotation), EPSt  is the thickness of the EPS 

inclusion and 
rE  is the relative stiffness and is given by 

soil

EPS

E

E
.  According to equation 4.9, 

the “most important” strain in the retained soil is a function of the relative stiffness 
rE  and 

thickness of the EPS inclusion. To maximise the advantage of the EPS inclusion in rectifying 

the wall movement effects, an EPS with lower compressive strength and denser backfill need 

to be used. However, this criterion need to be employed with due attention to the other 
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intended functions of the EPS inclusion such as bearing the vertical loads and the lateral soil 

pressure. It is also worthy noting that the placement of an EPS inclusion needs to be 

appropriately coordinated during the construction of the backfill. Compacting the backfill soil 

while the EPS inclusion is in place (between the soil and the concrete abutment) will impose 

lateral pressures on the EPS and may stress it beyond its elastic behaviour. Therefore, it is 

advised to provide temporary support for the backfill during the compaction. This can be 

achieved by installing temporary supporting formwork between the EPS and the soil for each 

layer of backfill.  

4.9 Conclusions 

This chapter discusses experimental and numerical analyses of the soil passive earth pressure 

as well as the abutment-soil interaction in IABs.  A series of experiments were first carried 

out to validate the log-spiral solution developed earlier in Chapter 3. Then, a series of 

experiments were conducted on a physical laboratory model of a small wall retaining loose 

sand to examine the lateral pressures and soil settlements with and without the presence of 

EPS geofoam inclusion. A plane-strain numerical model was then developed using ABAQUS 

Standard (2017) finite element modelling software to study the soil-structure interactions in 

an integral abutment supported by steel piles in prototype dimensions.  The results of the 

experimental and numerical investigations have been analysed to draw the following 

conclusions,  

- The failure plane derived using the images captured during the experiments confirms that 

it is not a straight linear failure surface but a curved surface closer to the toe of the wall 

and a straight line towards the retained soil surface, which resembles the failure surface 

assumed for the log-spiral solution.  
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- The cyclic movement of the bridge abutment, in response to the superstructure 

movement of the bridge, results in escalation in the lateral soil pressures and settlements 

in the soil surface adjacent to the abutment.  

- The deformation in the approach soil consisted of both a settlement trough and surface 

heaving. The negative volumetric strain, or the settlement, in the backfill soil adjacent to 

the abutment is caused by soil densification and soil displacement. The positive 

volumetric strain, or the plastic dilatancy, is generally greater when the soil is initially 

dense which results in a large surface heave beyond the settlement trough. On contrary, 

initially loose soil experiences large soil settlement and insignificant heaving when 

subjected to cycles of abutment wall movements.    

- The settlement and the lateral pressure escalation rates are higher during the first few 

loading cycles. These rates decrease considerably or tend to asymptote as the loading 

cycles increase.      

- Using heavily compacted backfill at the bridge approaches is not sufficient to limit the 

approach problems in IABs.  

- The experimental as well as the numerical results showed that the EPS geofoam 

inclusion is effective in alleviating the abutment movement transferred to the approach 

soil. It has the effect of significantly reducing the lateral pressure acting on the abutment 

and attenuating the magnitude of the approach settlement. 

Compacting the backfill soil will adversely affect the function of EPS inclusion, if proper 

measures are not adopted during the construction of the approach backfill. Such process may 

involve compacting the retained soil in multiple fills and build a self-stable soil mass with 

temporary shoring layer by layer before the EPS blocks are installed in place. The temporary 

shoring is removed once the EPS blocks are in place for that layer. 
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Chapter Five 

Development of Physical Model - Materials and Methods 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the development of a physical model and the materials utilised to 

perform the experimental program in this research. The physical model is meant to replicate 

an abutment of an integral bridge retaining a cohesionless backfill and subjected to different 

patterns of displacements. The primary objective of the physical model is to investigate the 

interactions between the abutment and the approach backfill due to the temperature-induced 

abutment movements under similar in situ stresses as the full-scale prototype. Since soil 

behaviour is stress dependent, this helps to ensure that the soil-structure interaction 

established in the model is similar to that in the field. All the equipment, materials and 

methods involved in the experimental program are carefully designed and/or selected to 

model the same conditions as in the field for the studied case.  

It is worthwhile mentioning that the physical model is uniquely developed to perform the 

present study and is not yet a generic testing chamber. The development of the physical 

model, including the design, fabrication and installation of the equipment, selection and 

acquiring of materials and developing the method statements are entirely conducted during 

the present candidature. The physical model is funded by Western Sydney University through 

the Australian Government Research Training Scheme Program.  

5.1.1 Similarity of the Experimental Model with the Studied Case 

Experimental studies in the engineering fields play a fundamental role in developing realistic 

databases and in validating the efficacy of numerical computation methods. In performing 

experimental tests on physical models to replicate an engineering problem, it requires the 
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physical model to be ideally identical to the real world case. Sometimes, however, building an 

experimental model with the same dimensions as in the full-scale prototype is difficult, 

particularly when the actual dimensions are considerably large. Therefore, physical models 

are often scaled down and built with smaller dimensions than those in the prototype. Such 

physical models can help to perform qualitative studies or to investigate the general behaviour 

of members or materials in certain engineering problems. However, the results obtained from 

those scaled models are often compromised and are inapplicable to accurately quantify the 

response of the full-scale prototype unless appropriate measures are implemented to maintain 

the similarity with the prototype.  

In the geotechnical engineering field, materials such as the soil possess nonlinear mechanical 

behaviour that depends on the stress level and the stress history. Therefore, the similarity 

between a scaled experimental model and the prototype, in a geotechnical experiment, is 

essential to achieve equivalent stress levels in both settings.  

Pokrovsky (1936) introduced a principle to achieve the similarity between a geotechnical 

model and the prototype by increasing the gravitational force in the model using the 

centrifuge force (Schofield, 1980). This technique has since become one of the profound 

methods for testing scaled models of geotechnical systems such as soil slopes, retaining 

structures, tunnels, bridge foundations, etc. However, geotechnical centrifuge modelling is yet 

expensive and available only in advanced laboratories. Therefore, it does not provide an 

affordable and easily accessible option for researchers.  

In order to build a physical model to study the soil-abutment, and soil-EPS-abutment 

interactions in IABs, a different approach than the centrifuge modelling was adopted in this 

study. The concept of the physical model was formulated upon the basis of maintaining 
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 pppppiw IldEnSEEccHgV  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 21222111=            (5.1) 

The matrix V contains sixteen variables defined as shown below,  

 : stress 

21, : densities of soil-1 and soil-2 respectively 

H: retained height of the soil (in this case equal to the wall height) 

g: gravity  

,, 11 c 22 ,c : shear strength parameters of soil-1 and soil-2 respectively  

21, EE : elastic moduli of soil-1 and soil-2 respectively  

pw  , : friction angles at the soil-wall and soil-pile interfaces respectively   

S : wall displacement 

n: number of movement cycles 

pppp IldE ,,, : elastic modulus, diameter, length and moment of inertia of the cross section of 

the pile (if used), respectively 

The matrix D involves three fundamental independent dimensions, mass, length and time, 

D = {M, L, t}  (5.2) 

Accordingly, the number of the dimensionless groups, N, is calculated as 16 – 3 = 13. 

The matrix Q includes the repeated variables , g and H. These variables were selected so that 

the matrix Q satisfies the following conditions,  
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- 
minDQ   (i.e. = 3) 

- Doesn’t contain: 

• Variables with no dimensions 

• Variables with identical dimensions 

• Variables that have dimensions which are power of one another 

The matrix Q  is written in the form,  

 },,{ 1 HgQ =                    (5.3) 

Accordingly, the dimensionless groups (DG) can be derived as,  

},,,{ 1 Hg , },,,{ 11 Hgc  , },,,{ 11 Hg , },,,{ 12 Hg , },,,{ 12 Hgc  , },,,{ 12 Hg , 

},,,{ 11 HgE  , },,,{ 12 HgE  , },,,{ 1 Hgw  , },,,{ 1 HgS  , },,,{ 1 Hgn  , },,,{ 1 HgK p  , 

},,,{ 1 Hgp  . 

where, 
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The matrix DG can be written as,  
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=   (5.4) 

Or },,,,,,,,,,,,{ 13121110987654321 =DG           (5.5) 

A similarity between the prototype and the model settings required the dimensionless groups 

to be equated, i.e.  

p

i

m

i  =              (5.6) 
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where, m  is a dimensionless group at the model setting and p represents the same 

dimensionless group in the prototype.  

In order to determine the scaling factors between the prototype and the model settings, 

equation (5.6) was solved for the thirteen dimensionless groups listed in equation (5.4) 

provided that; 

- The model tests are conducted under a normal gravity, i.e., ggg pm ==    and, 

- The height of the wall in the model is half of that in the prototype  
2

p
m H

H = . This 

will help to build an abutment with a reasonable height (half of the height of an actual 

abutment).  

According to the conditions described above, the scaling factors were concluded and 

summarised in Table 5.1 

Table 5.1 The scaling factors for the physical model 

Parameter Full-scale Prototype Model 
  1 2 

  1 1 
  1 1 

c 1 1 

H  1 ½ 
g  1 1 

sE  (
21,EE ) 1 1 

S 1 ½ 

w  1 1 

n 1 1 

 

The conclusions emerged from the dimensional analysis outline the characteristics of the 

experimental model and the material (particularly the soil) to be used in the experiment. It is 

clear now, when the experimental model is built with a scale of 1:2 to the prototype                                    
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(
2

p
m H

H = ) and exists in a normal gravity ( gg m = ) the following measures must be 

implemented to maintain similar stress levels as in the full-scale prototype, 

- The shear strength parameters of the soil in both, the model and the prototype, are 

equal ( ), pmpm cc == ,  

- The modulus (stiffness) of the soil in both the model and the prototype are identical  

p

s

m

s EE =  

- The unit weight of the soil in the model must be equal to two times that in the 

prototype ( pm  2= ),  

- The displacement applied at the abutment-soil interface in the model is half of that in 

the prototype 







=

2

p
m S

S  

The above concluded measures represent the outcomes of the first stage of the similarity study 

(the dimensional analysis). These outcomes are carried out forward and carefully 

implemented in the next two stages (Material Selection & Model Design). The large-scale 

physical model designed and built for this thesis is a version that does not include Soil-2 and 

the pile system. The physical modelling will instead only focus on the soil structure 

interaction in Soil-1 adjacent to the integral abutment.  

5.2.1 Limitations of the Dimensional Analysis 

The dimensional analysis discussed above addresses the parameter related to the prospective 

physical model (see Table 5.1). It must be noted that particle size can be a limitation of this 

dimensional analysis. However, the average particle size of soil used in the testing program is 

relatively small, as will be discussed in Section 5.3 (between 75 and 150 𝜇𝑚). Considering 

the potential dimensions of the model, the model to particle size ratio is well above 1000. 

According to Ng et al. (1996), particle size effects become insignificant for tests with such 
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high model to particle size ratio. Therefore, this limitation is unlikely to have an impact on the 

similarity of the physical model and the stress levels therein.    

 5.3 Materials Selection 

The prospective model is intended to replicate the soil-abutment and soil-EPS-abutment 

interactions in a typical integral abutment bridge. The materials involved in these interactions 

involve the backfill soil, EPS geofoam and the concrete abutment. The characteristics of these 

materials will be evaluated with close consideration of the dimensional analysis outcomes.    

5.3.1 The Soil 

According to the outcomes of the dimensional analysis, the potential backfill soil used in the 

experiment must be naturally heavier than the typical approach backfill soil by two times and 

possesses similar shear strength parameters (c and ) and stiffness (Es). 

The traditional backfill used in the IABs approaches often consists of well-graded granular 

soil (Wolde-Tinsae et al. 1983; Hassiotis and Roman, 2005). The average unit weight of such 

backfill, in a loose state, ranges between 14 kN/m3 and 15 kN/m3. In view of this fact, the unit 

weight of the potential backfill soil, in its loose state, must be between 28 kN/m3 and                         

30 kN/m3. This requirement is quite challenging, as the options of finding such extremely 

heavy soil with regular granular properties are too limited. 

An extensive search led to a special type of soil called black sand (sometimes termed as Iron 

Sand). The black sand is a natural granular sand that forms by the deposition of volcanic 

debris from the offshore volcanos. Black sand is rich in Iron and Basalt which makes it too 

heavy, compared to other types of sand, with a unit weight ranging between 27 kN/m3 and 30 

kN/m3. This sand is an excellent choice for the model soil.  
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The black sand, however, is rare and exists in a few sites around the world. Among these sites 

is the Black Beaches in the north-west of New Zealand where the sand used in this study was 

obtained from. The black sand was supplied by Industrial Sand Ltd., a local supplier in 

Auckland, New Zealand and shipped to Sydney-Australia in large soil bags each with a 

weight of 1000 kg.    

The black sand is a virgin material in terms of its engineering applications. Currently it has 

limited uses in the glass industry, particularly in the sand-blasting during the glass 

manufacturing process. The mechanical and physical properties of the black sand have never 

been investigated for the purpose of the geotechnical research. Therefore, a comprehensive 

material study is conducted to establish the primary characteristics of the black sand. The 

material study is discussed later in Section 5.4  

5.3.2 The Bridge Abutment  

The present study focuses primarily on the geotechnical behaviour of the approach soil in the 

IABs in response to the periodical movements of the bridge abutment. However, the 

behaviour of the bridge superstructure and/or the interaction between the abutment and the 

supporting substructure are beyond the scope of the present study.  

The function of the abutment in the current model is first, to retain the backfill soil and 

second, to apply a uniform and controlled displacements on the retained backfill. Therefore, 

the bridge abutment can be simulated with any rigid object that exhibits minimal deformation 

under the lateral soil pressure.   

In the experimental model, a rigid steel wall is used to simulate the bridge abutment. The steel 

wall has been heavily reinforced with a steel frame to assure near-zero deformation during the 

experiments. Dimensions and more details about the steel wall are discussed in Section 5.5 

(Design of the Physical Model).    
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5.3.3 The EPS Geofoam 

The potential use of the EPS Geofoam in the experiments is to serve as a lightweight 

inclusion between the backfill and the abutment wall. As a highly compressible material, the 

EPS is an effective inclusion material in reducing the adverse effects of abutment movements 

in IABs (Hope, 2016; Alqarawi et al. 2020). This is achieved by the so-called transfer 

function of the EPS inclusion which refers to minimizing the displacement transferred from 

the abutment wall to the approach soil. The transfer function of the EPS inclusion is highly 

dependent on its stiffness modulus. It was reported that the inclusion efficacy decreases when 

a stiffer EPS geofoam is used. Therefore, the medium-stiffness EPS geofoam with a density 

of 20 kg/m3 is recommended, as a compressible inclusion in IABs, because it has balanced 

features in terms of its transfer function as well as its capacity to support vertical loads 

(Alqarawi, 2016)   

In accordance with the similarity study outcomes, heavier EPS need to be used in the model. 

However, as an extremely lightweight material (unit weight less than one hundredth of the 

black sand), using a high-density EPS, has a negligible impact on the stress levels. For 

instance, using EPS Geofoam with 40 kg/m3 density (two times heavier than the medium-

stiffness EPS) will only increase the vertical stresses, by 0.2 kPa. On the other side, high-

density EPS possesses a higher stiffness which consequently curbs its transfer function. 

Therefore, it was decided to use medium-stiffness EPS with (density equals to 20 kg/m3) as a 

compressible inclusion in the model.  

5.4 Investigating the Properties of the Black Sand  

5.4.1 Physical Properties of Black Sand  

Particles size distribution 
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The black sand particles are relatively fine with most of the particles sizes ranges between              

75 and 150 microns. The sieve analysis results of 200 g specimen of the black sand are 

illustrated in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2.  

Table 5.2 Sieve analysis data for black sand 

Sieve size (mm) Mass Retained (g) % Retained Cumulative % Ret. % Passing 

0.425 0.00 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

0.250 0.65 0.33% 0.33% 99.68% 

0.150 43.10 21.55% 21.88% 78.13% 

0.105 67.88 33.94% 55.82% 22.31% 

0.075 89.22 44.61% 98.43% 1.58% 

PAN 3.10 1.58% 100%  

TOTAL 199.95 

D10 0.048mm 

D30 0.104mm 

D60 0.135mm 

Cu 2.81 

Cc 1.67 

Class according to USCS SP 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Particle Size Distribution of Black Sand 
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The microscopic images of the black sand, given in Figure 5.3 show that the particles are 

generally irregular in shape with angular edges.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Microscopic images for the Black Sand 

Unit Weight  

The unit weight of the black sand, in a loose state, has been measured, in the lab, using a 

digital micro-scale. The measurement was repeated multiple times to achieve an accurate 

value. The average unit weight of the specimens was 27.2 kN/m3. This magnitude is 

sufficiently close to the required unit weight which is 28 kN/m3.  

The maximum unit weight of the black sand is also determined by compacting the sand in a 

steel mould using a shaking table and a surcharge load. The maximum unit weight is 

determined as 30.01 kN/m3.    

Specific Unit Weight 

The specific unit weight of the grains of the black sand has been determined, in accordance 

with the Australian Standard AS 1289.3.5.1 (2006), using 500 ml water pycnometer with 

glass stoppered flask. The de-airing process was conducted using a hot plate to maintain the 

mixture at the boiling temperature. Weight measurements were taken using a digital micro-
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scale. A thermostatic soil oven was used to dry the sand specimens during the calculation of 

the natural moisture content of the sand. Following the directions of the AS 1289.3.5.1 

(2006), the specific unit weight of the sand was calculated as 5.16.        

Chemical Composition of Black Sand 

Unlike the common types of sand, like the silica-sand or the calcium sand, the black sand 

contains very low silica and calcium carbonate contents. Instead, it contains high levels of 

Ferric Oxide which gives it a black colour and a heavy unit weight. It also contains small 

amounts of Aluminium Oxide and Magnesium Oxide. The chemical composition of the Black 

Sand is summarized in table 5.3. 

Table 5.3. The chemical composition of the black sand (Industrial Sand, 2018) 

Silica 3.1% 

Aluminium Oxide 3.9% 

Ferric Oxide 79.5% 

Calcium Oxide 1.1% 

Magnesium Oxide 3.3% 

Loss on ignition 6.3% 

 

As a natural material, the black sand is environmentally friendly and does not pose any hazard 

to humans during handling. However, standard protection gear, such as dust mask and gloves, 

has been used during the experiments.    

5.4.2 Mechanical Properties of Black Sand 

The black sand, in the current study, is used as a backfill to replicate the approach soil in an 

integral abutment bridge. The mechanical properties of the black sand, hence, must comply 

with those prescribed earlier by the dimensional analysis study. In accordance with the latter, 

the backfill soil used in the experiment must be two times heavier than that in the prototype 

but has similar shear strength parameters, ,c  and soil stiffness, E.  
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As a dry granular cohesionless soil, the shear strength of the black sand depends primarily on 

its internal friction angle (presumably has a very small or near zero cohesion). Hence, a series 

of direct shear and triaxial tests are carried out on specimens of black sand to determine its 

shear strength characteristics.  

Triaxial Tests  

Four monotonic triaxial tests were conducted on dry black sand specimens using a triaxial test 

apparatus. The testing system includes a 100 mm diameter triaxial cell with 1.7 MPa pressure 

capacity, a 50 kN Wykham loading frame and a GDS controller to control the cell pressure. 

As the tests were conducted on dry samples, the back pressure and the pore pressure were not 

measured during the tests.  

In an attempt to determine the peak and the residual characteristics of the black sand, all the 

samples were compacted in four equal lifts using a small steel rod to obtain dense samples. 

Details of the test specimens are given in Table 5.4 below.  

Table 5.4 Properties of the triaxial tests  

Sample Height 

(mm) 

Diameter 

(mm) 

Sample 

weight (gr.) 

Unit weight 

(kN/m3) 

Relative 

density  

(%) 

Cell pressure 

(kPa) 

1 100 50 578 28.87 70.4 30 

2 100 50 581 29.02 74.4 60 

3 100 50 579 28.92 71.7 90 

4 100 50 583 29.12 77.1 150 

 

In each test, the sample is docked, by having the vertical load cell in contact with the top 

loading cap, before the cell pressure is ramped up to the required magnitude. When the cell 

pressure stabilizes, the axial load is applied.     
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Figure 5.5 shows the Mohr-Coulomb circles constructed based on the critical state strengths 

of the samples. The Mohr-Coulomb failure surface can be graphically plotted as the tangent to 

the circles.  

Table 5.5 Peak and Residual strength of the samples 

Sample 

 

Deviator stress (kPa) 

Peak Residual 

1 185.3 120.2 

2 334.03 189.2 

3 402.6 248.05 

4 486.3 376.6 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Mohr-Coulomb circles  

 

The angle of friction of the black sand associated with, both the peak and residual strengths                       

( peakcritical  , ) were determined from the p-q diagram (where 
2
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illustrated in Figure 5.6  
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Figure 5.6 The p-q diagram of the black sand samples 
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Results also show that the black sand possesses a small magnitude of cohesion estimated as               

13 kPa at the residual state which is believed to be attributed to the small percentage of fine 

particles or silt present in the specimens. 

Direct shear tests have also been conducted on black sand specimens. The results indicated an 

internal friction angle of approximately 31.6 ̊ and a cohesion of 5 kPa for loose sand 

specimens.  
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Figure 5.8 Large strain modulus of black sand  

Stiffness moduli of the four specimens are given in Table 4.6 Below 

Table 5.6 Stiffness moduli for the black sand specimens 

Cell pressure (kPa) Stiffness modulus (MPa) 

30 21 

60 28 

90 33.5 

150 49 

 

In view of the calculations of the elastic modulus, it can be observed that the black sand has 

an elastic modulus ranging between 21 MPa and 49 MPa. These values are close to the 

stiffness modulus of loose to medium dense sand (Yun et a., 2007). 

Poisson Ratio 

Similarly, the Poisson ratio   of the black sand was determined based on the data obtained 

from the triaxial tests. Knowing that the nominal slenderness ratio, S, of the specimen equals 

to 2, the radial deformation is suggested to be uniform across the height of the specimen 

(Farzin et al., 1975). Accordingly, the Poisson ratio is calculated; see equation 5.7, as the ratio 

between the average change in the radius to the axial displacement (Das, 2007).  
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Summary of Black Sand Properties 

In view of the study of material properties discussed above, a valuable set of data is available 

for the physical and mechanical properties of the black sand as summarized in Table 5.8. The 

internal friction and stiffness of the black sand are within the range of the fill materials 

employed in the field. This ensures that the scale factor of 1 for soil friction and stiffness 

(Table 5.1) is maintained to achieve similarity. These properties will be implemented later in 

the computational modelling to study the interaction between the black sand and the abutment 

wall.  

Table 5.8 Properties of black sand 

Unit weight (dense) 30.01 kN/m3 

Unit weight (loose) 27.2 kN/m3 

Specific unit weight  5.16 

Stiffness modulus, 50E  (low confining pressure) 21 MPa 

Average Poisson’s ratio 0.26 

Friction angle (peak) 34   

Friction angle (critical state) 31   

Dilation angle  4   

Cohesion 14 kPa 

 

5.5 Design of the Physical Model 

This section describes the last stage in the similarity study. The stage of physical Model 

Design focuses on the process of developing the physical model including all the methods and 

processes implemented to determine the geometry as well as the dimensions of the model. 

5.5.1 Model Description  

The model, as illustrated in Figure 5.12, involves a large chamber to accommodate the soil. 

One of the four sides of the chamber is movable and is depicting the bridge abutment (will be 
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referred to as the “wall”) and hence can be moved in rotational and translational modes. The 

wall is made of a heavy steel frame covered by 5 mm thick steel sheet forming one rigid unit. 

The wall is connected to two hydraulic cylinder each with 25 tons load capacity to move the 

wall during the test.  Behind the wall, a supporting steel frame is installed and fixed to the 

floor to provide a rigid support for the hydraulic cylinders. The wall is fitted through the 

chamber with only 5 mm gap around it. Teflon strips are fixed on the edges of the wall to 

close the gap around the wall and to minimize the friction between the wall and the sides of 

the chamber during the test.    

The left side of the tank is made of 25 mm thick clear acrylic perspex, full-size, sheet braced 

by horizontal and vertical steel sections. This side was made clear to allow for visual 

observations during the test. The right side of the tank is made of 5 mm thick steel sheet 

braced by a steel frame. In order to maintain a similar surface friction over the left and the 

right sides, the latter was covered with 5mm thick acrylic perspex sheet similar to the one 

used in the left side. The model development has been given careful attention to the 

supporting frame as well as the soil chamber to achieve sufficient rigidity to avoid any 

deflections or distortions that might occur due to the potential lateral confining stress. 

The design of the model, including the determination of its dimensions, has been conducted as 

a part of the present research, however, the mechanical drawings and fabrication of the model 

was carried out in Sydney-Australia, by PROGRAMMED Industrial Services. The latter is a 

leading Australian company specialised in the industrial equipment fabrication and 

maintenance. The test chamber parts were delivered to Western Sydney University and 

assembled by professional staff from PROGRAMMED. 
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Kunnin and Alampali (1999) reported a survey conducted on in-service IABs in 38 states in 

the United States and Canada. Among the data collected during the survey are the guidelines 

adopted by each state concerning the height of the abutment. The survey showed that most of 

the participating states (about 70% of the responses) have no guidelines that set a specific 

value or boundary limits for the abutment height. The rest of the states indicated different 

limitations on the abutment height and that varied between 0.9 m and 4.6 m.  

The British Standards BA42/96 (1996) and PD66/94 (2011) did not stipulate specific 

recommendations about the abutment height in IABs. However, it was stated, in the BA42/96 

(1996), that the height of the Bank Pad or the End Screen abutments, which are generally 

short to medium height abutments, should not exceed 3 m.  

The data reported in previous studies about in-service IABs also show a similar uncertainty 

regarding the height of the abutment. Table 5.9 summarizes the details of the abutments used 

in selected in-service IABs.  

Table 5.9 Abutment height in number of in-service IABs 

Location 
Abutment 

height (m) 
Abutment type Reported by 

New Brunswick - Canada 4 Full-integral Huntley & Valsangkar, 2013 

Alleghany County, VA -USA 1.83 Semi-integral Hoppe, 2005 

Orange-Wendell, MA - USA 2.94 Full-integral Civjan et al., 2007 

Rockingham, VA-USA 1.35 Semi-integral Hoppe & Gomez, 1996 

Gyungsangnamdo – 

South Korea 
4 Full-integral Nam & Park, 2014 

Central, PA- USA 3.5 Full-integral Kim & Laman, 2012 

Rochester MN - USA 1.5 Full-integral Lawver et al., 2000 
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The modelling results showed that the reaction forces at the rear side of the chamber become 

insignificant when the length L reaches 2.5 m. In view of the criteria above, the length of the 

tank (L) is decided to be 3 m to safely contain the potential failure surface during the tests.    

The width of the Tank (W) 

The experimental model replicates a plane-strain interaction between the soil and the 

abutment. Theoretically, the width of the model should not present as a design variable, in a 

plane-strain case.  However, due to the potential interface friction between the soil and the 

sides of the chamber, it is important to consider a sufficiently wide chamber so that the total 

frictional force is insignificant compared to the lateral soil thrust.     

It has been suggested to maintain the ratio between the frictional force (F) (acting on the soil-

perspex interface) and the total horizontal soil thrust (P) less than 10%. The numerical model, 

developed earlier, was used to check the ratio F
P

 considering an initial value for the 

chamber width equals to 1.5 m. The parameters utilized in the model are given in Table 5.10  

Table 5.10 Parameters used in the ABAQUS model 

Sand  

Sand-Perspex 

friction angle 

(
1 ) ̊ 

 

Sand – Steel 

friction angle  

( 2 ) ̊ 

Unit 

weight 

(kN/m3) 

Internal 

friction angle 

( )  

Poisson 

ratio 

( ) 

Dilation 

angle 

(
 ) 

28.27 34 0.26 4 12 20 

 

The results of the ABAQUS Standard (2017) modelling indicated a ratio F
P

 of 8.2% is 

achieved at the given conditions. Accordingly, the suggested chamber width, (W=1.5 m) is 

sufficient to keep the frictional effects within insignificant margins.   

Finally, the selected dimensions of the experimental model chamber are as follows: 
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- The Wall is 1.1 m high.  

- The tank is 3 m long, 1.5 m wide and 1.2 m high. The sides of the tank were made slightly 

higher than the wall to prevent the sand from spilling over during the passive wall movement. 

 5.5.3 Handling of Sand  

The process of handling the sand during the experiment involve the conveyance and 

deposition of sand into the tank and the removal of sand from the tank after completing the 

experiment. This process requires the planning of the following activities, 

• Deposition of sand in the tank 

• Design a mechanism to convey the sand into and out of the tank 

Deposition of Sand 

The sand is deposited in the test chamber via air pluviation using a mobile sand-raining 

system that is customized for this purpose. The advantage of air pluviation is to achieve a 

uniform soil configuration, in the test chamber, similar to a homogenous natural deposit. It 

also helps to deposit the sand in a controlled manner to produce consistent backfill density.  

Previous research studies observed that the unit weight of the soil deposited by free air 

pluviation is a function of the falling height, which is the vertical distance from which the soil 

is disposed (Khari et al. 2014; Tabaroi et al. 2017). Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the 

disposal height to be used in the experiment. Several sand-raining tests were carried out to 

identify the relationship between the unit weight of the black sand and the disposal height. 

The tests were conducted by raining the sand through a pair of sieves, with 1 mm aperture, 

into a collecting pan from different heights. At the end of each test, the unit weight of the 

deposited sand is calculated. Figure 5.15 shows the relationship between the disposal height 

and the unit weight of the black sand.  
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The optimum disposal height in this case, is that corresponding to the maximum unit weight. 

According to Figure 5.15, the maximum unit weight achieved during the test was                      

28.276 kN/m3 and was obtained at a disposal height of 400 mm. 

 

Figure 5.15 Unit weight of black sand vs. disposal height 

 

It is understood that the water content in the backfill soil affects its density. However, this 

thesis discusses the effects of backfill density without necessarily linking it to the moisture 

content. Therefore, in the physical model, dry backfill soil will be used in all tests.   

The Sand Conveyance System 

During each test, the tank is filled by raining the sand using the mobile pluviator. After 

completing the test, the sand is moved back to the storage bags before conducting a new test. 

This handling process is carried out by a conveyance system that was developed for this 

purpose. The conveyance system consists of; 

- Flexible screw conveyor 

- Mobile lifting crane 

- Sand raining box 

The screw conveyor transfers the sand from the storage bags into the raining box. The 

conveyor intake is buried inside the sand while the outlet is positioned on a 2.6 m high steel 
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frame to allow for a continuous flow into a sand raining box. The latter is attached to a mobile 

overhead crane using a wheeled trolley. The mobile crane moves, forth and back, in the 

longitudinal direction of the chamber while the trolley is moving horizontally along the crane 

transverse beam. The height of the raining box is adjustable and is controlled by an electrical 

motor. The system components work collectively to allow for the movements of the raining 

box in three orthogonal directions. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 show photos of the test chamber and 

the conveyance system. 

 

Figure 5.16 The test chamber 

 

Figure 5.17 The conveyance system  
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5.6 Conclusions  

This chapter discusses the development of the physical model used in the experimental study 

in this thesis. Investigating the physical and mechanical properties of the black sand have also 

been discussed in this chapter. In view of these discussions, the following conclusions have 

been drawn: 

- The outcomes of the dimensional analysis revealed that, at a normal gravity (g), 

certain measures must be considered to maintain the similarity of a half-scale physical 

model with the real prototype dimensions. Among these measures is to use a soil that 

is two times heavier than the normal soil as a backfill material.  

- The black sand is a naturally heavy soil with a unit weight equals to, approximately, 

two times of a typical backfill soil. In spite of being extremely heavy, the black sand 

possesses regular granular behaviour and mechanical properties that are identical to a 

typical cohesionless backfill soil. This makes the black sand an excellent choice for 

the backfill soil to be used in a half-scale physical model.  

- The test chamber together with the materials discussed in the chapter will be used to 

conduct experimental tests that, qualitatively and quantitatively, replicate the 

interaction behaviour, in IABs, in real world prototype dimensions.          
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Chapter 6 

Large Scale Physical Model Tests 

6.1 Introduction 

Physical models have been utilised by a number of research studies to model the soil-structure 

interactions in IABs. These physical models are classified into scaled model tests at normal 

gravity (England et al., 2000; Cosgrove and Lehane, 2003; Tatsuoka et al., 2009, Khasawneh, 

2014), scaled model tests at high gravity (Springman et al., 1996; Ng et al., 1998; England et 

al., 2000, Lehane, 2003) and full-scale prototype model tests (Thomas and Lutenegger, 1998; 

Tatsouka et. al, 2014; Huang et al., 2020). The principle variation among these methodologies 

is in the degree of similarity with the relevant aspects of actual or real world case in terms of 

the stress levels, soil constitutive behaviour and the consequent deformations.   

In this chapter, a scaled physical model tests are used to conduct an experimental study on the 

soil-structure interaction in IABs. The similarity of the present half-scale model to the full-

scale prototype has been discussed earlier in Chapter 5. The primary objectives of this 

experimental program are to: 

- Evaluate the passive soil resistance to a controlled monotonic wall displacement.   

- Provide an insight into the soil-structure interaction behaviour under different modes 

of abutment movements (rotation and translation) with emphasis on the lateral earth 

pressure and the deformations in the retained soil.  

- Investigate the effectiveness of using a medium-stiffness expanded polystyrene 

geofoam (EPS) block, as a compressible inclusion to alleviate the effects of the wall 

movements.  
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6.2 The Test Program 

The experimental program discussed in this chapter involves four tests by varying two 

principle parameters as described below:  

6.2.1 The Mode of Abutment Movement 

In IABs, the abutment moves in response to the expansion and contraction of the bridge deck. 

The research studies show that, the abutment movement is often a combination of two 

different modes, rotation and translation (Springman et al., 1996). This means the abutment 

will translate and rotate at the same time as a result of deck expansion and/or contraction. The 

reported field data showed that the rotation and translation movements are usually unequal 

and the domination of either mode is dependent on various factors including the type and 

height of the abutment, the type of the substructure and the properties of backfill (Huntly and 

Valsangkar, 2009). Generally, short abutments, such as semi-integral abutments, tend to 

translate more compared to full integral abutments, where the dominant movement mode is 

rotation. Accordingly, pure translation and pure rotation are defined as the limiting modes of 

movement for the abutments in IABs.  

The mode of the movement, translation or rotation, has a significant impact on the magnitude 

and the distribution of the lateral earth pressure acting on the abutment (Huntly and 

Valsangkar, 2013; Alqarawi et al., 2017). It also affects the size and depth of the potential 

settlement trough in the approach soil. The latter forms an important criterion in the design of 

the approach slab and acceptability of the serviceability of the design. Therefore, investigating 

the variations imposed by the mode of abutment movement will broaden the existing 

knowledge about the approach issues in IABs and their possible remedies.  

However, a rigorous analysis that quantifies such effects in IABs is currently unavailable; 

therefore, the present experimental program will examine two modes of wall movements, 
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It is believed that the stiffness of the inclusion and its intended function are both equally 

important and need to be carefully considered. The inclusion is supposed to minimise the 

lateral earth pressure but not to substantially eliminate it. As discussed earlier, the lateral 

backfill pressure in IABs is yet beneficial in maintaining bridge stability such as the case of 

skewed semi-integral bridges. Moreover, the inclusion must possess sufficient stiffness to 

carry the vertical loads without excessive deformations. Accordingly, using an extremely low-

stiffness inclusion may involve some negative impact on the integrity of the abutment-backfill 

system.  

In this study, a medium-stiffness EPS geofoam has been used as the compressible inclusion. 

The performance of medium-stiffness EPS geofoam has not been experimentally evaluated in 

prototype experimental settings. Therefore, the outcomes of the current experimental program 

will provide valuable insights into the potential application of medium-stiffness EPS as 

inclusions in IABs.  

6.2.3 Types of Tests 

The present experimental program involves four tests, as shown in Table 6.1. One test will be 

conducted for each loading case, monotonic, cyclic-translation, cyclic-rotation and cyclic-

translation-with EPS inclusion. As large-scale tests, each test consumed significant resources 

and time. Hence each test has been managed carefully and unless errors are observed, repeat 

tests were not undertaken.  

It is worth noting that this study aims to obtain an insight of the fundamental soil-structure 

interaction by separately studying purely translational and rotational abutment movements. 

Composite, rotational-translational, movements are considered outside the scope of this 

thesis.  
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Table 6.1 Descriptions of the large scale experiments 

Test type Test number Type of movement  Amplitude 

Monotonic  T1 Monotonic - translational movement Monotonic 

displacement 

Cyclic  T2 Cyclic - rotational movement 2=
H

% 

Cyclic T3 Cyclic - translational movement 1=
H

% 

Cyclic  T4 Cyclic - translational movement with EPS 

inclusion 

1=
H

% 

Note: the ratio 
H

 represents the normalised wall movement 

It is worthwhile mentioning that the use of EPS inclusion will be evaluated only for the 

cyclic-translational movement, because this mode of movement depicts the most severe 

condition in terms of the consequent settlement and earth pressure escalation.   

6.2.4 Test Preparations  

Each experiment described in this chapter involved set of preparation activities, beginning 

with the preparation of equipment, deposition of soil inside the tank and ending with 

removing the sand from the tank at the end of the test. Among the activities that required 

careful control is the deposition of soil inside the tank. Due attention was given to perform 

this activity in a consistent manner to achieve a similar soil density among the different tests. 

As a control measure, samples of the deposited soil were taken, from different levels, to 

measure the density of the soil in each test. ten cups, of predetermined volume, were 

distributed on the surface of the soil to collect the soil samples (see Figure 6.2). The collected 

samples were then used to calculate the relative density of the soil. Figure 6.3 shows the 

average unit weight of samples measured during the tests. It is worthwhile noting that, the 

reading form one of the cups was eliminated due to a damage that affected its standard 

volume. Therefore, only nine readings for the density were taken.      
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6.3 Discussion of Test Results  

6.3.1 Test T1 

6.3.1.1 Recorded Lateral Pressures 

The purpose of this test was to quantify the response of the black sand to a monotonic 

translational passive wall movement. The outcomes of this test will provide realistic data to; 

- Further validate the log-spiral solution (developed in Chapter 3) 

- Provide a benchmark for the magnitude and distribution of the lateral earth pressure to 

compare with those obtained from other tests conducted under cyclic movement.      

During this test, the wall was displaced monotonically into the passive side (toward the soil) 

at a rate of 1 mm/min. The test was ended at a total displacement equals to 170 mm, where an 

excessive passive slippage became visible and the pressure readings were decreasing or 

relatively stable.   

The lateral earth pressure recorded in the pressure cells increased immediately after the wall 

was moved and continued to increase, then asymptote at different displacements. Figure 6.4 

shows the lateral earth pressures recorded during the test T1.  
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Figure 6.4 Lateral pressure vs wall displacement, test T1 

 

It is apparent that, the pressure-displacement relationships at the three sensors are 

qualitatively different. This is attributed to the different confining pressures at different 

depths. Evidently, the soil at the bottom sensor is subjected to a higher confining pressure 

than other sensors. Therefore; the pressure-displacement curve, based on the readings from 

the bottom sensor, showed notable peak followed by a decrease in the lateral earth pressure. 

This behaviour was not observed in the middle and top sensors, where the pressure-

displacement curves were relatively flat.   

Prior to the test, the soil developed a right triangular lateral pressure (at-rest pressure) varying 

from 5.5 kPa, at the top sensor, to 15.3 kPa at the bottom sensor. During the test, the pressure 

increased, and its distribution changed progressively, from right triangular, to a trilinear as 

shown in Figure 6.5. The maximum lateral pressure recorded in this test was 148.7 kPa and 

was recorded by the bottom sensor at a relative displacement, Δ/H, equals to 12.7%. 
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where A is the area outlined by the pressure profile,  is the unit weight of the soil and H is the 

total retained height of the soil (in test T1, H = 1 m). The values of the earth pressure 

coefficient, K, are plotted against the normalized displacement 
H

   as shown in Figure 6.6. 

 

Figure 6.6 Earth pressure coefficient K vs the normalized wall movement (
H

 ), test T1 (H=1 

m) 

 

It can be observed that, the magnitude of lateral earth pressure coefficient K, increased 

steadily with the wall movement, then asymptote at a relative displacement, 
H

 , between 

11% and 12%. The value of the passive earth pressure coefficient, pK , is concluded as 6.07 

which corresponds to the maximum value recorded in the test.  

The magnitude of pK  measured in this test, was compared with theoretical values 

determined using different methodologies such as; Coulomb, Rankine, Caquote and Kerisel 

and the log-spiral solution discussed in Chapter 3 (Alqarawi et al., 2021). The parameters 

used in the calculation of these theoretical values are summarized in Table 6.2. 
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The lateral earth pressure measured during the test T1 has shown that coefficient of at-rest 

earth pressure Ko is about 0.52. This value is very close to the theoretical value of at-rest 

pressure coefficient estimated by the following Jaky’s equation (Jaky, 1948), according to 

which Ko = 0.47 

Table 6.2 Parameters used in the calculation of pK  

Soil friction angle  

(
 ) 

Wall – soil friction angle 

(  ) 

Backfill inclination  

(
 ) 

Wall inclination 

(  ) 

32 20 0 0 

 

The values of pK  computed using the aforementioned theories are shown in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3 Calculated and measured values of  pK  

Coulomb Rankine Caquote and 

Kerisel 

The log-spiral solution  

(Alqarawi et al., 2020) 

The measured 

value 

6.9 3.52 6.4 5.93 6.07 

 

According to the data in Table 6.3, Rankine theory underestimated the value of pK  by 

approximately 45% while the value computed using Coulomb theory was greater than the 

measured pK  by approximately 14%. The log-spiral solution developed in Chapter 3, 

showed to be the closest estimation of the measured value of pK  with a difference of only 

2.3%. 

 6.3.1.3 Soil Deformation  

The side of the tank is made of clear acrylic, which allowed to visually observe the 

deformation in the soil mass during the test. In test T1, images were taken for the side of the 

tank, every 2 mm of the wall displacement, to monitor the development of the passive failure 
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6.3.2 Test T2 

In this test the wall was moved in a cyclic rotational movement. The displacement amplitude 

involves the application of 20 cycles of ± 20 mm. The test was conducted at a rate of 1 cycle 

per 30 minutes.  

6.3.2.1 Measured Lateral Pressure 

The readings taken from the top pressure sensor increased sharply during the first few cycles 

recording a maximum stress of 68.8 kPa in Cycle 6. This value is approximately two times 

greater than the maximum stress recorded in the first cycle and 16 times greater than the                           

at-rest pressure (at the same location of the top sensor). Following this spike, the stress, 

recorded at the top sensor, dropped to 50 kPa in cycle 10 and remained fluctuating at 40 kPa - 

50 kPa until the end of the test.  

The lateral pressure recorded in the middle sensor varied in a different pattern. It increased 

steadily over the first 10 cycles reaching a value of 64 kPa, then tend to level off at 

approximately 65 kPa.  

The pressure recorded at the bottom sensor was less sensitive to the movement cycles, and 

increased only by 50% (from 17 kPa to 26 kPa) over the first 5 cycles and asymptote around 

this value. The lateral earth pressure recorded in the three sensors are shown in Figure 6.8. It 

must be noted that the initial values of earth pressure (at zero cycles) represent the at-rest 

pressures.   
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Figure 6.8 Lateral stresses recorded in Test T2 

6.3.2.2 Lateral Pressure Distribution  

The distribution of the lateral earth pressure across the height of the wall was plotted for 

selected cycles as shown in Figure 6.9. Theoretical pressure envelopes based on Rankine, 

Coulomb, Caquote and Kerisel and the log-spiral solution (discussed in Chapter 3) have been 

computed for comparison purposes. The pressure envelope of the log-spiral solution is 

determined by multiplying the vertical stress (vertical stress is the product of the unit weight 

multiplied by the depth from the soil surface) by the magnitude of lateral earth pressure 

coefficient K calculated using the log-spiral solution.  

It can be observed that the maximum earth pressure, during the first few cycles, is occurring 

in the top part of the wall (at depth equals to 
3

H ). This result agrees with the findings of 

other researchers about the location of the maximum earth pressure due to abutment rotations 

(Springmans et al., 1996; Lehane, 2003). However, the profile changed progressively, with 

the movement cycles, and the maximum pressure developed within the middle third of the 

wall (at depth between 
3

H  and 
3

2H ) as shown in Figure 6.9d. This can be attributed to the 

propagation of the densified soil wedge deeper along the wall surface, which results in a 

stiffer soil and consequently a higher lateral earth pressure. However, this behaviour was not 
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observed at the bottom sensor, where the pressure was insensitive to the movement cycles, 

because the soil arching effects largely reduced the vertical stresses at the bottom of the wall.     

According to Figure 6.9, a right triangular earth pressure envelope does not address the actual 

profile, because the stress at the bottom part of the wall is largely overestimated, while that in 

the upper part is sometimes underestimated. Therefore, using a non-triangular pressure 

distribution profile is more appropriate in this case. Figure 6.10 shows a comparison between 

the maximum pressure in Cycle 20 with that calculated using the BS PD6694/1 (2011) 

(equation 2.15, Chapter 2). The latter assumes a bilinear earth pressure profile that varies 

from zero at the soil surface to 
2

HK 
 at the mid height of the wall then decreases to HKo

at the bottom of the wall. In this equation, the magnitude of the passive earth pressure 

coefficient pK  was determined as 6 according to the Eurocode 7 (2005) and the magnitude 

of the constant C was taken as 66 (free-end wall with dd dd 5.0= ). According to equation 

2.15, the magnitude of *K was determined as 7.5. It is notable that the BS PD6694/1 (2011) 

pressure envelope addresses the measured lateral stresses very well.    
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sensor increased steadily from 33.7 kPa in the first cycle to record a maximum value of 114 

kPa in cycle 16, then declined slightly to 100.3 kPa in the last cycle.  

The pressures in the top sensor were generally low, as they increased slightly over the first 10 

cycles, then interrupted by the excessive settlement in the soil surface. The readings from the 

sensor at the rear wall of the tank, showed an insignificant increase during the first five 

cycles, then asymptote at 11.5 kPa until the end of the test.   

    

Figure 6.15 Lateral pressure vs number of cycle, Test T3 

 

6.3.3.1 Lateral Pressure Distribution  

The vertical distribution of the maximum lateral pressure in test T3 was largely different from 

that in test T2. According to Figure 6.16, the maximum pressure preserved a right triangular 

profile over the first few cycles (up to cycle 5). During the following cycles, the pressure 

profile transformed progressively from right triangular with a peak at the bottom into 

triangular with a peak in the middle third of the wall, between cycles 10 and 15, and 

maintained this profile until the end of the test.  
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In order to compare the results from test T3 with the British Standard PD6694/1 (2011), 

equation 2.12 has been used to calculate the magnitude of earth pressure coefficient *K . It is 

worthwhile mentioning that, equation 2.12 applies to short abutments where the movement is 

dominantly translation. Equation 2.12 is preserved from BA42/96 (2003) and has not been 

superseded by the changes imposed by PD 6694/1 (2011). The magnitude of the at-rest earth 

pressure coefficient oK  is determined using Jacky’s (1948) equation and pK  is determined in 

accordance with the Eurocode 7 (2005). The magnitude of *K , then is determined as 5.9.  

It is understood that PD6694/1 (2011) provided guidelines about the distribution of earth 

pressure in IABs, but did not differentiate between the distribution of earth pressure behind 

short abutments and other abutment types. BA42/96 (2003) provided two different earth 

pressure distributions for frame abutments and full height embedded walls (see Figure 2.4). 

However, both are relatively deep abutments, and hence the movement is different from that 

observed in short abutments.  

Nevertheless, in Figure 6.17, a pressure profile is plotted based on the British Standard                       

PD 6694/1 (2011). It can be observed that, the latter underestimates the lateral pressure at the 

lower half of the wall. The assumption, made by PD6694/1 (2011), about the lateral earth 

pressure being reduced from a maximum, at the mid height of the wall, to an at-rest pressure 

at the bottom is non-conservative when the movement mode is translation. While the 

measured lateral pressure at the bottom, in test T3, decreases slightly with the number of 

cycles, it remains significantly higher than the at-rest pressure.  

In accordance with the results of test T3, the lateral pressure ratcheting effects are more 

significant in the lower half of the wall. Therefore, a modified lateral pressures envelop, for 

an abutment wall that experiences translational movement, can be proposed considering the 

following,  
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6.3.3.3 Soil Deformation  

The measurements of the soil surface settlements have been taken during the test when the 

wall is at the neutral and at the active positions. The settlements increased rapidly during the 

first 5 cycles, then continued to increase but at a lower rate (see Figure 6.18).  At the end of 

the test (after 20 cycles), a significant settlement trough is observed with a maximum 

settlement of 313 mm (approximately 30% of the total retained height of the soil). 

 

Figure 6.18 Maximum settlements recorded in test T3  

 

It is evident that the settlement observed in test T3 is different from that in test T2 in terms of 

the depth and size of the trough. The settlement rates also vary among tests T2 and T3. 

According to Figure 6.19, the settlement increment rate in test T2 was constantly decreasing 

throughout the test. However, in test T3, the settlement increment rate decreased over the first 

5 cycles, but remained fluctuating about an average value of 4% until the end of the test.  

This behaviour indicates the plastic strains continued to accumulate as the wall movements 

effects progressed to a larger extent.  
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The marker lines close to the wall (within the active soil wedge) were severely distorted and 

displaced, but they show a clear traces of settlements occurring across the height of the 

retained soil in this zone. In accordance with the deformed soil profile shown in Figure 6.21 

b, the retained soil mass can be divided into three zones, 

- Zone 1 (active soil wedge); this zone is located between the wall and the active failure 

surface. The soil in this zone experienced continuous densification and loosening as a 

results of the passive and active wall movements. The deformation of the soil, in this 

zone, is primarily settlement at angle corresponding to the slope of the active failure 

surface. 

- Zone 2 (passive soil wedge); This zone is subtended by the active and passive failure 

surfaces. The soil in this zone experienced incremental densification as a results of the 

active wedge continuously pushing into it. Therefore, the soil in zone 2 suffers an 

accumulation of shear strains that are not fully recovered during the active phase. This 

is because the soil in this zone is beyond the active wedge and hence does not loosen 

during the active wall movement. As the elastic strains of the soil are exhausted, the 

plastic strain will accumulate in the soil in Zone 2. The passive failure eventually 

occurs and the soil slips upward along the passive failure surface as illustrated in the 

magnified deformation zones in Figure 6.22.     

- Zone 3; this zone is located beyond the passive failure surface. The soil in this zone is 

intact as the effects of the wall movements do not progress beyond the passive failure 

surface         
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6.3.4.2 Soil Deformation 

The settlement measurements were taken throughout the test in addition to the displacements 

at the face of the EPS inclusion. After 50 cycles of wall movements, the maximum settlement 

was 175 mm (see Figure 2.25). However, the settlement recorded after 20 cycles was 124 

mm, which represents only 37% of the maximum settlement observed in test T3. Moreover, 

the deformed soil surface in this test did not show any heave even after 50 cycles of wall 

movements. This highlights the role of the EPS inclusions in attenuating the wall movement 

effects on the adjoining soil.  

The trend of the settlement curve in this test showed a qualitative agreement with those 

observed in test T2 and T3. The settlement increment rate was relatively high (4%) over the 

first 5 cycles then decreases considerably to approximately 1% in cycle 30 then levelled off, 

at this value, afterwards.   

It was not possible to compare the final settlement recorded in this test with that in Test T3, 

because the latter involved the application of only 20 cycles. However, a theoretical 

estimation using the trajectory of the settlement curve of Test T3 shows excessive settlement 

that may well exceeds 900 mm at 50 cycles.  

 

Figure 6.25 Soil Settlement vs number of cycles for test, T3 and T4 
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Figure 6.26 shows photos of the test chamber before and after test T4. The deformed soil 

profile shows a notable active slippage and a small trough in the soil adjoining the EPS 

inclusion. The size of the trough is calculated and is equivalent to approximately 50% of that 

developed in test T3. However, no heaving was observed in this test.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 6.26 Soil profile, (a) before test T4 and (b) after test T4 

 

6.3.4.3 Transfer Function of the EPS Inclusion 

The deformations in the soil adjacent to the EPS inclusion observed in test T4 were 

considerably less than those developed in test T3. This is, indeed, attributed to the transfer 
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function of the EPS inclusion. The latter was effective in reducing the displacement 

transferred to the soil during the movement cycles. In order to evaluate the transfer function 

of the EPS inclusion, the position of the EPS-soil interface was constantly monitored and 

compared with its initial position marked before the test started. For an easy reference, this 

EPS-soil interface will be referred to as the “EPS facing”.    

The first loading cycle begun with the wall moving, from the neutral position, towards the 

passive position. During this phase, the top point of the EPS facing showed no movement, 

while the bottom of the EPS facing experienced a displacement of -3 mm. The negative sign 

means the EPS facing is displaced to the left of the initial position (in this case the 

displacement was in a direction opposite to the direction of wall movement). This clearly 

indicates that the EPS inclusion absorbed the entire passive displacement component without 

transferring any effects to the soil. Following to that, during the active phase of the same 

cycle, the EPS inclusion was displaced, under the active soil pressure. However, the 

movement of the EPS facing was not uniform, whereas the top and bottom movements were -

2 mm and -22 mm respectively. Accordingly, a small gap at the top of the wall-EPS interface 

became visible.  In the next cycle, and when the wall travelled to the passive position again, 

the EPS inclusion could not retrieve its previous position. The EPS facing’s top and bottom 

movements were 0 and -15 mm respectively (all these numbers are measured with respect to 

the initial EPS facing position). This behaviour suggests that, although the wall travelled 20 

mm, from the active to the passive positions, the bottom of the EPS facing moved only 7 mm 

(-15 - (-22) = 7). In the active phase of the second cycle, the EPS facing top and bottom 

movements were -7 mm and -23 mm respectively.  

This behaviour led to the displacement envelopes at the top and bottom ends of the EPS 

facing are constantly smaller than the envelope of the applied displacement (see Figure 6.27). 
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At the end of the test, the top and bottom ends of the EPS facing were displaced by -11 mm 

and -30 mm respectively.   

 

Figure 6.27 Displacement envelopes of the wall and the EPS–soil interface 

 

According to Figure 6.27, the EPS facing did not cross the initial EPS-soil interface (toward 

the passive side) at any time during the test. The displacement envelopes at the top and 

bottom of the EPS facing remained less than the total applied amplitude (20 mm). 

Nevertheless, settlement was accumulated to a certain extent during the test. This behaviour 

suggests that, the EPS inclusion was very effective in eliminating the effects associated with 

the passive wall movements. In the passive phase, the EPS inclusion deformed and, hence, 

absorbed the wall passive displacement (10 mm) with no effects being transferred to the 

adjoining soil. However, during the active phase, the EPS inclusion did not withstand the 

active earth pressure, therefore; it moved along with the wall towards the active side. This 

movement was sufficient to develop a slippage in the active soil wedge. This case depicts a 

wall that moves with a small amplitude between the neutral and active positions only. 

Therefore, soil settlement will still develop under such loading pattern but with a smaller 

extent than that if the wall moves between the active and passive positions. 
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6.4 Conclusions  

This chapter presented the results of 4 experiments conducted on medium-dense soil (black 

sand) using a physical model that simulate prototype dimensions. The analysis of the results 

revealed the following critical conclusions; 

- The log-spiral solution developed in Chapter 3 gives the best estimation for the 

passive earth pressure coefficient pK  over other classical theories such as Rankine, 

Coulomb and Caqout and Kerisel (1948).  

- The mode of the wall movement has a significant impact on the magnitude and 

vertical distribution of the pressure and the deformation in the soil adjacent to the 

wall. The escalation in the lateral pressure and soil deformation are greater when the 

mode of movement is translation.  

- The deformation of soil under translational mode involve a considerable soil heaving 

due to the slippage of the passive wedge. In the rotational movement mode, the 

heaving is insignificant.  

- The existing design guidelines that adopt right triangular earth pressure distribution 

based on classical theories may well underestimate the lateral pressure, especially in 

semi-integral bridges where the movement mode is dominantly translation.   

- The design guidelines that use a bilinear stress distribution such as BS PD 6694/1 

(2011) provide a sufficiently conservative estimation for the lateral earth pressure 

when the movement mode is rotation. However, in the case of translational movement 

mode, these guidelines underestimate the lateral earth pressure at the bottom half of 

the wall.  

- The passive failure surface developed under monotonic or cyclic loading involves 

composite surface comprising a straight line and a curve at the bottom near the toe of 

the wall.  
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- Using a 600 mm thick, medium-stiffness, EPS inclusion reduced the soil settlements 

by more than 60%. However, a small trough will develop in the soil but with 

considerably small extent compared to the case without EPS inclusion. This settlement 

is due to the EPS inclusion not standing the active soil pressure during the active 

phase of the movement.  

- The lateral earth pressure developed at the wall-EPS interface correlates with the yield 

stress of the EPS inclusion. The pressure showed to be uniform, across the wall-EPS 

interface and is independent of the number of cycles. Using a low-stiffness EPS 

inclusion may reduce the lateral pressure but may lead to a greater settlement.  

- A better EPS inclusion arrangement may involve a thin strip of low-stiffness EPS 

placed between the wall and a large wedge-shape EPS inclusion. The low-stiffness 

EPS strip will keep the lateral earth pressure at lower levels while the wedge-shaped 

inclusion provides a self–stable soil mass to avoid soil slippage during the active 

phase of the wall movement.     
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Chapter 7 

Finite Element Modelling of Soil-Structure Interaction in Integral 

Abutment Bridges 

7.1 Introduction 

Computer simulations utilising reliable numerical models have been applied extensively in 

many engineering applications of practical interest. The numerical modelling provides an 

effective tool to produce results at minimal time, cost and effort. In its application to IABs, 

computer modelling based on the finite element method has been used to investigate the soil-

structure interaction behaviour under the temperature induced loads (Springman et al., 1996; 

Dicleli, 2000; Horvath, 2000; Kim and Laman, 2010; Bloodworth et al., 2012; David et al., 

2014). However, to develop an efficient and reliable computer model, sufficient calibration 

and validation with physical data need to be undertaken.  

In this chapter, three-dimensional finite element models are developed using the 

ABAQUS/Standard (2017) finite element modelling software and validated against the 

experimental data reported earlier in Chapter 6. The validation process involves the evaluation 

of the modelling results against the results of tests T3 and T4 (Translational movement 

without EPS inclusion and Translational movement with EPS inclusion) 

7.2 The GSK Soil Model  

In the present chapter, the soil is modelled using a nonlinear Mohr Coulomb criterion 

following the principle of the GSK soil model proposed by Krabbenhoft et al. (2012). The 

main objective of using this modelling approach is to account for the changes in the soil 

properties resulting from the cyclic wall movements which are addressed                                       

in terms of the changes in the confining pressure. 
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The GSK model offers the possibility of either using an associated or non–associated flow 

rule to simulate cohesive and non-cohesive frictional soils. Unlike Mohr Coulomb, the GSK 

model takes into account the stress dependency of the strength by varying the internal friction 

angle and the cohesion of the soil with the minor principle stress. According to Krabbenhoft 

and Christensen (2019), the GSK model assumes a curved failure envelope, in the  −  

plane, rather than a straight line. 

In the GSK model, the yield function is given by: 
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where 
21,aa  and k are the parameters characterising the yield envelope in the 13  −  space 

(see Figure 7.1) and are given by the following formulas: 
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where 
1  and 3 are the major and minor principle stresses, 

1  and 
2  are the angles of 

internal friction at low and high stress levels respectively (see Figure 7.1), c is the apparent 

cohesion at high stress level and, t  is a finite tensile strength.  
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Figure 7.1 GSK yield envelope in the 13  −  plane 

In view of equations (7.2) - (7.4), the GSK model is characterised by parameters 
1 , 

2 and c 

which delineate the yield function in the  −  space. According to Figure 7.2, the yield 

function of the GSK model involves a curve with an initial slope equals to 
1tan  and an 

asymptote follows the equation, 
2tan+c . 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.2 The GSK model yield function (Krabbenhoft and Christensen, 2019) 

The attractive feature of the GSK model is that the parameters involved in the model can be 

interpreted in terms of Mohr Coulomb criterion. Therefore, it provides a nonlinear Mohr 
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Coulomb envelope with confining pressure-dependent shear strength parameters; friction 

angle MC  and cohesion MCc  given by: 
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7.2.1 Soil Stiffness 

It is understood that, under a cyclic loading condition, the stiffness of the soil, E, changes 

considerably with the loading/unloading cycles. The stiffness of the soil during the initial 

(virgin) loading is typically less than the loading/unloading stiffness in the subsequent cycles 

(see Figure 7.3). In the default Mohr-Coulomb model in ABAQUS Standard (2017), the soil 

stiffness is considered to be constant and only one value can be specified for the stiffness of 

the soil in the material property module. As a matter of fact, even GSK model does not 

consider an increase in the soil stiffness in response to the loading and unloading of the soil. 

However, the interaction between the abutment and the approach soil, in an integral abutment 

bridge, involves cycles of loading and unloading due to the potential active and passive 
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abutment movements. Therefore, it is pivotal to address the increase and decrease in stiffness 

in different parts of the soil when simulating the abutment-soil interaction in IABs.  

In order to address this deficiency in the original GSK model, the stiffness of the soil will be 

introduced as a pressure-dependent variable (similar to c and  ). This modification establishes 

an extension to the GSK model where the change in the soil stiffness as a result of the cyclic 

loading will be taken into account. Therefore, the model proposed in this Chapter will be 

referred as the “Extended GSK” model or the EGSK model for an easy reference.   

The pressure-dependent soil stiffness can be calculated using equation 7.9 (Chanaton et at., 

2012; OPTUM CE, 2016) 

( )3, = refurEE   (7.9) 

where, refurE ,  is the stiffness at the unloading/reloading and is estimated based on the large 

strain stiffness modulus ( )50E , as given in equation 7.10 
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with 3   as the minor principal stress (confining pressure),  

refp  is the confining pressure in the triaxial compression test which was used to calculate 50E  

and, 
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m, is a fitting parameter and its value depends on the soil type. It is suggested that for sands 

and other coarse grained soils, a value of 0.5 is appropriate while for clay, the value of m can 

be assumed between 0.9 and 1 (Chanaton et al., 2012).  

It is worthwhile noting that, in modelling the black sand, the value of the exponent parameter 

m is taken as 0.7 taking into account the fact that the black sand particles are generally of 

small size (between 0.075 - 0.150 mm), which suggests that its behaviour, in this context, is 

between coarse-grained soil and clay (or fine-grained soil). Furthermore, this value showed 

that the computed moduli for confining pressures, 30 kPa, 60 kPa, 90 kPa and 150 kPa, fits 

well to the values measured in the triaxial tests (as reported in Chapter 5).   

 

Figure 7.3 The soil behaviour in the virgin loading and subsequent unloading/reloading 

compared to Mohr Coulomb model 

 

7.3 Formulation of Extended GSK Model for the Black Sand 

In order to use the Extended GSK model (EGSK model), as a material model for the black 

sand, the model parameters must first be determined. The data from four triaxial tests, 

conducted on black sand specimens (as discussed in Chapter 4), were used to calibrate the
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13  −  curve. This curve is then used to calibrate the parameters 
21,aa  and k as shown in 

Figure 7.4.  

 

Figure 7.4 The 13  −  plot for the black sand based on triaxial test results 

In accordance with Figure 7.4 the EGSK model parameters are determined as: 

=1a  6.7, =2a  2.4, =k  278 kPa and =t 2.45 kPa 

These parameters have been used to calculate the modified Mohr Coulomb parameters, MC  

and MCc  for a range of confining pressure 3  between -1 kPa and -300 kPa (the negative sign 

indicates a compressive stress). According to the experimental data (as discussed in Chapter 

6), this range of stresses covers the potential confining pressures developed during the 

modelling and expected to develop in a full-scale prototype. The magnitudes of soil stiffness 

have also been calculated for this range of confining pressures using equations 7.9 to 7.11. In 

these equations the values of 50E  and refP  were taken as 48000 kPa and 150 kPa respectively 

based on data from the triaxial tests. 
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The dilation angle,  , at different confining pressures, is determined as a function of the 

peak and critical state friction angles, using the equation proposed by Bolton (1986) (equation 

7.12). 

criticalpeak  −=  (7.12) 

where, MCpeak  =  while the friction angle at the critical state is deemed equal to the slope 

angle of the asymptote ( )2 . 

A summary of the pressure-dependent parameters used in the EGSK model are shown in 

Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1 Values of MC  and MCc  for various values of confining pressure 

3  (kPa) 
A B 

MC  MCc  (kPa) 
  

E (MPa) 

-1 6.67 6.63 47.56 0.01 23.2 
14.4 

-30 175.28 5.11 42.26 4.88 17.9 
17 

-60 312.30 4.10 37.46 16.29 13.1 
28.5 

-90 425.25 3.47 33.57 30.22 9.22 
37.1 

-150 611.26 2.83 28.50 55.75 4.16 
48 

-180 625.31 2.79 28.22 57.51 2.71 
51.5 

-210 771.2 2.57 26.06 72.44 1.74 
54.5 

-240 847 2.51 25.43 77.7 1.11 
57.3 

-270 921.7 2.47 25.02 81.4 0.71 
60 

-300 995.3 2.44 24.7 84.1 0.45 
62.3 

 

7.4 Validation of the EGSK Model 

This section presents the verification of the modelling results obtained, using the GSK model, 

against experimental data from the physical model tests discussed in Chapter 6. It involves 

comparisons between the results of two modelling approaches, first, using the elasto-plastic 
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Mohr Coulomb model; and second, using the EGSK model (which is essentially a non-linear 

Mohr Coulomb model).  

In the default Mohr Coulomb model, in ABAQUS Standard (2017), the properties of soil, 

including c,,  and the stiffness of soil E, are introduced by entering their values in the 

property module. Such values are preserved during the analysis without any change. Unlike 

Mohr Coulomb material model, in the EGSK model, the values of the aforementioned 

parameters vary according to the changes in the confining pressure ( )3 . 

A user defined field subroutine is written in ABAQUS Standard (2017) to vary the soil 

stiffness and strength with 3 . 

Strictly, the non-associated flow rule of the Mohr Coulomb model in ABAQUS Standard 

(2017) is used with the GSK failure surface with 𝜎3 dependency (Table 7.1) in the modelling 

in this chapter.   

7.4.1 The Finite Element Model 

Three-dimensional finite element models are developed, using the ABAQUS Standard (2017), 

to simulate the two physical tests, T3 and T4. The model is created using 10-node quadratic 

tetrahedron elements (C3D10) with quadratic geometric order.  

The interactions between the wall and the soil and between the soil and the sides/bottom of 

the tank have been modelled using a frictional interface using a penalty friction formulation 

with finite sliding for the tangential behaviour and hard contact for the normal behaviour. 

The loading is applied as a periodic uniform wall displacement following the equation, 


=

+=
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n

n nBAa
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were, 

0A  is the initial amplitude 

N represents the total number of the movement cycles  

n is the cycle number  

Bn is the coefficient of the Sine term (in this model, Bn = 1) and,  

  is the circular frequency and is given by N2  

The geostatic stresses are applied in the initial step using the predefined field feature in 

ABAQUS Standard (2017), and in the Geostatic step, a gravity load is applied to balance the 

predefined initial stresses to eliminate any deformations due to initial stress state. 

7.4.2 Modelling Results – Test T3 

The test T3 involves the movement of the wall in translational mode against and away from 

the retained soil with an amplitude of  10 mm. The loading conditions in test T3 depict the 

most severe case in terms of the deformations and the stresses developed as a result of the 

wall movements. Therefore, this test presents a relatively challenging case to validate the 

efficacy of the EGSK model. As mentioned earlier, the conditions in test T3 were modelled 

considering both, the Mohr Coulomb model and the EGSK model proposed here.  

Figure 7.5 shows the deformed three-dimensional model of test T3 after the analysis using the 

EGSK model.  
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(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 7.5 The deformed 3D model of test T3 showing (a) The complete model and (b) The 

soil and the wall only 

 

The maximum settlements recorded at the soil-wall interface are plotted against the number of 

cycles, as shown in Figure 7.6.  
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Figure 7.6 Experimental and modelling results of the maximum settlements of test T3 

 

The settlement results computed using the EGSK model are notably closer in the final cycles 

to the actual measured data than those computed using Mohr Coulomb model. The latter 

produces settlement results that increase quite linearly with the number of cycles which 

results in overestimating the total settlement after 20 loading cycle. The results of the EGSK 

model show a slight nonlinearity with the settlement rate decreasing with the number of 

cycles. A comparison of the cumulative settlement results between the two modelling 

approaches together with the measured data is shown in Table 7.2. It can be observed that the 

EGSK model overestimates the actual measured data after 20 cycles by less than 5% while 

that of Mohr Coulomb model overestimates the measured data by approximately 27%.  

Table 7.2 Comparison of the modelling results with the measured data of test T3 

Results type Total settlements (after 20 cycles) 

(mm) 

Error margin 

Mohr Coulomb 401 + 27% 

GSK model 329 + 4.7% 

Measured data 314 - 
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The modelling results for the lateral pressures at the soil-wall interface have also been 

determined using both modelling approaches (Mohr Coulomb and EGSK models) and 

compared with those recorded during test T3. Figure 7.7 shows the computed lateral pressure 

at a depth 
3

H  from the soil surface which depicts the location of the top sensor. It can be 

observed that the lateral pressures computed using the EGSK model are also replicating the 

measured data better compared to those computed using the Mohr Coulomb model.  

 

Figure 7.7 The computed and measured lateral pressures at the top sensor, test T3 

 

Similarly, the lateral pressures computed using the EGSK model at the middle sensor (at 

depth of 
3

2H from the soil surface) showed to be in a good agreement with the measured 

data as shown in Figure 7.8. The results computed using Mohr Coulomb model, at the 

location of the middle sensor, are overestimating the measured data by more than 50%. 
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Figure 7.8 The computed and measured lateral pressures at the middle sensor, test T3 

 

7.4.3 Modelling Results – Test T4  

In order to explore the validity of the proposed modelling approach under more complex soil-

EPS-wall interactions, the test T4 has been carried out. A three-dimensional finite element 

model is therefore developed to replicate the conditions in test T4, including the EPS-wall and 

soil-EPS interactions.  

The EPS inclusion has been modelled as a solid deformable material using the hyperfoam 

material model, available in ABAQUS Standard (2017). The hyperfoam model is calibrated 

using experimental data from a number of laboratory tests carried out on EPS specimens (as 

discussed earlier in Chapter 4). Tangential and normal behaviours have been defined, using 

the Interaction Property module in ABAQUS Standard (2017), to model the interactions at the 

wall-EPS and EPS-soil interfaces.  

Comparison between the measured and modelling results of the maximum settlement in test 

T4 is shown in Figure 7.9. Similar to the modelling results of test T3, the settlements 

computed using the EGSK model are in a closer agreement with the measured data than those 

obtained from the modelling using the Mohr Coulomb model. Similar to the modelling of test 

T3, the settlements from the EGSK model show signs of curvature and is approaching an 
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asymptote in the last few cycles with a final increment rate of 0.8%. This rate is relatively 

close to that in the measured data which is 0.57%. However, the settlement results computed 

using the Mohr Coulomb model replicate almost a linear relationship between the settlement 

and the number of cycles which results in overestimating the final settlement by more than 

20%.  

   

Figure 7.9 Experimental and modelling results of the maximum settlements of test T4 

 

The proposed modelling approach has also been tested in calculating the lateral pressure at the 

EPS-wall interface in test T4. The lateral pressures at the locations of the top, middle and 

bottom sensors have been computed using the EGSK and the Mohr Coulomb models and then 

compared with the measured data of test T4. It is worthwhile noting that, the values of the 

lateral pressures measured in the three sensors, in test T4 were very close and cannot be 

separately delineated in the plot (see Figure 6.23). Therefore, the average value of 80 kPa is 

taken as the measured pressure for all three sensors.  

According to Figures 7.10, the curves of lateral pressures, computed using the EGSK model, 

tend to level off with the number of cycles at values between 80 kPa and 90 kPa for middle 

and bottom sensors. This behaviour agrees well with the measured data from test T4. 
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However, the pressures computed at the location of the top sensor showed to be slightly 

below the average value of the measured data.    

 

Figure 7.10 Computed lateral pressure using EGSK model, test T4 

 

The pressures computed using the Mohr Coulomb model showed noticeable qualitative and 

quantitative variations from those computed using the EGSK model as well as the measured 

data. It can be observed, from Figure 7.10, that the relationship between the pressure and 

movement cycles depicts an elasto-plastic behaviour with the pressure increasing steadily 

with no sign to asymptote even after 50 loading cycles. This behaviour does not follow the 

data observed in test T4.  

Quantitatively, the pressures computed, using the MC model, at the locations of the middle 

and bottom sensors are higher than those in the measured data. After 50 cycles, the pressure 

computed at the location of the bottom sensor is 104 kPa which overestimates the average 

measured data by approximately 30%   
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The aforementioned results suggest that the EGSK model is better in modelling the soil 

settlement and stress ratcheting at the soil-wall interface than the default MC model. This may 

indeed underpin the advantage of using the EGSK model in modelling deep abutments in 

IABs where the soil-structure interaction requires rigorous numerical analyses as 

recommended by the British Standard PD6694-1 (2011) specifically for such cases.     

7.5 Application of EGSK Model in a Deep Embedded Integral Abutment 

The validation process discussed in the previous section shows that the EGSK modelling 

results are closer to the measured data than those produced by the MC model. It has also been 

concluded that the EGSK can be better applied in modelling cases over a higher range of 

confining pressure, such as those in IABs with deep abutments.  

In order to explore the efficacy of the EGSK in modelling such cases, a three-dimensional 

model of a prototype IAB with a deep abutment is developed using the ABAQUS Standard 

(2017) finite element software. The modelled case involves 5 m high concrete abutment, with 

45   inclined wing walls, supported by 9 (8 m long) steel H piles. The model replicates the 

approach of 16 m wide fully integral abutment bridge (FIAB) as shown in Figure 7.11.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)  
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(b)  

Figure 7.11 Three-dimensional model of deep abutment IAB showing (a) The complete 3D 

model and (b) The abutment and piles 

 

For the sake of comparison, the properties of soil, in both the MC and the EGSK models, have 

been taken similar to those used in the modelling of the physical tests with an exception to the 

unit weight which is taken as 18 kN/m3.  

The boundary conditions are defined in terms of displacement controls in x, y and z directions. 

Vertical boundaries were restrained in the direction orthogonal to the plane at which the 

boundary exists. Bottom boundary has been restrained in x, y and z directions.  Mesh setup 

was selected so that larger mesh utilised near the boundaries to avoid the boundary effects and 

finer mesh near the abutment wall.  

The properties of the concrete abutment and the steel piles are shown in in Table 7.3 

Table 7.3 properties of the concrete abutment and the steel piles 

Parameter Concrete wall Steel Pile  

E, (kPa) 30 x 106 200 x 106 

Unit weight (kN/m3) 23.4 78 

Poisson’s ratio 0.25 0.3 

Type/specification -  HP 310 x 110 
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The loading is applied in terms of active and passive horizontal displacements of 0.4% at the 

top of the abutment (equivalent to ± 20 mm). Thirty loading cycles have been applied in each 

of the modelling cases (MC and EGSK models).  

 

7.5.1 Modelling Results  

The maximum settlement results observed in the two modelling methodologies are illustrated 

in Figure 7.12. The total settlements recorded, after 30 cycles, were 193 mm and 147 mm for 

the MC and EGSK models respectively. This reflects a difference of more than 30% which is 

greater than those observed in modelling tests T3 and T4 (about 20% in both).  Furthermore, 

the settlement curve of the EGSK modelling results is highly nonlinear with a considerable 

reduction in the settlement rate. The latter decreased from an average of 7.9%, over the first 

five cycles, to an average of 1.4% over the last five cycles. The settlement results computed 

using the MC, on the other hand, showed a similar behaviour to that observed before, with the 

settlement increasing linearly with the number of cycles.    

 

Figure 7.12 Settlements computed using the MC and the Extended GSK models, 3D 

prototype model 
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The computed lateral pressures at depths 
3

2,
3

HH  and H, from the initial soil surface, have 

also been observed. According to Figure 7.13, notable variations between the results of the 

two modelling approaches can be seen. The pressures computed, in the three locations, using 

the MC model are generally greater than those calculated using the EGSK and demonstrated 

linear lateral pressure increase in the first few loading cycles and asymptote after that. No 

peak is observed regardless of the depth from the soil surface. On the contrary, the plots of the 

pressures from the EGSK model show a non-linear behaviour over the initial 5 loading cycles. 

The pressure at depth equals to 
3

H  records a peak of 171 kPa followed by a slight decrease 

in the post-peak region ending with 151 kPa in the last cycle. The pressure at a depth 3/2H  

shows a noticeable peak after 15 cycles with the lateral pressure increasing from 91.5 kPa, in 

cycle 15, to 101 kPa in the last cycle.  

 

Figure 7.13 The lateral pressures computed using the MC and the Extended GSK, 3D model 

of deep embedded integral abutment  
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7.6 Conclusion  

This chapter presented a finite element modelling approach that utilises a non-linear Mohr 

Coulomb failure criterion, for the soil, similar to that in the GSK constitutive model proposed 

by Krabbenhoft et al. (2012). Three-dimensional finite element models were developed using 

ABAQUS Standard (2017) to validate the efficacy of the proposed modelling approach 

against experimental data from tests T3 and T4 (discussed in Chapter 6). After validating the 

proposed model, a three-dimensional model of a full integral abutment bridge was developed 

to evaluate the application of the EGSK model in replicating the abutment-soil interaction 

under a higher range of confining pressure as would occur in a deep embedded integral 

abutment.  Based on the modelling results, the following conclusions have been drawn,  

-  The GSK constitutive model provides an efficient soil model with a relatively simple 

calibration process. The GSK model parameters can be determined based on data from 

triaxial tests with different confining pressures.  

- The GSK model can be extended by incorporating the changes in the soil stiffness 

during soil-structure interactions by relating the soil stiffness to the confining pressure 

similar. 

- The validation outcomes showed that the results of the EGSK model are generally in 

closer agreement with the measured data in terms of the settlement and the lateral 

pressure ratcheting at the soil-wall interface than those given by the Mohr Coulomb 

model.  

- The modelling results using the EGSK model showed a non-linear relationship 

between the maximum settlement and the loading cycles. This behaviour deviates 

from that observed in Mohr Coulomb modelling results where the relationship is quite 

linear. 
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- The settlements and the lateral earth pressures computed using the Mohr Coulomb 

model are generally overestimating the actual measured data.     

- In the EGSK model, the stiffness and the strength parameters are dependent on the 

confining pressure. Therefore, the Extended GSK model is more effective in 

modelling real-world cases where a wide range of confining pressures resulting from 

soil-structure interactions is expected. However, since even the EGSK model tends to 

underestimate initial settlement, future improvements to the model can be made to 

better capture the initial stiffness of the soil. 
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Chapter 8 

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 

8.1 Summary  

Integral abutment bridges are receiving growing interest as a favourable construction practice 

in many countries around the world. This is due to the merits perceived in IABs compared to 

the traditional (jointed) bridges. Among these merits, is the elimination of the expansion 

joints, and bearings in some case, which are the primary causes of most of the recurring, 

costly and traffic retarding maintenance works. In addition, IABs are easier and faster to 

construct and they possess an improved structural performance in various aspects of design, 

such as the resistance to seismic loading. However, the absence of expansion joints in the 

IABs results in temperature induced cyclic movements in the bridge abutments due to 

expansion and contraction of the bridge deck, which consequently lead to a settlement in the 

approach soil and an escalation in the lateral earth pressure acting on the abutment. These 

issues attracted research studies, where interaction problems in IABs were investigated. 

However, only a few of those studies investigated the possible mitigation measures for the 

settlements and the lateral pressure escalation in the approaches of IABs. Therefore, a 

standard design practice that account for the mitigation of the approach problems in IABs is 

currently not available. The present design practices of the soil-abutment interaction in IABs 

are classified into: 

- No separation: In this case, the approach soil is built in contact with the abutment, so 

that any abutment movement is equally transferred to the adjacent approach soil.  

- Partial separation: In this case, an inclusion is provided between the soil and the 

abutment so that only partial abutment movement is transferred to the soil through the 
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inclusion layer. The inclusions used for this purpose include collapsible inclusions 

(such as loose granular soil, tyre shreds or rubber chips) or non-collapsible inclusions 

such as EPS geofoam or cardboard.  

- Full separation: in this case, the approach soil is built as a self-stable mass (such as 

MSE walls) with a gap separating the soil and the abutment.  

None of the above measures can be said to have completely solved the approach issues. There 

is a room for development of other effective solutions for the broad spectrum of IAB cases. 

Developing a practical remedial measure for the approach problems in IABs requires an in-

depth knowledge about the soil-structure interaction at the bridge approaches, mobilised by 

the movements of the bridge abutments. Such knowledge, if adequately established, will form 

the cornerstone for any potential practical and efficient remedial measures.   

This overall objective of the research presented in this thesis is to conduct a fundamental 

study of the soil-structure interaction in IABs and the mitigating effects of geofoam 

inclusions. This is performed through a series of experimental tests coupled with numerical 

simulations for the soil-abutment wall interaction.  

8.2 Summary of Conducted Work 

The work conducted in this thesis includes analytical, experimental, and numerical analyses 

of the soil-abutment wall interaction. The analytical work involves the development and 

validation of a new generalised solution to estimate the passive earth pressure on rigid 

retaining walls based on the log spiral method. The experimental work was conducted using a 

small-scale and a large-scale physical model. The experimental program investigated the soil-

wall interaction behaviour under cyclic wall movements. The numerical analyses included 

proposing an extension to the GSK soil model developed by Krabbenhoft et al. (2012), which 

adopts a nonlinear Mohr Coulomb criterion, by incorporating the non-linear stiffness 
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dependency of the soil on the stress level. The proposed EGSK model has the ability to 

capture the stiffness and strength variations in soil due to changes to confining as a result of 

wall movements realistically. 

8.2.1 The Log-Spiral Solution 

This part of the thesis includes the development of an analytical solution to estimate the 

passive earth pressure. The objectives of this work address the need for an efficient, and easy- 

to apply, method to estimate the passive earth pressure considering different parameters 

including the slope of the backfill, the soil friction angle, the soil-wall interface friction and 

the inclination of the face of the wall. Such a general yet simple solution developed in a 

spreadsheet was previously not available. The solution is formulated based on the hypotheses 

of Terzaghi (1948) considering a composite failure surface comprising a log-spiral arc and a 

tangent line. The solution is validated against experimental data from physical model tests 

performed in this study and experimental and numerical data found in the literature. It showed 

to replicate the validation data better than other classical theories of earth pressure.  

The log-spiral solution developed in this study provides a simple and accurate method to 

estimate the passive earth pressure and it can also be easily formulated in Matlab as an 

alternative to an Excel spreadsheet.  

8.2.2 Experimental Work (Small Wall Model) 

This work is conducted using a physical model simulating a small wall retaining sandy soil. 

The objectives of this physical model are to evaluate the soil-wall interaction behaviour under 

different modes of cyclic wall movements, replicating rotation and translation. Small 

displacements of ± 2 mm were applied to replicate the abutment movements in an IAB due to 

expansion and contraction of the bridge deck due to temperature rise and fall. The results 

obtained from this experimental program provide a qualitative insight into:  
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- The stress ratchetting effects  

- The vertical distribution of lateral earth pressure on the wall and,  

- The complex mechanisms (soil densification, confinement and displacement) that 

leads to the settlement and/or heaving in the soil surface  

Small wall experiments also investigated the potential application of the Expanded Polystrene 

(EPS) Geofoam as a compressible inclusion, between the abutment and the soil, to mitigate 

the adverse effects of wall movements. The EPS Geofoam is an excellent choice for such 

applications being a highly compressible material, has an extremely light weight and a 

relatively low stiffness. In addition to its potential use as a compressible inclusion, EPS 

Geofoam can largely reduce the loads applied on the subsoil and at the same time EPS 

Geofoam can support vertical loads adequately.   

The function of the EPS Geofoam inclusion in attenuating the effects of wall movements on 

the adjacent soil is investigated through experimental and numerical modelling. New insights 

into the effects of the thickness, stiffness and the configuration of EPS Geofoam inclusion on 

its transfer function have been obtained from these investigations.   

8.2.3 Experimental Work (Large Scale Model) 

In this part of the thesis, a large experimental model is developed to replicate a 2 m high 

abutment retaining soil and subjected to different modes of movements. The model aims to 

investigate the abutment-soil interaction behaviour under similar stress, strain and loading 

conditions as in a real-world prototype case. The development of the model involved the 

following stages: 

- Dimensional analysis to identify the measures required to achieve similarity between 

the model and real-world prototype conditions.   
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- Determination of model geometry and dimensions following the outcomes of the 

dimensional analysis study. 

-  Identifying and acquiring the materials to be used in the model, particularly the soil. 

In accordance with the outcomes of the dimensional analysis, a naturally heavy soil 

(two times heavier than the traditional backfill) need to be used to maintain the 

similarity of the model with the prototype. The soil used in this experimental model 

(the black sand) has never been utilised in a similar purpose of geotechnical research. 

Therefore, a comprehensive study of the back sand was conducted to determine its 

physical and mechanical properties.   

Following the completion of the large-scale physical model, four experimental tests were 

carried out with the emphasis on observing the effects of the mode of wall movement and the 

presence of the EPS inclusion on the soil-wall interaction behaviour. These tests involved: 

- Monotonic wall movement: in this test, the wall was moved in a monotonic movement 

until a full passive failure was observed. The objectives of these tests were to validate 

the log-spiral solution developed earlier in this thesis and to capture the shape of the 

passive failure surface of the soil.  

- Cyclic wall movement: two tests were conducted under cyclic wall movements 

including pure rotation and pure translation. The primary purpose of these tests is to 

provide qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the deformations in the soil surface 

as well as the ratcheting effects in the lateral earth pressures. These two tests were 

conducted without including an EPS Geofoam inclusion.    

- Cyclic, translational, wall movement with EPS Geofoam inclusion: in this test a 600 

mm thick, medium stiffness, EPS inclusion was inserted between the wall and the soil. 

The test was conducted under a translational cyclic movement to evaluate the efficacy 

of the EPS Geofoam inclusion under the most sever scenario. This test was aimed to 
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establish new knowledge about the double interaction (Soil-EPS-wall) mechanism and 

to evaluate the function of the EPS inclusion in alleviating the wall movement effects 

on the backfill soil.  

8.2.4 Numerical Analysis 

In this part of the thesis, two-dimensional and three-dimensional models were developed 

using the ABAQUS/Standard (2017) finite element software. This was completed in two 

parts: 

- Two-dimensional modelling (Chapter 4): in this part, two-dimensional models were 

developed and validated using data from the small wall tests. The soil was modelled as 

an elasto-plastic material using the Mohr Coulomb failure criterion. Upon the 

validation of this modelling approach, two-dimensional model of a 3 m high full 

integral abutment was developed to investigate the soil-structure interaction in 

prototype dimensions. 

- Three-dimensional modelling (Chapter 7): in this part, three-dimensional models were 

developed to replicate the large-scale physical model tests. In these models, a new 

finite element modelling approach was proposed utilising a non-linear Mohr Coulomb 

failure criterion for the soil, similar to that in the GSK constitutive model proposed by 

Krabbenhoft et al. (2012). The proposed soil model incorporated the changes in the 

soil stiffness, extending the original GSK model, to study soil-structure interactions. 

This is achieved by relating the soil stiffness to the confining pressure which changes 

during unloading/loading. This Extended GSK model was validated using data from 

the large-scale experiments. The purpose of this modelling approach is to address the 

dependency of the soil stiffness and strength on the confining pressure where such 

effects are more prominent in modelling the interaction in three-dimensional settings 

and at relatively high range of confining pressures.  
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8.3 Conclusions 

The outcomes of the analytical, numerical and experimental studies conducted in this research 

are summarized below:  

• The observations of the failure surface in the large-scale experiments together with the 

analysis of the PIV images captured during the small wall experiments both confirm 

that the passive failure surface of the soil comprises of an arc at the bottom part and a 

straight line. This conclusion supports the assumptions made during the development 

of the log-spiral solution developed in this thesis.    

• The classical theories for lateral earth pressures such as Coulomb and Rankine do not 

capture well the lateral soil pressures in IABs due to the ratcheting effects developed 

under cyclic abutment movements. Moreover, the assumption of a linear earth 

pressure distribution, by these classical theories, misrepresents the vertical profile of 

earth pressure in IABs.  This thesis proposes a profile that addresses the lateral earth 

pressure behind an abutment experiencing translational movement. In this profile, the 

pressure varies linearly from zero at the soil surface to a maximum value of *

4
3 HK  

at a depth equals to H
4

3  and remains constant, at this value, over the lower part of 

the wall. An appropriately conservative value of earth pressure coefficient *K need to 

be considered. The value of 
*K  recommended by the British Standards PD 6694/1 

(2011) underestimates the lateral earth pressure when the movement is dominantly 

translation. Therefore, this thesis recommends increasing the value of 
*K , calculated 

based on PD 6694/1 (2011), by 25%.   

• The mode of abutment movement (rotation or translation) is not appropriately 

addressed in the major international design guidelines as a dominant factor that 

governs both the magnitude and the distribution of the lateral earth pressure acting on 
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the abutment. The experimental study conducted in this thesis revealed that abutments 

with mainly translational movement experience more severe effects compared to that 

with principally rotational movement. In practice it will be necessary and important to 

distinguish between dominantly translational (short walls) or dominantly rotational 

wall (tall walls). Guidelines for what constitutes a short or a long wall, however, are 

lacking. 

• The experimental and numerical analyses conducted in this thesis showed that the 

location of maximum earth pressure, in response to a translational abutment 

movement, occurs at a depth equals to approximately 
3

2H  from the soil surface 

instead of 
2

H  as proposed by the British Standard PD 6694-1 (2011).  

• The experimental and numerical results showed that the deformation in the approach 

soil consists of both a settlement trough and surface heaving. The negative volumetric 

strain, or the settlement, in the backfill soil adjacent to the abutment is caused by soil 

densification and soil displacement. The positive volumetric strain, or the plastic 

dilatancy, is generally greater when the soil is initially dense which results in a large 

surface heave beyond the settlement trough. On contrary, initially loose soil 

experiences large soil settlement and insignificant heaving when subjected to cycles of 

abutment wall movements.    

• The black sand, which was used for the first time in this thesis, provides a potential for 

geotechnical physical conditions similar to a 2g environment because the unit weight 

of back sand is nearly twice as high as that of normal sand. Despite of its unusual high 

unit weight, the black sand possesses regular granular characteristics, strength and 

stiffness similar to those of a traditional backfill soil.      
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• The EGSK can provide a better model of soil-structure interactions by considering the 

changes in the strength and stiffness of soil. However, further development is required 

to capture densification effects and address the under-prediction of soil displacement 

in the first few cycles 

• The EPS geofoam in current configuration shows a promise in mitigating both lateral 

pressure ratcheting and settlement trough. However, a more self-stable configuration 

may be needed to further improve the results. A better EPS Geofoam inclusion 

arrangement may involve a thin strip of low-stiffness EPS placed between the wall 

and a large wedge-shaped EPS inclusion. The low-stiffness EPS Geofoam strip will 

keep the lateral earth pressure at lower levels while the wedge-shaped inclusion 

provides a self-stable soil mass to avoid soil slippage during the active phase of the 

wall movement.  

• The Log-spiral solution developed in this study provides an accurate estimation of the 

limiting passive earth pressures. The results obtained from the log-spiral solution 

showed to be in closer agreement with the measured data than those computed using 

classical Rankine and Coulomb theories. Therefore, it provides an excellent tool for 

practicing engineers specially it can easily be programmed using MATLAB or even 

Excel spreadsheet.   

• The transfer function of the EPS geofoam inclusion depends largely on the soil-EPS 

relative stiffness Er (Er =
soil

EPS

E

E
), which is the ratio between the stiffness of EPS to that 

of the backfill soi. The transfer function of the inclusion improves when the value of 

Er decreases.    

• The results of large-scale experiments showed multiple active failure planes develop 

due to the wall movement. This was observed in all tests conducted with cyclic 
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movement, including that with the EPS inclusion. This indicates that cumulative 

active slippage occurs with the movement cycles. 

• The experimental results showed that the passive failure under a cyclic translational 

movement occurs at a significantly smaller displacement than that at a monotonic 

movement. The results of test T3 revealed that the passive failure became clearly 

visible after 20 cycles of displacement of Δ 𝐻ൗ  = 1 %. However, the results of test T4 

(where the wall moved monotonically), showed that signs of the passive failure 

became visible after a displacement of Δ 𝐻ൗ  = 17%. 

 
8.4 Recommendation for Future Studies 

• This research shows that unified and explicit standards about the consideration of 

lateral earth pressure in IAB approaches are currently unavailable. Therefore, further 

research is necessary to quantify the magnitude and the distribution of the lateral earth 

pressure in IABs. Such research needs to employ an experimental program to 

investigate the lateral earth pressure under similar in situ stress conditions as in the 

field for various loading scenarios including different displacement amplitudes, modes 

of wall movements, wall skew angles, number of cycles and different backfill 

densities.  

• The EPS geofoam showed to perform effectively in reducing the approach problems in 

IABs, namely in terms of preventing the lateral pressure ratcheting and alleviation of 

the approach settlement. The EPS utilised in the experimental and numerical analyses 

involved a single block of medium stiffness EPS with a density of 20 kg/m3. Further 

studies are advised to consider EPS geofoam in different self-stable arrangements, 

such as providing a thin board of resilient EPS between the wall and the full EPS 

wedge, to further reduce the temperature effects on IAB approaches.  
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• The EGSK model utilised in this study, presents an effective model to capture the 

nonlinear soil behaviour. However, the soil densification effects have not been taken 

into account in the EGSK model. Therefore, further development of this model is 

advised, to more accurately consider the densification effects in response to the 

abutment cyclic movement.  

• Although the EGSK model addresses the non-linear response of soil, the numerical 

results of the soil settlement showed that the settlement curve does not capture the 

realistic response at the first few loading cycles. Further studies are advised to further 

develop the EGSK model to better replicate the soil settlement at the early loading 

stages.    

• The hyper-foam model provided by the ABAQUS Standard (2017) is able to replicate 

the EPS behaviour reasonably well. However, in order to simulate the EPS behaviour 

when plastic deformations and hardening effects are expected, a constitutive model 

with hardening plasticity such as the one developed by Wong and Leo (2006) need to 

be employed in the FE modelling.  

• The temperature induced movements of the abutment take place in a slow pattern 

corresponding to the annual temperature fluctuations. Therefore, time dependent creep 

deformation is likely to occur in the EPS geofoam due to its rheological behaviour. 

Further studies are recommended to involve the creep strain component in the analysis 

of EPS when used in IAB approaches. 

• Guidelines for what constitute a translational-dominant, a rotational-dominant wall or 

mixed wall movements need to be investigated and established.  

• While solutions may be found to significantly reduce settlement trough (such as the 

EPS inclusion solution investigated in this thesis), finding the final step solution to 

bring it to within acceptable settlement performance criteria during its design life is 
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also the most difficult step. By understanding the fundamental mechanics of soil-

structure interactions, it is hoped that the work in this thesis will lead to finding the 

final step solution.   
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